








































































MINUTES OF EVIDENCE

TAKEN BEFORE THE CULTURE, MEDIA AND SPORT COMMITTEE

WEDNESDAY 23 OCTOBER 2002

Members present:

Mr Gerald Kaufman, in the Chair

Mr Chris Bryant Alan Keen
Mr Frank Doran Miss Julie Kirkbride
Michael Fabricant Ms Debra Shipley
Mr Adrian Flook John Thurso

Memorandum submitted by the British Museum

1. Summary

(i) The British Museum holds in trust for the nation and the world a collection of art and antiquities. The
collection is one of the finest in existence, spanning two million years of human history and every continent,
and is housed in one of Britain’s architectural landmarks.

(ii) Access to the collection is, and always has been, free. Free admission is an essential part of the British
Museum’smission to inspire and provide lifelong learning for all, ensuring that everyone can visit and explore
mankind’s shared cultural heritage.

(iii) With up to five million visitors per annum, the British Museum has been the most visited institution
of its kind in theUK formore than a decade,making amajor contribution to tourism and to public education.
Details of the achievements of 2001–02 are included in the publishedReviewwhich is enclosed as anAppendix
to this evidence. (not printed)

(iv) However, retaining this commitment to free admission, has cost the British Museum an estimated
£80 million in lost income and reclaimed VAT over ten years.1

(v) The British Museum has increased opening hours and public access following the departure of the
British Library in 1996 and development of the Great Court in 2000. Our on-line collections and educational
websites are visited by more than four million users per annum.2

(vi) In this period, the BritishMuseum has also welcomed the introduction of its new statutory duties under
the Treasure Act but received no recompense for the extra £500,000 costs per annum.

(vii) Over the last 10 years, the value of grant-in-aid has fallen progressively and, had the British Museum
been charging, it would have been eligible for £8 million compensation in the Autumn of 2001 for giving up
charging.3

(viii) The BritishMuseum has addressed these financial pressures and a growing structural deficit through:

— Fundraising and enterprise—raising £87 million from private sources over the last decade for
capital projects alone4 and increasing income from on-site services

— Modernisation—especially in relation to the operation of the Great Court and the creation of the
on-line collection

— Rephasing expenditure—resulting in a backlog of maintenance including essential roof repairs and
gallery refreshment

— Cost reduction—including the daily closure of 20 per cent of galleries

(ix) In the first months since the introduction of free admission at all national museums, the British
Museum has lost 10 per cent of visitors, worsening its financial position, and anticipates that tourist numbers
will take at least three years to recover.

1 Calculated by the British Museum on the basis of a charge per head on cumulative visitor numbers minus 40 per cent for the
reductionwhich the introduction of chargingwould have caused plus the annual VATwhich could not be claimed by the British
Museum as a free institution but would have been reclaimed as a charging business.

2 The British Museum introduced extended opening hours by six hours each week with the opening of the Great Court, which
remains open beyond the Museum hours (to 11 p.m. on Thursday to Saturday). The virtual visitor numbers are those who
remain on the site for 10 minutes.

3 Based on the average compensation to previously charging institutions multiplied by the visitor numbers.
4 Calculated by the BritishMuseum and including £65 million raised for the Great Court from private sources and not including
£45 million grants for that project from the Millennium Commission and Heritage Lottery Fund.
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(x) It is only through partnership with stakeholders, funders and peer bodies that the British Museum can
make its full contribution towards social and regional development in the UK and the role and reputation of
Britain in the world. Secure adequate funding is the essential base for such partnerships.

2. National Mission and International Role

(i) The BritishMuseumwas founded byAct of Parliament in 1753 principally from three private collections
brought together to promote liberal understanding of the arts and sciences and was the first national public
museum. It is now a recognised centre of worldwide learning for the international community and a national
centre of expertise in conservation science. In the 1880s, the natural history collections moved to South
Kensington and became the Natural History Museum and, in 1972, the British Library became a separate
institution.

(ii) The BritishMuseum provides an international context where cultures can be experienced by all, studied
in depth and compared and contrasted across time and place. As a “reference library of world cultures,” the
entire collection is both accessible and regularly accessed for study.

(iii) The BritishMuseum’s approach to cultural heritage is based on the positive principle that theMuseum
exists to further understanding of peoples, past and present. It is through the richness and reach of the
collection that the Museum oVers a global public a sense of shared heritage, fostering reciprocal cultural
experience and understanding.

(iv) Through the operation of the Portable Antiquities Scheme and its assessment and conservation of
treasure finds, the British Museum makes a major contribution to the preservation and interpretation of the
archaeological heritage of the UK. The research advances are communicated widely through touring, media
partnerships and skills sharing.

3. Access and Participation

(i) The Museum works to reach the widest possible audience through its education, exhibition and loans
programme. Some 200,000 school children make educational visits every year, many from deprived
boroughs, with around 20,000 students being assisted with their research through departmental “study
rooms”.

(ii) The Museum loans thousands of objects every year to UK and international institutions and has an
established educational outreach programme. This programme costs between £500,000 and £800,000 per
annum. Last year the Egyptian exhibition to Birmingham alone attracted 70,000 visitors and the exhibition
on Unknown Amazon, for example, brought to Britain artefacts never previously seen outside Brazil.

(iii) In 2001, the Museum created a new network of regional partners across the UK for the development
of touring exhibitions and skills development initiatives commencing with Treasure: Finding Our Past which
will then tour to CardiV, Manchester, Norwich and Newcastle and co-curation of smaller touring exhibitions
with the Henry Moore Foundation in Leeds.

(iv) The Museum is also working to utilise new communications tools to increasing public access,
curriculum support and lifelong learning. The immensely popular Ancient Civilisations series of websites for
schools (Key Stages 2/3)—funded by NTT—recorded more than two million users in the last year.

(v) COMPASS, the Museum’s multimedia public access system was launched online in 2000 and now has
a special version for children supported by the FordMotor Company. TheMuseum is nowworking to create
aTimeline ofHistory in conjunctionwith four partners—Exeter, Chester, Norwich and SuttonHoo. Funding
from the Mellon Foundation has enabled the digitisation of the Stein collection of Chinese paintings.

(vi) The experience of visiting the Museum was improved substantially with the opening of the
£97.9 million Great Court development including the Hamlyn Library, devoted to world cultures, in the
historic Reading Room, the Clore Education Centre and the new Sainsbury Africa Galleries. The percentage
of UK visitors increased by 50 per cent and there were significant increases also in the number of repeat visits
and the average length of a visit.

(vii) In 2003, as the culmination of the 250th anniversary year, The British Museum will open two new
galleries. The Wellcome Trust Gallery will explore health and well-being, a central theme for today’s public.
The restored King’s Library will feature 5,000 objects to engage visitors with the process of discovering the
world since the age of the Enlightenment. Both developments are funded by donations and oVer a great
opportunity for public education.
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4. Funding Position

(i) The British Museum is a non-departmental public body funded by grant-in-aid from the Department
of Culture, Media and Sport and is an exempt charity under Section 2 of the Charities Act 1993. For the year
2001–02 the Museum received grant-in-aid of £36 million and generated a further £10.8 million commercial
and private income. Over the last decade, this grant-in-aid has fallen as a proportion of the overall operating
budget and fallen in real terms value by 22 per cent. At £7.48, the grant-in-aid per visitor is one of the lowest
in the sector.
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(ii) The result of the erosion of core funding has been a backlog of essential maintenance, progressive
reduction of grant funding for acquisitions (from more than £1 million in the 1990s to £100,000 today) and
the limitation on the amount of outreach and educational work which can be supported. Although the
Museum has made bids for initiative and specific capital funds, some of which have been successful, grant-
in-aid has yet to be increased in line with costs.

(iii) The BritishMuseum has successfully increased its income from private sources, from sponsorship and
benefaction. £65 million of the capital funding for the Great Court development was raised from individuals,
companies and foundations including the largest ever gifts to the arts and to museum education in this
country. TheMuseum records thanks to all those benefactors, friends and sponsors who continue to support
our work. No additional public funding was provided for running costs.

(iv) The BritishMuseum operates two subsidiary companies. The BritishMuseum Company provides on-
site and oV-site retail (including Heathrow Terminal 4), merchandising and publishing (around 60 titles per
annum). Great Court Ltd provides venue hire, filming and on-site services such as catering. Since the opening
of the Great Court, the income per visitor has increased by 36 per cent.

(v) Overall, however, income has been less than forecast. Although visitor numbers increased by four per
cent to 4.81 million for 2001–02, they were 15 per cent behind projections due to the decrease in tourism
to London.

(vi) For ten years, the Museum had attracted 30 per cent UK visitors and 70 per cent tourist visitors. In
2001–02, following the opening of the Great Court, the profile shifted to 45 per cent UK visitors and 55 per
cent tourist visitors, with the fall of around 600,000 international visits resulting from the foot and mouth
crisis being disguised by the growth in domestic visitors and repeat visits.

(vii) The British Museum is distinctive in the number of visitors it receives from North America (now
17 per cent of all visitors, some 818,000 visits). The eVect of the events of 11 September was an immediate fall
of 10 per cent in visitor numbers—disproportionately aVecting attendances to the exhibition on Shinto: the
Sacred Arts of Ancient Japan, for example—and a fall of more than 20 per cent in on-site income.

(viii) The direct operating costs of the Great Court were oVset by internal restructuring and increased
operational eYciency; however, theMuseumwas not eligible for support through the CapitalModernisation
Fund. Running costs have increased in the face of new requirements. The introduction of the Treasure Act
has significantly improved recording of treasure finds; supporting this work now costs the British Museum
an estimated £500,000 per annum.
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(ix) Before the departure of the British Library in 1996, the overhead costs of the historic building and
upgrading for new technology, for example, were shared between two institutions. The British Museum now
faces the challenge of maintaining miles of roofs alone. Over ten years, for example, the Museum has needed
to invest around £30 million in fire safety and improved access measures.

(x) In the face of the three-year funding agreement, volatile market and increasing statutory
responsibilities, the Museum has projected that—were no action to be taken—it would incur a deficit of £5
million by 2004–05. As a result, theMuseum has undertaken a fundamental review of its revenue budget and
far-reaching cost reduction measures are being implemented. These include the introduction of a Gallery
Availability Plan, resulting in the periodic daily closure of 20 per cent of galleries, together with a progressive
reduction in the staV base.

(xi) With regret, the Museum cancelled its plans for development of a new “Study Centre” designed to
improve public access to the collections and is in the process of selling the building on New Oxford Street.
The receipts from this sale can only be used for capital purposes.

5. Impact of Free Admission

(i) Holding international collections, the BritishMuseum considers that free admission is the pre-requisite
of the universal franchise in culture and the essential basis for pursuit of its mission. It did not introduce
charging as grant levels fell. The result was not only the loss of admissions income but the loss of VAT which
might otherwise have been reclaimed.

(ii) Free admission is directly linked to the continuous growth in its visitor numbers to the BritishMuseum
throughout the 1980s and to the sustained position of the British Museum as the most visited destination in
London throughout the 1990s.

(iii) Research and consultation undertaken in the 1990s demonstrated that—had admission charges been
applied—the number of visitors could have been expected to fall by 40 per cent (20 million visits over 10
years). Our most recent visitor surveys show that free admission greatly influenced the decision to visit of one
third of visitors, particularly those under 25.

(iv) It is for this reason that the British Museum warmly welcomed the reintroduction of free admission
to all national museums and the improved VAT recovery under the new Section 33A arrangements (which
benefits the Museum by some £750,000 per annum).

(v) The BritishMuseumworks closely with the Department for Culture,Media and Sport and values their
commitment to the museum sector. Since the introduction of free admission at the previously charging
national museums, however, attendances at the British Museum have fallen and a decrease of 10 per cent to
4.4 million is projected for 2002–03 aVecting on-site income significantly.

6. The Future

(i) Free admission is the start of a journey of discovery which presupposes many,many visits. The key issue
for the Museum is, therefore, the support of its programme to ensure:

— research and public engagement (through research, fieldwork and acquisition)

— refreshment of display (through exhibitions and gallery renewals)

— increased outreach (through digitisation and touring)

— UK/regional partnership (greater lending of objects and skills-sharing)

— visitor participation (though object handling and volunteer programmes, for example)

— educational support (on-site and on-line).

(ii) To achieve this, all free museums require sustainability of funding through both core grant-in-aid and
initiative and capital funding streams for programme innovation, maintenance, digitisation and partnership.

(iii) The British Museum is committed to an ongoing programme of modernisation to ensure that the
operation of the Board of Trustees, the management structure and administrative processes are as eVective
as possible and that running costs are minimised. The speed of change needed to place theMuseum’s finances
on a sound basis for the future whilst ensuring that its primary duties of care of the collections and public
access are maintained will mean that diYcult choices have to be made.

(iv) The BritishMuseumwill continue to work vigorously to make the case for continued and appropriate
funding from the public purse and to raise private income to support its mission. It is only in partnership that
the BritishMuseum can realise its potential andmake its full contribution to social and regional development
in the UK and to advancing Britain’s role and reputation in the world.
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Examination of Witnesses

Mr Neil MacGregor, Director, and Ms Dawn Austwick, OBE, Director of Resources, British Museum,
examined.

October that the reason for this is and I quote, “TheChairman
Treasury awards excellence, not incompetence.”1. Mr MacGregor and Ms Austwick, thank you Have you been incompetent?for coming here and opening our inquiry. We invite

you to make an opening statement. (MrMacGregor) I do not think it is fair to say that
the British Museum has been incompetent. The(Mr MacGregor) The British Museum is, I think,
British Museum has faced over the last ten years aone of the great ideals made reality by Parliament.
challenge really equalled by no other museum: theThe decision in 1753 by Parliament to create a
withdrawal of the British Library and the evacuationmuseum where any curious person/any studious
of those spaces and the need to transform the readingperson from anywhere in the world would be able to
room of the Great Court while keeping the entireexamine, free of charge, the artefacts and the natural
collection open to the public. As I say, that is ahistory of the world set a model and a standard that
challenge that no other museum has addressed. Thethe rest of the world has followed. The idea of the
eVort has led to many diYculties in the museum. Alluniversal museum, the national museum, in both
administrative and all financial resource had to becases, was the first around the world. In that ideal,
put to achieving that end. It has been achieved; Ithe Museum has remained absolutely constant. The
think it has been magnificently achieved. The resultpurpose today is as it always was, that any visitor
is that we have a backlog of building work to be doneshould be able to explore the whole world and every
on the rest of the building, we have the rest of theplace in it. In terms of the collection, the Museum is
British Museum spaces to develop and we have tonow more able to do that than it ever was and it has
refocus the administrative work in the administrativealways been the central part of the purpose of the
roles of the Museum to the tasks ahead. I think theMuseum that, as well as looking at objects, visitors
Treasury was unduly harsh in the way it judged anshould be able to read and find out about them. So
institution coping with such an enormous task.although the library is no longer there, we still have

a library on the collection and of course we have a
website information of great extent on the collection.
We never felt that we could achieve the purpose of 3. I noticed in the allocation being made this year
allowing the entire population to explore the world that there has been simply a transfer of around
other than through free admission, that no barrier £400,000 from your resource allocation, which are
should be put to one visit and repeat visits and that your ongoing costs, to your capital costs. Given that
everybody should know that this collection belongs you now know what the capital and resource
to them for them to explore as they choose. We allocations are going to be for the next three years,
believe that it is because of free admission over two- are you going to be able to operate within those
and-a-half centuries that we now have the happy budgets?
position, I think, for a worldwide museum. Fifty-five

(Mr MacGregor) Obviously the Museum canper cent of our visitors are international, only 45 per
operate on any budget that it has. That is our job.cent from the UK. Within our UK visitors, 45 per
The question is, can we operate eVectively to thecent are fromLondon, 55 per cent are from the rest of
maximum public benefit and I think the answer hasthe UK, and, within our British visitors, the declared
to be, sadly, “no”. Our first task, once the collectionnon-white British visitors form 13 per cent of British
is safely conserved and stored, obviously is to makevisitors and our C1 category visitors is 36 per cent
it available to the pubic in as many ways as possible.and our C2, D and E 14 per cent. We believe that
The need for security in galleries that are open to thebreakdown is the result of, as I say, two-and-a-half
pubic is evident and the £400,000 will certainly becenturies of free admission and we hope we will be
very helpful in that area but it is only there for oneenabled, throughGovernment funding, to extend the
year and then it is absorbed. What it does not takereach and the purpose of the Museum. We have
into account are the two major developments.inherited, all of us, an absolutely unique resource in
Firstly, the Treasure Act has laid new obligations onthe British Museum. We have in place many
theMuseum by statute. We have had to create aboutprogrammes and many activities to make that
ten new posts to meet those obligations, which areresource available to the world and especially to the
very important and which we have been very happywhole of the UK. The great challenge for us, I think,
to meet, but only one of those posts has been fundedis to found the financial resources to allow the
and, in a recent debate in the House of Lords, LadyMuseum to become really the Museum of the entire
Blackstone said that it was for the Museum tonation and the world.
allocate its resources in accordance with its statutory
obligations. It is hard to meet those new obligations
without repercussions elsewhere. Secondly, we haveMichael Fabricant a very ambitious and extensive programme for
diVerent communities in London and across the2. You have received a small increase in funding

from the Department via the Treasury, but it is only country. Those require resources and staV above all.
You cannot have those programmeswithout the staVa small increase and, in your written evidence to us,

you tell of the diYculties that the British Museum and it is very hard to see whether or not we will be
able to achieve those programmes on the funding asfaces. You will be aware that a Treasury spokesman

told The Sunday Times in its publication on 13 announced at the moment.
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4. Finally, you said that you do not think you will available, we are the first generation that can really

think how this extraordinary collection can bebe able to operate eVectively and you have given the
reasons why. What would be the practical eVects employed.
over the next two or three years? In which ways will 9. I used to spend a lot of time writing books in thethe British Museum not be able to perform the sort old library and was delighted when it went because Iof things that you would like to see it perform? think all the staVwho worked there hated working in
(MrMacGregor) I think it will be less able to reach that confined, cramped cabin space—it was

the public outside London above all, which is miserable—and now you have created a stunningly
obviously the main concern. I think that will be the beautiful atrium orwhatever you want to call it, but I
major area where the British public will notice the do feel, especially when you go upstairs in the British
result of under funding. Museum, that the sense of oneness is not, it is a sense

of hotch-potch: there is a bit of this and there is a bit5. And that is it?
of that. I think one of the most beautiful things that(Mr MacGregor) That is the major area. I am not
you have is some of the Assyrian Collection that youtalking about capital, I am not talking about
have which is truly stunning and is not availableredeveloping the building, all those things will
anywhere else in the world and, if it was in Assyria,remain evident, but it is easier for us to try and raise
would have probably been destroyed by now. Beforeother funds for those.
you getmoremoney, I want to knowwhat the British

6. I hasten to add thatwhen I said “And that is it?”, Museum is there for.
I was not implying that people fromManchester nor (MrMacGregor) The British Museum is to enable
indeed Lichfield should not be accessed by the British everybody to understand the history of the world and
Museum. how they relate. The relationship between Assyria,
(Mr MacGregor) No. where civilisation began in the Western sense, and

Egypt and Greece can be seen in the British Museum
as nowhere else in the world and, on the ground
floor—and our task is to make it more open—how

Mr Bryant the Greek achievement then informs Rome and what
happens in India. That is what you can understand7. Many congratulations on your new job. What is from the British Museum. There is no such thingthe diVerence between running the National Gallery really as a separate culture.and running the British Museum?
10. I am sorry to interrupt you but you are making(Mr MacGregor) There are two main diVerences.

yourselves a sort of world service of museums.Firstly, the National Gallery is a collection of one
(Mr MacGregor) No other museum can do thisaspect of European tradition and the British

and the British Museum has to do what its collectionMuseum is the placewhere theworld can discover the
is uniquely allowed to do. It was set up to be theworld. The scale of the ambition of the collection is
world service. It was always set up to be the universalquite admirable. There is no other building in the
museum. Of course, there are inevitably manyworld where anybody can come and explore both
narratives within a collection, many, manytheir own culture and how it fits into every other
narratives, but you are quite right, the key at theculture in the way they can. That is the first
moment of redoing the upper floor, which is indeeddiVerence. It is a quite diVerent ambition. The second
whatwe plan to do now that the building of theGreatdiVerence is that the National Gallery had been well-
Court Room has been undertaken, is to make morefunded to achieve its purposes and properly funded,
of the links between the diVerent civilisations.and it is perfectly clear tome that the BritishMuseum

has not been over the last ten years and is not 11. One question about money. I was in the Prado
adequately funded tomake of the collection what the last week in Madrid and the Prado is free to
public want to make of it. Spaniards but you pay if you are from any other

country. The Louvre has a similar arrangement.8. Between the lines and from your original
There are a number of countries in the world wherecomment and quote from the original founding
the major galleries of the world are either free alldocument of the BritishMuseum about “any curious
through the week or on particular days for theirperson”—the concept of a curious person entering
nationalities. Do you think there might be value inthe British Museum strikes a sense of trembling—I
exploring having a free charging policy for thejust wonder whether with the hotch-potch that is the
United Kingdom but paying for external visitors?other side of what you have just described that is the
(Mr MacGregor) I think the Prado has had toBritish Museum, which might, say, be full of a lot of

abandon that policy when Spain joined theknick-knacks, very wonderful knick-knacks though
European Union.they may be, there is too great an ambition in there?

(Mr MacGregor) No. It is not a hotch-potch, it is 12. You do have to pay. Last Saturday I paid.
the story of humanity. It is the memory of mankind (Mr MacGregor) You are not allowed in any
that you cannot reach anywhere else. In the objects European country to distinguish between nationals
preserved in the British Museum is the collective and other members of the EuropeanUnion. I may be
memory of mankind. The great challenge is to make wrong. The evidence I think from all the other
the collection physically visitable so that the European major museums is that, since charges were
coherence of the collection, the oneness, the secret of applied—it was all free until somewhere in the
oneness of humanity, becomes apparent. That is why twentieth century—the proportion of local visitors as
capital in the future is so important. With the opposed to foreigners has declined and the social

balance of the visitors has moved in a way one wouldwithdrawal of the British Library and the spaces
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not want if one sees museums as part of an (MrMacGregor)We did not quite say £100million

but certainly we think somewhere around £80educational system. I think the fact that we still have
such an enormously high proportion of UK visitors, million.
particularly London visitors, to all our public 17. Have you ever done a cost analysis of the
collections has a great deal to do with free admission. benefits of the British Museum to the UK economy?

I ask that because recently the Royal Shakespeare
Company did it and they presented us with evidence

Chairman to suggest that about 80 per cent of all the public
funding they receive is returned in some way in taxes.13. It would be interesting if we could, say, get the

House of Commons Library to give us some (Mr MacGregor) I do not think we have
specifically. Clearly, the BritishMuseum is one of theinformation about diVerent forms of concession over

the EuropeanUnion. I was in Italy last year andwent reasons constantly cited by foreigners coming to
London. The role of theMuseum and the standing ofto museums in Italy and I found that all concessions

at Italian museums extended to all nationals of the the Museum internationally is hard to exaggerate
and I think the magnet eVect that it has on visitorsEuropean Union.
coming to Britain is huge.(Mr MacGregor) I am sure they have to.
(Ms Austwick) I would just confirm that, to myMichael Fabricant: They cannot diVerentiate

knowledge, we have not undertaken such a study but,within the EU for any charge.
if you look at other common institutions that have,Mr Bryant:Well, the Louvre and the Prado both
for example the Tate when they were looking atdo.
developing the Tate Modern, they undertook anMichael Fabricant: We stick to the rules and
exercise to look at how attractive London would benobody else does.
to international tourism as a result of the arrival ofChairman: That is because we are British!
the TateModern and I think that there the economic
benefit was predicated as somewhere in the region of
£50 million per annum ongoing and I suspect that ifMr Doran
we were to undertake a similar exercise—and

14. Congratulations from me also on your perhaps we should—we would find that indeed that
appointment. I would like to look a littlemore closely magnet eVect is rather important.
at the financial arrangements. You listed a long

18. It might help your case with the Treasury.legacy which you inherited and youmade a comment
(Ms Austwick) Yes.about the Treasury in that you felt they had been

unduly harsh in the way they had dealt with your 19. I do not understand fully the funding formula
particular problems. which applies to museums.
(Mr MacGregor) I was commenting on Mr (Mr MacGregor) Nor do I!

Fabricant’s quotation from the Treasury when it
20. Obviously you would like more money, but isdeclared the Museum incompetent.

there a formula, is there a process for determiningMichael Fabricant: And I agreed with you. Can I
what museums should receive which you would likealso congratulate you on your appointment.
to see instituted or are you happy with the presentChairman: To get it out of the way, Mr
arrangements?MacGregor, we all congratulate you!
(Mr MacGregor) The present arrangement is, on

the gentlest formulation, opaque but I think what we
would like to see would be to have seriously costedMr Doran
programmes for further educational activities and

15. In looking at the issues that you have raised, especially for the regional activities. We have a large
obviously the question of free admission is fairly high number of regional partners; we want to negotiate
on the list of diYculties you have had to face and, not just more frequent exhibitions but long-term
looking at it from the outside, would you accept that deposits with other museums across the country. The
you have been eVectively punished by sticking to cost of that internally is obviously considerable. We
your principles on free admission? would like a basis where, having agreed this level of
(Mr MacGregor) Yes, there is no question. The fundamental running costs, these extras are costed

long running absurdity that free museums had to pay and funded, and the same with education. The work
VAThasmeant that theMuseumhas lost somewhere we do with schools—somewhere in the region of
between £750,000 and £1 million a year over the last 200,000 children get taught every year; we have
ten years. That is money that would of course have invested very heavily in websites particularly the
been spent on building; it would have been invested ancient civilisations websites; and in adult education.
and could not be invested. The other area is of course We have invested in those areas and we would like to
the fact that those museums that have charged have be able to put costed packages for specific funding.
been compensated for removing charges, but none of

21. Do the diVerent departments of Governmentthe free admissions were compensated at the time for
fund you for these separate elements?having not charged. So, it does seem to us inequitable
(Mr MacGregor) No.that there should be extra compensation now for
22. It is a straight grant from DCMS approved bythose museums that have removed charges and not a

the Treasury?similar uplift for all museums.
(Mr MacGregor) Yes.16. EVectively, sticking by your principles, you are

losing about £8 million a year on your own figures 23. Nothing from the GMTE, for example, for all
that education?and you have lost £100 million over the—
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(Mr MacGregor) Not specifically and it is Edinburgh, as you know, and there is a programme

of regular visits, not just to Lewis, which seems to mesomething that we feel ought to be explored because
we are a fundamental part of lifelong learning. For to be the ideal solution and we would be very happy

to contribute.instance, the two websites on Mesopotamia and
Egypt which have between them over two million 31. That sounds like a fudged answer to me.visits a year were funded by the Japanese. We need (MrMacGregor)No. Some of thoseChessmenwillmore funding for that kind of activity. be seen regularly in Stornoway and we will take part
24. When you say “funded by the Japanese”, that in that.

is external funding/private funding/sponsorship, that Chairman: One matter that we will need to raise
sort of thing? with the Secretary of State is the fact that of course
(Mr MacGregor) Yes and it is not always possible the British Museum is not allowed to divest itself of

to repeat that but it is an essential part. Every child exhibits that it possesses and, at the end of the last
in the country should be able to use the British Parliament, the then Minster for the Arts promised,
Museum’s collection and that costs money and that as a result of one of our inquiries, to pass legislation
is what we are asking for. to make this possible and it has not been done yet.
25. If I summarise what you have said, basically

the education aspect of the British Museum is not
Ms Shipleyfunded by the State.

(Mr MacGregor) Not entirely. 32. You have spoken of “memory of mankind”,
“collective memory of mankind”, “oneness26. And you would like it to be.
becoming apparent” and the Assyrian connection as(Mr MacGregor) Absolutely.
well. Also, 20 years or so ago, I wrote a book entitled

27. We are obviously moving to a system of London for Free and I wrote a book on museums
devolution in this country; we have Scotland and across UK and Northern Ireland. So I do have views
Wales already and we have the RDAs operating and about this. I think our museums are a fantastic
funding some museum activities in other parts of the education tool. I have some problems with what you
country. Do you see any scope there? Is there any are saying regarding “memories of mankind” and so
money you have raised in Scotland and Wales on and the way you are describing it, which I am sure
separately? is wrong, is that they lead to linear history, which is
(Mr MacGregor) Not at the moment but that dangerous and I do not like that at all! I am sure you

probably will be. We are in discussions, for instance, do not mean that. The regional funding has been a
with Glasgow Museums regarding long-term disappointment for people and the link-up between
operational arrangements involving collections and I yourself and regional museums is an important one.
would imagine that some of the funding which will How will this deficit in expectations—it is not
enable that to proceed would have to come from actually a deficit in funding because the funding is
Scotland. actually compared to what it has had for a very long

time, it is very good funding but it is a deficit in28. That seems to be a development of the
expectation big time—aVect you?arrangements you already have with individual
(Mr MacGregor) First of all, the real value ofmuseums.

funding has declined steadily over the last ten years,(Mr MacGregor) Yes, but I imagine that some of
so I do not think the funding can be described asthat funding would have to come from a devolved
“good funding” in that sense and, no, linear historygovernment.
is not on the agenda, I can assure you.29. One final question on funding. You have raised
33. It is when you say that this leads to this, leadssubstantial sums of money privately. What scope do

to this, leads to this that I thought, ‘Gosh, no’.you have to improve that?
(Mr MacGregor) I was speaking chronologically.(Mr MacGregor) We have already raised sums.

The deficit in achievement will be quite simply ourThe £65 million raised for the Great Court was the
capacity to prepare material in every way to send itlargest sum raised by any museum in Europe from
out of London. The requirements to do that areprivate sources. We have very ambitious plans in
obviously threefold: we need to have conservation toBritain and around the world. We can certainly
make sure materials are in good condition; we needimprove it but of course that is crucially dependent
academic research to prepare the material that goeson general economic circumstances and it is always
with it in order that it can be understood; and weuncertain.We can aim to do better but, as you know,
usually provide, if it is wanted, some kind of teachingprivate funding is inherently and necessarily
support so that thematerial that is out of London canunstable.
speak to whichever local audience is wanted by the30. One final parochial question from the North of
local consumer. There is an absolutely straightScotland. There is a great deal of pressure on
equivalence between the amount we can do and themuseums these days to send back artefacts which
funding we receive. If, at the moment, we are havinghave been collected from various parts of the world.
to reduce our staV in the museum, if it is diYcult toWhat are the chances of the Lewis Chessmen going
keep the galleries open for those who do come toback home to Stornoway?
London, then clearly we have less and less resource(Mr MacGregor) I would have to question the to continue with our UK-wide responsibilities.word “home”! As you know, they were not actually

made in Stornoway as far as can tell; they were made 34. I think the train of thought that Frank
developed is one that had not occurred tome becausesomewhere but were found in Stornoway. Many of

them are already in the National Museum in I assumed that you are getting some education
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funding because you are undertaking education 37. That is not a lot.
work very directly in that you are teaching (MrMacGregor) I do not knowwhether one could
schoolchildren. There are a number of levels of do it much more than that. We have already done
teaching but the straight way you are teaching that and we raise a great deal from our friends.
schoolchildren, it seems to me that there is a big case

38. As a notion, is that viable: free during the dayto be made there for talking to the Secretary of State
and then, when you get to the population in thefor Education about this as a committee because
evening, it is £5?education through museums and galleries is a
(Mr MacGregor) It is certainly debatable. Themassive undertaking and increasingly so.

point of free admission is a strategy to reach right(Mr MacGregor) May I just interrupt you for a
across the public and I think a lot of the workingsecond. The school area is one but we also do a great
public would still not come. Of course, you would getdeal of teaching with universities and that is an area
some people, but I think all the arguments about thewhich we would like to expand. It seems to us that
short visit and the frequent visitor stumble againstsince this Government are hoping to expand higher
the ideal.education, we are part of that as well. So, in any
(Ms Austwick) I think there is also the argumentdiscussions with the Departments of Education, that

there that for quite a number of working people whogoes through the whole range of education.
have relatively low wages price is an inhibitor.

35. As it happens, I lectured the course on MsShipley: It would be interesting to know if there
museums as mediators, so, yes, I am on board for is any research available to back that up. I would like
that one as well. Your figures, since the other to think you are right in that argument but I would
museums have gone free, have gone down and their like it also to be backed up.
figures have gone massively up with the complaints
that people like myself are only going in for half-an-
hour and, quite frankly, the V&A for half-an-hour is
enough for me because I only actually want to look Alan Keen
at one thing for half-an-hour and go out again. I was

39. We on this Committee care probably morereally pleased to know that the National Gallery
than the average MP about things like the Britishstayed free because I want to wander through and I
Museum, so we are on your side. I am sure we wouldenjoywandering through and stopping to look at one
all like to help justify getting more money. Can I justpicture. So, when those galleries complain that they
explore it a little further. Obviously we have to startare getting those short multiple visits, I do not buy
from where we are at the moment, but how muchthat one at all. In terms of your numbers dropping
space is there that could be used? You have a lot ofoV, personally, I am quite pleased that they are
collection which is never shown, do you not? Whatdropping oV because, as a regular visitor to your
value is that? Is it worth paying more for that to bemuseum, it was getting to a point of crowd control
on display because you have a lot of space available,and it was getting unpleasant—I do not want to go to
do you not? How much space do you have withoutthe British Museum because it is too full. Have you
spending more money on capital?any comments to make about that?
(Mr MacGregor) I think there are several(Mr MacGregor) Firstly, I could not agree more.

categories of collection that need to be distinguished.The only way to use collections as rich as this is by
Firstly, a great deal of it cannot be permanently onshort visits. The proudest statistic that we had at the
display for conservation reasons: works on paper,National Gallery was that one-third of our visitors
fabrics and whatever. The admission has to be acame for just half-an-hour, which told us that we
rotating display. That is one of the things that wewere doing a good job and I hope that the British
would really like capital for, to re-use the BritishMuseum will reach that too, that people will drop in,
Library spaces to do that, and that could be greatlylook at a few things and then go back. The shift in
expanded. That was the great dream of the Studyvisitor pattern I am surewill settle down.Clearly, lots
Centre building in New Oxford Street. There isof people went to visit museums that had charged
another large area of material which is not in anybecause they were no longer charging and there is no
sense any more display material than archives woulddoubt also that once people start visiting one
be. If we had the finds of particular excavations withmuseum, they go on to others. It seems tome that the
very large numbers of fragments, pottery orgrowth of visitors to onemuseum is good news for us
whatever, they must be available for scholars, theyall. On certain days, crowd control is really a
are not for public display. They can appropriately beproblem. We have tried to remedy that by extending
stored oV-site and they are, so that they are safe andopening hours.We have two late evenings a week and
available. The third possibility is those parts of thethe access to Great Court is considerably greater
collection which are capable of permanent displaythan it was before. We would like to do that even
and the quality of display which we would like moremore. It seems to be perfectly obvious that the way to
and more to show outside London where it does notreach the working population and to spread the
dilute the study resource of the British Museum. So,visitors is to open in the evenings.
there is a great deal we could so with the spaces

36. This is a terrible thought from somebody who vacated by the British Library if we had the resources
is totally in favour of it being free, but is there an to turn them into the right kind of display.
argument for saying that you should open every

40. Presumably, if you start to use another largeevening and that you should charge because they are
amount of space, then you will need more securityworking people and they can pay?
people, lighting, heating and everything.(Mr MacGregor) We eVectively do that already

with our friends one evening a month. (Mr MacGregor) Exactly.
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41.Are you talking about transferring stuV around Mr Flook: The hours that Members of

Parliament work—the country permanently? Presumably if there is a
museum that is only using three-quarters of its space, Ms Shipley: I did not suggest it.
it still has that area covered for security purposes but
they could take part of your collection without any

Mr Flookadditional cost.
(MrMacGregor)We have a number of discussions 45. In response to Chris Bryant you said what I

ongoing at the moment; we are hoping to develop thought is a lovely phrase, “the collective memory of
that. Clearly, we are in discussion with a number of mankind”. I notice that you are Chairman of the
regional museums about what kinds of collections UNESCO Advisory Group of the Hermitage in St
they might like to have on long term because that Petersburg.What pitfalls or lessons do you think you
seems to us to be an obvious way to go. Again, the could learn from them and you might like to bring in
cost implications of doing that are considerable. that you are also a trustee of the Rijksmuseum in

Amsterdam?.42. I recall that the last time you came we spent
(Mr MacGregor) If I can start with thequite a bit of time at the British Museum in

Rijksmuseum because Amsterdam is a much clearerdiscussion with directors of various departments and
parallel. The director and staV of the Rijksmuseumthe Museum was talking about having some sort of
would do anything towards free admission. They feelmusic in the evenings in some of the spaces to attract
it is their major impediment to reaching the Dutchthe public in. Would you be able to charge for that?
public more eVectively than they do already and theyWould that be something you would be able to
regard that as the great achievement of the Britishcharge for? I made the suggestion at the time that
Museum system. I think there is no greater way ofmaybe you should approach Cecil SharpeHouse, the
reaching a regular local public. With the Hermitage,centre of traditional folk music. Presumably it was
I think the great lesson is that the Russiancost that stopped you from advancing in that
Government have understood the key worth of thedirection?
Hermitage in tourism, that one of the reasons people(Mr MacGregor) We have been trying to develop
go to St Petersburg is because of the museum. Theyevening programmes exactly along the lines you were
have invested very, very heavily in circumstancessaying and we can certainly charge for quite a lot of
even more diYcult than our own Government’s inthem. There is no doubt about that. The diYculty at
the museum realising that the cultural patrimony ofthe moment is opening parts of museums and
St Petersburg is why people go there and I think thatsecurity because of course the museum has to be
is the lesson that we could usefully draw. People dorefigured to allow us to open easily particular
not come to London for the weather or the transportsections and the security costs are considerable.
system, they come for the culture.Again, the capital investment would allow us to use

the place much more eVectively. You are quite right 46. To what extent do you think our Government
on the kind of programme that we want to develop. recognise, to use another one of your phrases, that

the British Museum is the world service for
museums?
(Mr MacGregor) I do not know and that is theChairman

question you need to put to the Secretary of State. I43. There was a fabulous concert in the forecourt; think that like the World Service, it is unique andit was a wonderful event. I do not know what you admired everywhere and I think that, like the Worldwould have done if it had rained! Service, the funding of it is always a matter of(Mr MacGregor) We had a large public concert in contention. We talked about other departments andthe forecourt. We know that, if we organise these I think it is worth pointing out that the Museumevents, there is an enormous public for them. plays a very important part in diplomatic relations,Obviously to organise them you need amazing so as well as the Department of Education and Skills,resource. it would also be very proper for the Commonwealth
OYce to recognise what the Museum does. The
Korean Governments, for instance, we were given

Alan Keen some extra funding to keep the gallery open next
year, as you know—North and SouthKorea actually44. Have you been brave enough to go to Treasury
co-operated in presenting cultural developmentsand ask for money to enable you to carry on and say,
here. Our relations with China and Afghanistan and“If we spent this much more money”, just like a
the Middle East are absolutely crucial to theircommercial company would say, “If we invested this
perception of Britain and I think that is somethingsort of money, this is what we would get for it”?
which should be mentioned.(Mr MacGregor) That is precisely what we are
Mr Flook: Mr Bryant mentioned Greece, but wepreparing. I am rather nervous about speaking in this

do not wish to go there!way, but what we are proposing is exactly that kind
of business plan because it is clearly the right
argument that this investment would deliver these

Miss Kirkbrideresults, whether it is in education or regional policy
or the use of theMuseum and the income generation. 47. I think you have put together a very good case
Mr Flook: First of all, I think it would be for protecting all of our inheritance and I suspect that

outrageous if working people had to pay to go to the my fellow Committee Members agree. I specifically
Museum in the evening. wanted to ask you one question which is that I know

that our present Government force you to produceMs Shipley: I did not suggest it.
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sociological statistics in order to justify your funding Mr Thurso
and I am fascinated as to what pertinent questions 53. It is very clear from your evidence this morning
you ask your visitors about who they are. What do that the real critical issue is funding. Have you had a
you ask them? chance to digest the announcement made yesterday
(Mr MacGregor) We ask them the usual MORI of £70 million more cash for museums which, if you

questions about income and— read the small print, it turns out to be more like £40
48. Income, your visitors? million, and there is a small phrase which says,

“Additional funding will also go to the British(MsAustwick) Twice a year we undertake aMORI
Museum.” Have you had a chance to find out whatsurvey of a sample of visitors.
is in that and whether it is another drop in the ocean49. So someone stands at the door and asks, “How
or whether it is actually something very significant?much do you earn?”
(MrMacGregor) I think the straight answer is that(Ms Austwick) Yes. This is standard practice of

there is not really verymuch to digest, I amafraid, forcourse in national museums.
the British Museum. The increase obviously is

50. What kind of response do you get to it? Are welcome. It is a very modest increase. It is hard to
people quite relaxed? know what rate of inflation the Department is
(Mr MacGregor) Quite relaxed. On the whole, if projecting inside those increases—and it is stated as

people stop to answer anyway, then they have agreed I have seen—and the extra figure for year three, again
to do it. the crucial thing is what the rate of inflation is going

to be. It certainly does not appear to take account of
the extra allocations of Treasure Act or of the

Michael Fabricant projects we would like to achieve in education and
regional policy.51. Is there a note of how many people tell you to

“get stuVed”? 54. So it would be fair to say that the rather self-
(Mr MacGregor) Sadly, no. We ask about the congratulatory tone of the department

management categories and about the areas of work announcement is misplaced?
and then the Census categories are the categories we (Mr MacGregor) We all do put the best gloss we
employ. Most people who tell us to “get stuVed” do can on what we do! There is extra money and that is
not get asked the questions. obviously very good news. I think it would be

churlish to say that it is not good news and it would
be churlish to deny that there is extra money.Miss Kirkbride However, I do not think it allows us to deliver to the

52. They are asked to put their occupation down public the museum they deserve.
and you then categorise them? 55. So it is still inadequate?
(Mr MacGregor) Yes. (Mr MacGregor) Yes.
Miss Kirkbride:Welcome to the nanny state! Chairman:Thank you verymuch indeed. That was

most helpful and interesting.

Memorandum submitted by the Natural History Museum

The Natural History Museum welcomes the opportunity to provide the Culture, Media and Sport Select
Committee with information regarding the impact and implications that free admission has had on our
institution.

Executive Summary

— Our main recommendation to the Committee is for proper levels of support from Government to
enable the national museums to carry out their statutory obligations, reward their staV and
maintain their heritage buildings in a manner that befits the nation’s collections.

— Charging visitors to enter the Natural History Museum was one of a variety of income generating
streams that theMuseumhas developed in recent years, as a reflection of the various activities which
we undertake (section 4).

— The compensation for free admission is now part of the grant-in-aid allocated to theMuseum under
the funding agreement. It is critical that both the free admission element and the baseline grant-in-
aid are at least preserved in real terms over the long term. There is recent and historical evidence to
suggest that this will not be the case.
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— The compensation for free admission was based on the assumption that it would result in a 20 per
cent increase in visitors.We have received 70 per centmore visitors since 1December 2001 and invite
the Committee to recommend full compensation for the number of visitors we receive, that this
compensation is preserved in real terms, and that the grant-in-aid is at least preserved in real terms
(paras 14-16).

— One of the main statutory obligations of our Trustees is to ensure the national collections are cared
for and available for the public to see on display or to study (paras 21-27). The second phase of the
Darwin Centre will ensure that over 80 per cent of our collections are not only housed in state-of-
the-art conditions, but also that levels of access to them will be enhanced. The Committee is invited
to recommend that the Government should contribute to the second phase of the Darwin Centre.

— Trustees are answerable to Parliament for safeguarding the national collections, and for the correct
management of the Museum. These powers are provided under the British Museum Act (1963). As
a public body funded by the Department for Culture, Media and Sport there is a financial
memorandum that states how public money provided by the grant-in-aid should be spent. The
Committee is invited to note the primacy of Trustees and their ultimate responsibility for the care
and management of the collections, and that if grant-in-aid is eroded the Natural History Museum
will introduce admissions charges (paras 51-54).

— There is significant congruence between our aims and those of DCMS, and we are pleased to be able
to work towards common objectives where this is the case.Where DCMS’s objectives are peripheral
to our own we are reluctant to contribute to their delivery at the expense of carrying out our own
statutory obligations. We would invite the Committee to recommend that where such non-core
activities arise they should be funded separately from our grant-in-aid, with specific ring-fenced
funds to undertake such work (para 62).

— The relationship with DCMS is in need of modernisation and we are pleased to be provided the
opportunity to air our views on this issue. We invite the Committee to recommend that during the
period of our 2003-06 Funding Agreement, DCMS works in partnership with the Natural History
Museum to define our status and agree responsibilities, so that we can move forward with a more
modern relationship (paras 57-62).

— As an organisation withmany functions we are aVected by various changes to legislation.Whilst we
accept the spirit of themajority of them there is concern that no additional resources are provided to
ensure compliance. The increasingly controlling framework under whichwe operate further reduces
our ability to undertake our statutory obligations. The Committee is invited to note this perspective
(paras 63-64).

Introduction

1. The British Museum Act (1963) established the Museum as a body corporate with a board of Trustees
who have responsibility for maintaining and making available the nation’s natural history collections. The
Museum is also an exempt charity and an executive non-departmental public body. Prior to 1963, theNatural
History Museum was a department of the British Museum, and moved to South Kensington from
Bloomsbury in 1881.

2. The mission of the Natural History Museum is to maintain and develop its collections and use them to
promote the discovery, understanding, responsible use and enjoyment of the natural world.

3. The Department for Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS) provides a grant-in-aid to theMuseum as part
of a funding agreement. Additional grant-in-aid was provided for the current funding agreement period
(2001–03) to compensate for lost income and increased costs arising from the removal of admission charges.

4. This memorandumwill provide a summary of our areas of work and the impact that free admission has
had on the organisation. It will also describe how we have evolved over recent years, and how we plan to
continue developing and maintaining our collections to ensure that they are well maintained for use and
enjoyment by future generations.

Admissions Charging at the Natural History Museum

5. Entrance to the Natural History Museum was free until 1987. Charging was introduced as a result of
sustained government under-funding, which forced Trustees to review the activities of the organisation and
explore various income-generating opportunities, one of which was charging for admissions. This decision
enabled the Museum to continue serving its primary purpose, of caring for the collections and providing
public access to them.
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6. During the period of charging, the Museum operated a mixed economy with free entry to all from
4.30 pm each day, and concessions to OAPs, the unemployed, families and the disabled. During this era
approximately a third of visitors paid the full entrance charge, a third came on concession and a third came
in free.

7. The reintroduction of free admission was phased in, in line with the availability of the compensation,
with free admission for under 16s fromApril 1999, for over 60s fromApril 2000 and for all from 1 December
2001. The Museum has never charged for organised school parties to visit, or for visiting scientists to come
and work with the collections.

The Impact of Free Admission

8. Wewelcomewidening access to the collections of theMuseum, indeed our newly openedDarwin Centre
(paragraph 24) achieves a very significant increase of access for our visitors. However, we do not believe that
free admission per se is the key to access. When the animatronic T.rex arrived at the Museum in 2000 we
experienced visitor numbers of similar magnitude to those currently being experienced under free
admission—proving that the entrance charge in itself was not a barrier to people visiting us. We consider free
admission a blunt instrument to achieve broadened access.

9. However, we have experienced a 70 per cent increase in visitor numbers since 1 December 2001, which
is in excess of the 20 per cent which had been estimated and compensated for by DCMS.

10. Our visitor profile has altered since free admission. Firstly, there are more of them—we welcomed
2.3 million during 2001–02 and may exceed 2.5 million for 2002–03 compared to 1.7 million per annum prior
to free admission. This has had significant implications for our front of house staYng levels, and we are
spending £500,000 per annum more than anticipated employing temporary staV to ensure the safety of our
visitors. Our visitors come from across the world. Research shows that on average 43 per cent come from
London and the southeast of England, a quarter from the rest of the UK and a third from overseas. We have
also found that the proportion of visitors who are in parties without children has risen.

11. The social background of our visitors is also monitored and it is one of our performance indicators
with DCMS. We aim to welcome 13 per cent of our visitors from C2, D and E categories. In the summer of
1999, 22 per cent of our visitors were in this category, this rose to 24 per cent in 2000 and fell to 16 per cent
in the summer of 2002.

12. We provide shops and catering facilities for our visitors. Since free admission, the spend per head in
both categories has fallen by a half, from an average of £1.60 to £0.92 in retail, and from £1.21 to £0.61 in
catering. The length of the visitor stay has fallen since going free. People are ‘dipping in’ to visit us and then
returning on another occasion, rather than spending a whole day on the premises.

13. Overall, therefore, we are receiving more visitors from the same type of social background, who are
spending less time and money on our premises.

14. We recognise that Government is keen for free admission to the National Museums and Galleries to
remain. In accepting the Government’s free admission policy the Natural History Museum stated that to
continue to provide a quality experience it is essential that we are fully compensated for free admission in
proportion to the visitors we receive. It is also essential that the baseline grant-in-aid is at least preserved in
real terms.We can show that neither the free admission compensation nor the baseline grant-in-aid have been
preserved in real terms since free admission began to be phased in during 2000.

15. In discussions withDCMS for the forthcoming funding agreement period, 2003–06, we have requested
full compensation for the impact of free admission of an additional £500,000 a year. We have also requested
a six per cent increase to our baseline grant-in-aid. This is to address the real decrease in core grant-in-aid
funding (a fall of 27 per cent since 1992), current inflation and pressures on running costs. Such pressures
arise for example from the increase in employers’ National Insurance and from reasonable pay increases for
Museum staV.

16. We invite theCommittee to support this request for increased support for theNaturalHistoryMuseum
from Government.

The Museum’s Activities

17. Admissions charging, or compensation in replacement of charging, is but one in a range of revenue
generating activities which take place across the Museum. This section will describe our various activities in
recent years, how we have developed them, secured the revenue for their support and intend to develop them
into the future.

18. The Museum employs 760 staV directly and over 200 additional long-term scientific visitors and
volunteers work at the Museum, making a total of over 1,000 people working with us at any one time. The
Museum’s turnover is £50 million a year with net available resources for spending on core activity of
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approx £44 million, of which £32 million was grant-in-aid. We received over two million visitors last year, of
which 690,000 were children. Over 350 scientists work at theNatural HistoryMuseum. They deal with 40,000
enquires from the public each year, host 15,000 visitor days from fellow scientists from across the world and
publish over 400 peer reviewed papers. The size and activity of our scientific workforce makes us a unique
institution in the UK’s museum sector.

The Collections and Science

19. The Natural History Museum is the principal UK institution for the study of taxonomy and
systematics and their application at home and abroad.We hold over 70million items in our collections, which
have been gathered over the past 300 years. The Museum is one of the top three natural history museums in
the world, and Museum scientists manage, develop and use the collections for research purposes. The
collections continue to grow since our scientists are active in collecting specimens from across the globe for
focused research projects. In recent years, specimens have been acquired at an average rate of about 50,000
per year.

20. To ensure that the collections are managed for the nation in perpetuity we need two things—to house
them in appropriate conditions and to ensure that our current and future staV possess the knowledge and
skills to work with them.

Housing our collections

21. Our collections are a unique assemblage of botanical, entomological, zoological, mineralogical and
palaeontological specimens that are scientifically, historically and culturally important. For example, within
our collections are over 888,000 type specimens, which are the internationally accepted reference specimens
for given species. We also hold many of the specimens that Darwin collected on the Beagle and used in
developing the theory of evolution by natural selection. The collections of the Museum’s founder, Sir Hans
Sloane, include the original cocoa bean, which is still the scientific reference point for botanical work on
cocoa. Sloane collected cocoa in Jamaica—his work in developing the use of cocoa was later used by
confectioners worldwide. These are just two examples of the many and unique items within our care.

22. The following three projects demonstrate how the care of the collections has been a major aspect of
Museum business in recent years, and will continue to be so until the collections are all housed in appropriate
conditions.

Wandsworth

23. In 1992, in view of the increasing space occupied by the collections, and due to the termination of our
lease at a storage site in Acton, the Trustees purchased the freehold of a 4.9 acre site in Wandsworth, South
London. This now contains a high quality collections storage area with suYcient space to house specific parts
of our collections, including large specimens, such as elephants, for the next 50 years.

Darwin Centre Phase One

24. In South Kensington the collections are housed and studied in various buildings across the campus.
On 30 September 2002 the first phase of the Darwin Centre opened to the public. As well as housing the 22
million collections, the Darwin Centre provides our visitors with the opportunity to come and see the
collections for themselves, and to hear from our scientists the work that is undertaken using them. The £30
million to deliver this first phase was obtained predominantly from the Museum’s own self generated funds
(including admission charges) due to careful financial planning over the preceding ten years.We also received
a £2.6 million ring-fenced grant-in-aid, and a number of smaller grants.

Darwin Centre Phase Two

25. The second phase of theDarwinCentrewill replace theEntomologyBuilding, which is a 1930s building
that has some health and safety risks and does not provide adequate protection for our collections. The
second phase will also house our 28 million insect collections and the entomologists who work with them,
and the UK Botany collections and associated staV. Phase Two will give unprecedented access to new areas
of the Museum’s collections and the work that is carried out using them—both for visitors to South
Kensington and virtual visitors’ across the world.

26. The campaign to raise the £65 million needed for this project is progressing, and to date we have
secured pledges amounting to £29million including £15.5million from theHeritageLottery Fund.We cannot
generate the shortfall from theMuseum’s own resources since it would be at the expense of other high priority
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areas of Museum business and would risk the long term financial stability of the organisation. Whilst we of
course recognise that the Government cannot fund this project in its entirety, significant financial support
would spur others to contribute.

27. We invite the Committee to note that the long term care of the collections is of high priority to The
Natural History Museum, and we recommend that the Committee should invite the Government to
contribute to the funding of Darwin Centre Phase Two.

Knowledge and skills of current and future staV

28. Our scientists are international experts in the science of systematics, which comprises the discovery,
description, naming and classification of living things and the investigation of the evolutionary relations
between them. In 2002, the House of Lords Select Committee on Science and Technology held an inquiry
into the state of this science, which underpins the understanding of biodiversity, conservation of the
environment and the understanding of Biological Sciences in general.

29. In evidence, the Natural History Museum demonstrated how Government support for the Museum
has fallen by 27 per cent in real terms over the last 10 years, when the same Select Committee held an inquiry
into Systematic Biological Research, chaired by Lord Dainton. One of the main recommendations of the
resultant Dainton Report was that “core funding for research at and curation of the collections in the major
systematics institutions be maintained in real terms”.

30. The decline in funding since 1992 has impacted on the whole organisation, and included a decline in
the number of staV working in systematics. Equally disturbing is the decline of support for this discipline
nationally due to a change in approach of Higher Education funding in recent years. This raises serious
concerns about the long-term sustainability of this area of science, the impact that this will have on our
understanding of conservation issues, and the contribution that UK science can make to this important
discipline.

31. The Natural HistoryMuseum is making eVorts in this area from its own resources. Since 1992 we have
run jointly with Imperial College an MSc course in advanced methods in taxonomy and biodiversity, and
more than 20 students from around the world complete this course each year. Museum staV also provide
lectures on university courses throughout the UK in the field of systematics. There is a pressing national need
for such teaching, due to a lack of university teaching staVwith knowledge of the subject. We have also taken
the lead in establishing activities to strengthen the standing of natural history collections across the country.

32. However, there is a need for a change in the approach byGovernment in supporting this area otherwise
the necessary skills set will not be available to meet the current growing needs, or to teach future generations.
We stated in our evidence to the House of Lords Committee that this taxonomic impediment, although real,
can be addressed with relatively small amounts of financial support and an enhanced level of co-operation
between the various government departments which currently support systematics.

33. As members of the UK scientific research community, museum scientists undertake externally-funded
peer reviewed research (from research councils and grant awarding bodies) and commercial consultancy
work. This work provides quality research, contributes to the training of scientists, and to our mission.
Selected highlights of these research projects are given in our annual report which is provided to all members
of the Select Committee.

34. Externally-funded research and consulting activity started at theNatural HistoryMuseum in 1989–90,
when £300,000 was generated. Our success in this area has grown significantly with the result that the gross
value of research grants and contracts awarded to the Museum in 2001–02 was of the order of £4 million.

35. We invite the Committee to note the high quality scientific work that we undertake and recommend
that the Government should provide enhanced levels of support for the furtherance of our science, and its
communication to the public.

Exhibitions

36. The exhibition space at the Natural HistoryMuseum is 22,000m2 in area.Most of this space is devoted
to permanent exhibitions in the earth and life sciences, but there are also two 500m2 galleries devoted to a
changing programme of special exhibitions. There is a programme of refurbishment for the permanent
exhibitions to ensure that they reflect current scientific thinking and to make good the general wear and tear
from our visitors.

37. This is a costly area of the Museum’s activities and critical in terms of attracting the public, yet by
careful financial management, and actively seeking sponsorship wherever possible we havemanaged to renew
the large part of our permanent exhibitions space over the last ten years.
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38. The most significant set of permanent exhibitions to be developed was in the Earth Galleries, which
opened to the public in 1998 at a total cost of £13 million, underpinned by £6 million from the Heritage
Lottery Fund and sponsorship in excess of £1 million. This enabled this five-storey area to be refurbished.

39. The special exhibitions are designed so that they can provide new visitor attractions each year and tour
beyond SouthKensington. Special exhibitions have aminimum two-year lead in time of planning, budgeting,
research, design, construction andmarketing. Prior to free admission, entrance to the special exhibitions was
included in the entrance price. The aim of them was to inform and provide a focus on a specific area of the
natural world. It was also expected that after the end of the display in SouthKensington the exhibitions would
generate income by touring to other museums and galleries across the globe. TheMuseum’s approach to this
whole area has changed since free admission.

40. In an eVort to attract a more adult audience the Jerwood Gallery was refurbished in 1999. The cost of
£1.6 million was met by a £900k grant from the Jerwood Foundation (after which it was named) with the
remainder from the Museum’s own resources. This gallery is used for exhibiting our art and related special
exhibitions—including the highly acclaimed Wildlife Photographer of the Year Exhibition which we have
supported jointly with BG since 1985 and show annually at South Kensington.

41. Over the last few years we have had many successful permanent and special exhibitions. In 1990 our
Ecology Gallery opened, the Dinosaur Galleries were refurbished in 1992 and Creepy Crawlies reopened
having been refurbished in 1999. We still have the well-known cast of the dinosaur Diplodocus in the main
hall and the life size model of the Blue Whale in the Whale Hall. We are constantly working to provide a
balance between contemporary and traditional well-loved exhibitions.

42. We have provided a diverse and exciting range of special exhibitions in recent years. Myths and
Monsters in 1988 considered the origins of mythical creatures and explored their basis in natural history, and
included animatronic models. Voyages of Discovery, in 1999 explored the contribution of eighteenth and
nineteenth century explorer-scientists and the illustrators who travelled with them. The Art of William
MacGillivray in 2000was the first timemost of the paintings by this Scottish ornithologist had been displayed.
The Museum holds the third largest collection of art on paper in the country and the Jerwood Gallery
provides an opportunity to share aspects of this collection with our visitors.

43. We are now working to develop ourselves as a recognised forum for debate around issues of
contemporary public concern relating to the natural world, and are creating a unique oVer for visitors tomeet
and debate with Museum scientists through the Darwin Centre.

Education

44. We provide a variety of diVerent educational activities and learning experiences to our visitors from
all ages, whether they visit us in person or through the Internet, whether they take part in Museum fieldtrips,
or whether they receive training with us as part of a higher degree qualification. We provide input at all levels
of education, from school children right the way through to post graduate qualifications.

45. For example, Investigate is a learning centre which was funded by a £1 million grant from the Clore
Foundation. The centre enables younger visitors to find out for themselves about the natural world, and our
staV of trained educationalists help visitors with their discoveries. QUEST uses the themes of Investigate and
enables our virtual visitor to find out about the natural world through the internet.

46. Our learning department also provides assistance and support to teachers in planning their trips to the
Museum. The basement schools reception area was refurbished in 2000, it is situated adjacent to Investigate
and was funded from the £1 million Clore Grant.

47. At the higher education level, we provide the Masters course with Imperial College (as mentioned in
paragraph 31). There are currently 179 PhD students whose projects are supervised jointly betweenMuseum
scientists and university staV; the students use the collections and resources of The Natural History Museum
as part of their research, and spend varying amounts of time at the Museum.

Self-generated income

48. The Museum has been increasingly successful in generating its own income, and until the
reintroduction of free admission, the percentage of total annual income provided by self generated was
increasing. In 2001–02 over one third of the total turnover was from self-generated income.

49. Income is derived from a variety of sources—shops, catering, banquets and functions, licensing,
picture library, touring exhibitions, admission to special exhibitions, donations and sponsorship, education
services, consultancy and scientific grant income. Each of these activities operates as a business unit and
generates income to be used for core activities.

50. Some of these activities operate within a limited company to allow for profits to be transferred to the
Museum in a tax eYcient way.
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The Museum’s Organisation

Corporate governance

51. The Natural History Museum is a well-organised and professionally run institution with rigorous
corporate governance. Our Board of Trustees meets four times a year and provides input on the overall
strategy of the organisation. There are three sub-committees of the Board; Finance, Remuneration and
Audit, and under the control of these three committees, the work of the organisation is appropriately
monitored and checked.

52. Our Board of Trustees is charged with ensuring that the collections are maintained andmade available
for use by the public, in accordance with the British Museum Act (1963). This Act was written in the same
spirit as the founding Act of the British Museum (1753), in which it was recommended that experts who
understood collections and their care should be awarded the responsibility of caring for them and for the
Museum, rather than the Government of the day.

53. In the light of this, our Trustees have the authority to reintroduce charging for admissions at any time.
We have stated publicly that we will do this if the grant-in-aid support from Government is eroded in real
terms.

54. The Committee is invited to note the primacy of Trustees and their ultimate responsibility for the care
and management of the collections, and that if grant-in-aid is eroded The Natural History Museum will
introduce admissions charges.

55. The day to day running of the Museum is managed by an executive group of six directors. Through
good financial planning and annual planning processes, budgets are allocated and monitored, and risk
management is integrated into all our planning activities. There is an internal audit unit which reports directly
to the Director and undertakes reviews of various activities across the Museum. It is thanks to these eVective
systems and careful financial management that TheNaturalHistoryMuseummanaged to fund the first Phase
of the Darwin Centre from its own resources.

56. In 1990 there was a reorganisation of theMuseum, which resulted in the loss of 100 posts over a 2-year
period. This was the result of sustained reductions in Government funding, which caused the organisation to
cut back and rethink its overall approach. This process, though painful in the short term and we hope not to
be repeated, enabled the Museum to flourish in the years that followed. It also introduced a drive to enhance
the levels of self generated income, introduced a strong belief in self help and a keenness actively to seek
funding from various sources.

Our relationship with DCMS

57. As has been the case with other publicly funded organisations since 1998, the level of The Natural
History Museum’s grant-in-aid is confirmed on alternate years in the autumn, to provide details of funding
for the next three years. The third year of each such Funding Agreement’ is rolled forward to become the first
year for the next one. Thus in autumn 2002 we will receive notification of our support for 2003–06, yet our
levels of support for 2003–04 are already known. This funding regime began in 1998 and was a welcome
departure from the annual confirmation of budgets we had received in the past, since it provides more
certainty and allows for longer term planning.

58. We do have some concerns however. There is no formal bidding process to request resources for the
next funding period, or justification as towhywe receive the level we do. There is also nomechanism to reward
success by providing enhanced levels of support from one period to the next. These are issues that we hope
to explore with DCMS.

59. The Natural History Museum spends 70 per cent of its grant-in-aid on staV costs. This leaves us in a
very vulnerable position if the grant-in-aid does not keep pacewith real cost increases. Once salaries have been
paid the remaining resources are utilised for new exhibitions and developments to encourage more visitors to
come to the Museum, for maintaining and conserving the collections and immediate imperatives. A
consequence of the reduction in grant-in-aid in real terms over a long period is that the amount available for
spending on buildings infrastructure has diminished and there is an ever increasing backlog, which is currently
estimated at £20 million.

60. From 2003 all public accounts are subjected to resource account budgeting. This applies to any funds
we hold in our current account. If, therefore, we were able to set aside funds to say build up a sinking fund
for future repair of our estate, the imposition of the six per cent charge acts as a disincentive.

61. A further constraint is that we are not permitted to borrow. We are committed to maximising our self
generated income from commercial activity yet do not have the ability to fund many of the initiatives.
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62. As governments change the policies of the departments also changes. We are keen to ensure our
objectives comply with those of Government where it is appropriate, but we are reluctant to do this at the
expense of our statutory obligations. If Government wishes the Museum to carry out work in areas outside
the Museum’s core, statutory functions, it is essential that additional, ring-fenced funding is provided for
this purpose.

63. We would be pleased to make progress on the issues outlined in paragraphs 57-62, so that we canmove
forward to a more mature and modern relationship with our sponsoring department. We recommend that
during the period of our 2003-06 Funding Agreement DCMS works in partnership with the Natural History
Museum to re-define our status and our respective responsibilities.

Other relevant policies

64. Over recent years there have been various changes to legislationwith whichwe as an employer, a public
body and a visitor attraction must comply, both in the letter and in spirit. However, compliance is often
expensive and additional resources are rarely provided by Government specifically for such purposes. This
increase in levels of control further diminishes the funds available for our statutory duties to be undertaken.
Below we have listed some recent changes to legislation that have impacted on us.

— Disability Discrimination Act (1994)

— Fire regulations

— Increased employer contribution to National Insurance

— Freedom of information Act

— The Health and Safety Executive decision to ban the insecticide dichlorvos, a chemical extensively
used in the protection of Museum collections from pests.

65. Further details of the impact such obligations have had on the Natural History Museum can be
provided if it were helpful.

October 2002

Examination of Witnesses

Sir Neil Chalmers, Director, Ms Sharon Ament, Director of Communications and Development, andMr

Neil Greenwood, Director of Finance, Natural History Museum, examined.

in aid, but we also raise money from a number ofChairman
other sources, not just sponsorship and trusts and

56. Sir Neil, I would like to welcome you and your foundations but also through a whole range of
colleagues to this opening sitting of this inquiry. If business activities and activities upon our scientific
you have an opening statement that you would like work which brings in commissioned research and
to make, we would be glad to listen to it. other forms of income. Going free, which is what we
(Sir Neil Chalmers) Thank you for giving us the did last December completely, was an important

opportunity to speak to you. If I may just summarise change for us. Its eVects have been complicated anda few points that we have made in our written I think it is important to emphasise that we are in asubmission to you. Firstly, we are very keen to show dynamic situation. We do not expect the situation tothe kind of organisation we are. We are very well
settle down for some time for a whole set of reasons.known as a museum as a place to which people come
In the months leading up to the time when we wentto visit our exhibitions and to bring their school
free, people were clearly hedging their bets and theyparties, which is an exceedingly important part of our
were waiting until we went free so that they couldwork. In addition and what is not so well known is
come. We also had the complicating eVects of 11that we are also a major scientific research
September which changed the whole pattern ofinstitution, basing our scientific research upon the
visitorship to London and therefore to our museum.collections that we hold and this is an extraordinarily
So, we believe that we are going to have to wait someimportant part of our work. It makes us one of the
months yet before we get a stable picture as to whatleading two or three natural history museums of the
the eVects are going to be. We are already collectingworld. It is that dual nature which gives the Natural
data, we are clearly getting a large increase in visitorHistory Museum a very special quality. We believe
numbers, though visits are shorter, to reflect some ofthat we are a well-organised and successful museum.
the conversation that we heard earlier today, and theWe work around the world in our scientific capacity;
amount that visitors spend as they visit us per visitwe have visitors from around the world in terms of
has gone down. So there is a balance betweenbeing a visitor attraction. As we make clear in our
increased number of people coming and the amountsubmission, we generate income from many sources,
they spend per individual. I would echo many of thethemost important of which and the biggest of which
things that Neil MacGregor said to you. We—and Iis our grant in aid. Admission charging in the past
think it is true of all the national museums—needhas been a major additional source of income. That

has now gone and been replaced by additional grant more resources. It is as simple as that. We can do a
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lot to run ourselves eYciently and eVectively.We can Dinosaur Exhibition, maybe the Hall of Human

Biology, or it may be one of a number of other majorsee—and it is frustrating—howmuch more we could
do for the nation with relatively modest increases in exhibitions—and they see this as a social experience,

where they enjoy the whole set of objects andincome. That is, I think, the major message that we
keep onmaking to ourministers and our oYcials and messages that we are putting across to them about an

exhibition.that we shall keep on making in the future. We also
mention in our submission—and thismay ormay not 59. So it is a good thing then that people come forbe essential to your own interests—that we believe a shorter time?that the time has come for a new kind of relationship (Sir Neil Chalmers) I think it is too early to saywith the Department. The actual administrative whether it is good or bad. I want people to stay in thearrangement that we have with them is, I believe, museum as long as they are happy for.somewhat clumsy, not always clear, not always to the

60. You have described free admission as a bluntbenefit of museums and therefore not always to the
instrument. Why?benefit of the nation. Thank you very much.
(Sir Neil Chalmers) Because I think that it enables57. Obviously I understand your wish for greater

more people to come. People come more often.funding but it is interesting, looking at the figures
Again, it is early days in terms of figures showingthat have been put out by the Department, that you
what percentage of people are making repeat visits.are now the best funded of all of the directly funded
The information that we have thus far indicates thatmuseums, that you received a considerably better
we are not actually changing the social spectrum ofsettlement than the British Museum and indeed that
visitors who come to the museum; it is very much theyou, in this financial year, have overtaken the British
same kind of visitors as before but coming moreMuseum in the amount of funding that you receive.
often.Can you explain to us, taking into account that you

would understandably like more, what arguments 61. Does that mean you were not doing your job
you put to the Department that have resulted in this? very well before, because you had not got a wider

spectrum, or that you did incredibly well because you(Sir Neil Chalmers) The arguments are that we
have a very major job to do to preserve our have kept the same people but they are coming

back more?collections—we have some 70 million objects in our
collections and that is an extraordinarily large (Sir Neil Chalmers) I would like to think it is
number of objects to be responsible for. We have a because we were doing a good job, but I think it
huge audience to be delivering the benefits of our shows that the toughest job of all with museums is to
Museum to, the people of this country and indeed the target and successfully attract visitors whowould not
people worldwide, because, as I mentioned, we use normally think of going to a museum.
our collection as a scientific resource to help improve 62. Clearly, you did not manage to do that whenthe environment, to help improve people’s health and you had to pay to go in.a whole range of other direct benefits.Wemake those (Sir Neil Chalmers) I think we managed asarguments and we make them consistently and we successfully as any other national museum. If youshow that we use the resources wisely and very look at the spectrum—and Sharon Ament could givecarefully. I cannot read inside theminds ofMinisters, you the actual social mix, if you like—we have a veryso I cannot say how they actually judge our good mix. What I am saying is going free is not thearguments and how they weigh those against the instrument to broaden social diversity.arguments they hear, I am sure very well put, from
other museums, but those are the kinds of arguments 63. So going free or charging has no impact at all.
that we put to them. It is what you are doing in your outreach and how

you manage yourself that is the important thing.
(Sir Neil Chalmers) I think it is very much how we

interact with and reach particular segments of theMs Shipley
community.58. Are you one of the museums that has
64. I come from the West Midlands. How do youcomplained about multiple short visits?

reach people in the West Midlands?(Sir Neil Chalmers) We have not complained
(Sir Neil Chalmers) At the moment we haveabout short visits. We have noted that the average

exhibitions which travel around the country.visitor time has gone down from about two and a half
hours to just under two. We accept this as a fact. We 65. Where do they go in the West Midlands?
do not complain about it. I should say that the (Sir Neil Chalmers) I cannot answer that straightbehaviour of visitors when they come to a museum oV. We have the Wildlife Photographer of the Year,such as the Natural History Museum is somewhat for example, which goes to venues throughout thediVerent from their behaviour if they go to an art- country.based gallery. That is due to the nature of the objects

66. You see, I think you should be able to answeron display. If I go to the National Gallery or to the
that. It is not a trick question. The West Midlands isBritish Museum, I am going to see something quite
a big area, and the fact that you, in your seniorspecific, and I say, “That is something which I have
position, cannot answer what is a very wide-rangingcome to admire and enjoy.” Maybe it is there for the
question I think shows up a very real problem inwhatfirst time; maybe it is there as a continuing part of
you are doing, frankly. Do you accept that criticism?their collections. We have found that, with our

visitors, a great many of whom are families with (Sir Neil Chalmers) No, I do not, because we lend
our objects and our exhibitions to literally scores ofyounger children, they will come for a day out, and

they will want to explore an area—maybe the galleries and museums, and to other venues such as
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shopping malls and other centres throughout the Mr Doran
land, and the fact that I cannot, unprepared, answer 69. The Chairman has made the point that you didyour specific question of what location we have sent comparatively well out of this funding round, but inthem to in the West Midlands . . . your submission to us you did express some concerns

about the process which has led us here, and in
particular you make the point that there is no formal

67. I am being very general. I am saying any part bidding process and no formula for considering
of the West Midlands with anything that you have performance. Could you expand a little on that? I am
done, and you, at the top, cannot answer that. I find interested to know exactly how you would see the
that very disturbing. I actually go to the Natural ideal.
History Museum quite often, and I would be very (Sir Neil Chalmers) This picks up on a comment
aware if something was coming to the West that Neil MacGregor made a few minutes ago when
Midlands. I should have expected you to be made he said the process was opaque. We write what we
aware because you would be in contact with think is a very clear statement of what our future
somebody like the West Midlands MP. I certainly funding needs are for the museum, setting out what
know of other galleries when they are doing that sort our major needs are and how we are fulfilling
of thing. I think there is a problem here with how you government objectives in terms of the funding
are actually interfacing with the public. Also, on the agreement that currently exists. What emerges is a
scientific resource, your collection is a scientific very short letter saying, “We are now going to give
resource, but as a museum operating, the public trot you a sumofmoney.” That will be a grant-in-aid, and
round and look at dinosaurs and things—and I love there is sometimes, as there was in a letter my
it; I do not knock it, but we do not really get the Chairman received yesterday, some additional
science. I read the labels. They are aimed at 13 years money—some very welcome additional money—for
and below as far as I can see. That is accessing science specific projects. There is no understanding at all of
for 13 years and below, but in terms of a national how those figures were reached, and what weight, if
major science institution, behind the scenes how are any, was placed upon the arguments we put to the
you communicating? Department. I would like to see at least the

beginnings of a dialogue in that direction, so that we(Sir Neil Chalmers) I would invite you to come to
know that our arguments are being taken note of andthe Darwin Centre, which the Queen opened
agreed with or disagreed with. That would at least beyesterday. That is a major answer to that very
a beginning.question. It is the first phase of a two-phase project.

I believe it is a major way forward of opening the 70. Is that the way it has always been?
museums of science to the public. The result will be, (Sir Neil Chalmers) I think it is fair to say yes. I
when the second phase is completed, that we will have been the Director of the museum for 14 years
havemoved fromhaving less than one per cent of our now and that is exactly how it has gone.
objects on show to some 80 per cent. We have the

71. You make a case and are handed some money.opportunity now, every day, seven days a week, for
In some years it may just be the normal percentageour scientists to come out into a display area where
increase that everybody gets and in some you mightthey can give demonstrations about their collections.
get a little bit more or a little bit less, but you do notWe talk about them as involvement. It is not a
know what you are doing right and what you arelecture; it is a discussion about issues of the day. They
doing wrong, in a strict financial sense.are aimed at an audiencewhich ismore adult than the
(Sir Neil Chalmers) No. We have an annualtypical young child audience, which we find a lot of,

meeting with oYcials, who go through our fundingI am glad to say, in our major galleries. We also have
agreement and they compare what we said we wouldbehind-the-scenes guided tours.
do in terms of targets with what we have actually
achieved, and we do not know how the outcome of
that meeting is then fed into the funding allocation68. As it happens, I went to the Darwin Exhibition that is made.and was amazed at how small it was for the amount

of money that has been spent on that phase. I did 72. In a situation where you have a special project
which may require more funding—amajor extensionlisten to a scientist talking, and he was extremely

good. He was addressing mainly adults and he was or something of that sort, not an exhibition, or a
major repair to the gallery—is there a process foraddressing us like 13-year olds. He said, “how many

of you know London? Under your feet there is this.” making separate bids on these issues alone?
It was exactly like talking to 13-year olds. He was (Sir Neil Chalmers) There is not a process. We
very good, but he was targeting 13-year olds. I was certainly put in special bids, but we take the initiative
not getting any sense of real science here; I was ourselves. Sometimes those are successful, I am glad
getting a sense of populist—and believe me, I have to say. I can give an example.We had a problem with
written this stuV so I know it—skating over the edge, one particular building, the Palaeontology Building,
enthusing people. That is all very good, but not and those of you who know the Natural History
heavyweight science. Museum will recognise it as the rather modern,

concrete building on the corner of Cromwell Road
(Sir Neil Chalmers) I have been to some ten or a and Exhibition Road—not everybody’s favourite

dozen of those presentations since theDarwinCentre building. It had major design defects, which were not
opened, and I would simply say I disagree with you of themuseum’s making; it was designed and built by
and I would ask you to come back again and to get a the Property Services Agency. Those design defects
wider range. became apparent, and there was a very large bill
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attached to their remedy, so we went to the basis that there will be a return in future years that

can pay oV the loan?” or whatever. That is what theDepartment some four years ago and made the case,
freedom to borrow could actually do.and I am very pleased to say that the then Secretary

of State, Chris Smith, gave us some additional 77. Until we can reach a situation where you can
funding to help us remedy that. There is not a do that, there will be no PFI projects in any of our
process; you just go and make your case. museums?

(Mr Greenwood) We are looking for PFI projects73. There is no process whereby you sit down with
at themoment.We are looking theremore in terms ofthe Department and they set out targets for you and
large-scale developments rather than specific, small-you set out long-term development plans of how you
scale income-generating activities.see the museum developing and you reach a formula
78. Where is the restriction? Is that government-which will enable that to happen?

imposed or is it part of your constitution?(Sir Neil Chalmers) It does not happen like that. In
(Sir Neil Chalmers) It is not part of ourfact, we have moved away from that somewhat.

constitution. As the BritishMuseum, our powers areFunding agreements have become very much the
defined by the British Museum Act 1963. They aredominant way of having a dialogue with
identical. It is defined by government accounting.government, and they do not take account of long-

term perspectives, where you are trying to go with
your museum.

Mr Flook
74. What are your targets? How do you measure 79. What impact do you think popular culture has

each year whether you are succeeding or not? You had on your funding? I mean things like well-known
have the straight figures of people coming to the films about dinosaurs, etc. How important has that
museum, but what else do you have? been in theGovernment giving youmoremoney than
(Sir Neil Chalmers) The things that are easy to the British Museum?

measure are things of just that sort: how many (Sir Neil Chalmers) I have never noticed that to
visitors you get, what section of the community they feature in our discussions with the Government, and
come from. You can also, on the scientific side, say I do not think it directly aVects their attitude towards
how much research is going on, or how many peer us. Certainly popular culture is important to us, I
review research papers you publish.What you do not think in terms of short-terms peaks of interest.
get is the qualitative information, which is crucial to Sharon Ament may be able to give more direct
running a museum successfully, because you want figures but, for example, when Jurassic Parkwas first
people to be satisfied, inspired, enthused. We want released on an unsuspecting world, we had, by good
our science to be of great benefit to people, and we fortune rather than by good management, a few
want it to have a long-term impact in the scientific months earlier opened our dinosaur exhibition, sowe
community. It is those things which are much more had a second huge peak of visitors.
diYcult. (Ms Ament) Last year in January we introduced a

smelly T-rex, which came in at the point where75. You also made a point about your inability to Walking With Dinosaurs was very current, and weborrow. I presume that is common to all the had 400,000 visitors come to that—and we weremuseums we are discussing. charging at the time. It is to do with popular exhibits
(Sir Neil Chalmers) It is indeed. recapturing the public’s imagination. It works,

especially for families.76. How would you see that changing if you had
the opportunity to persuade ministers? 80. Leading on from that, I notice from the
(Sir Neil Chalmers) If I may, I will defer to my biographies which we were given beforehand that

Director of Finance, who I think can give a more you manage a team of 150 people, which seemed
detailed response than I could. quite a lot to me. Can you give the breakdown

between communications, revenue generation and(Mr Greenwood) One of the continuous problems
the business/commercial element?that we have is trying to allocate scarce cash in
(Ms Ament) We have restructured to bringannual and triennial budgeting rounds. We are in a

together all of our communications. We seesituation where we are trying to determine the most
communications as one single activity, whether thatappropriate use of that particular cash for a return.
is education in the most in-depth sense—so I manageIf one were just looking at a normal business, of
the education team—right through to the peoplewhocourse, one could do it on net return, profit, etc,
develop exhibitions, the website, publications, andclassic investment models, but when one is investing
more traditional areas of communication such as PR,in, let us say, scientific equipment or a gallery, it is
marketing, etc.more diYcult to actually ascertain what the direct

returnwill be and the qualitative aspects that wewere 81. How many work there?
talking about. One has that constant conflict between (Ms Ament) About 100 people altogether. The
trying to, say, invest in income-generating activities, other 57 or so work in business units. Business
where one can plough back the profit into the activities are devolved throughout the museum.
business, as opposed to investing in other areas of Every area of the museum has a financial
museum core activity. If one were able to borrow, for responsibility to generate income, whether that is
example, say, on income-generating activities, one through scientific grants, as Neil Greenwood has
could ring-fence those particular activities and go to indicated, or through retail and catering in the
a bank and say, “Here we have a good business case. Visitor Operational Services Group. My group deals

with generating non-visitor-related income, a nd thatDoes it stack up? Are you prepared to lend on the
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might be through running Conference and Events at formaldehyde all day and every day, you do not seem

to be dipped in it yourselves! There seems to be somethe museum through to picture library sales through
to touring exhibitions throughout theworld.We tour strong commercial sense underlying a great deal of

the work in which you are engaged. How importantexhibitions in 22 countries, and they get an
additional two million visitors. do you think that is in your work and across the

whole of the museum world now?82. Do those tours in other countries make money
(Sir Neil Chalmers) I think it is very important thatfor the museum?

we run ourselves in a business-like way.We are, after(Ms Ament) Sometimes they do and sometimes
all, a big organisation, we are using a lot of publicthey do not. It is a costly business.
money, and we must be seen to be managing

83. So you are at risk in doing that. ourselves well and eYciently. We must also, because
(Ms Ament) Yes, but it performs a very important we do not have suYcient resources from

outreach objective for us as well. Government, maximise the amount of money we get
from other sources. But—and it is a very big “but”—84. Do all your business units make a profit, if you
all of this must be utterly subservient to our overallcan measure them that way?
goal, which is maintaining the collections and(Ms Ament) Most years they do.
making them available to our audiences in this(Mr Greenwood) That is what they are there for.
country and around the world as eVectively as weThey do make a profit, some better than others.
possibly can. It is there as a necessary underpinning85. Which might be the best in terms of return, in of what we are really trying to do.the way you would measure it?

(Mr Greenwood) The best return is the Conference
and Events business. Youmay be aware that we hold 91. What you seem particularly good at is enticing
dinners in the Main Hall, for example. That is a very people into their own curiosity, if you see what I
good earner. mean, whether it is through dinosaurs or seeing a

head of a shark in a bottle or whatever, the little86. I do not expect you to be precise, but how has
details that lift it above the ordinary level of justthat done in the last few quarters?
seeing something and not entering into it. Is there a(Mr Greenwood) Last year was particularly
process whereby you help people become zoologistsdiYcult following September 11. This year the
and botanists and things like that as well?business will net approximately £1 million.
(Sir Neil Chalmers) Yes, we go from attracting87. Having worked in the City, one year we used

people who have no knowledge of the natural worldthe Natural History Museum for an event. We had
at all and no interest in it, other than that they wantwalking dinosaurs terrifying people, which was quite
a day out with their children somewhere safe andamusing. Has the decline in the Stock Market
pleasant, and we want to be able to entice them in, toaVected you?
use your phrase, which I think is a good one, by(Mr Greenwood) It certainly has. I do not know
capturing their attention to say, “Yes, I would like toprecisely, but certainly the last financial year was not
know more about that.” From there, we can takeits best year. It was not disastrous, by any means, but
them right through the entire academic, intellectualthis year business has certainly picked up,
journey, through schools, through the primaryparticularly currently. We are doing very well in the
education, secondary, education, lifelong learning.run-up to Christmas, which is our peak period, as
We do a great deal of teaching in universities atyou might expect. The business did take a knock last
graduate level, at postgraduate level, and we even doyear of the order of about £100,000 oV the bottom
post-doctorate training.We can cover things at everyline, which is significant but does not put us in
single level. One of the things we are most keenfinancial jeopardy.
about, one of the things that defines our philosophy,
is to look at our diVerent users and say, “What do
they need from us?” and try and put ourselves in theMr Bryant
position of our users. “How is it that we can provide

88. This is not directly about your own museum, what they want?”
but the Natural History Museum in Oxford is, as I
understand it, a university museum, and therefore
not covered by the 1994 changes in VAT. 92. I note though that in the last three years
(Sir Neil Chalmers) I am not an expert on that. I children in school parties have fallen from 147,918 to

think you are right. 114,381, which is a drop of nearly 30 per cent.
89. I wonder whether you would support that (Sir Neil Chalmers) Yes. This is something we are

extension to university museums, if it does not apply. concerned about. There are reasons, some of them
(Sir Neil Chalmers) I think so. It was an anomaly external to the museum and some of them internal to

to have the situation that did obtain for many years, the museum.
and I am glad it was corrected in relation to national (MsAment) It is somethingwe are focusing on very
museums and galleries. As I understand it, it does not strongly. People are using the diVerent resources the
aVect local authority museums, so I think university museum has to oVer now in diVerent ways. Website
museums are an extraordinary anomaly and I think visits have taken oV in a way which perhaps is
it would be a good idea to put it right. diVerent from the more formal school visits. Classes

are using thewebsitemore.We definitely are focusing90. I agree. I was hoping you would say that. I
think the Natural History Museum is a wonderful on addressing some of those issues, but it is part of a

big restructuring of the museum.institution, and despite the fact that you deal with
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93. I hear you have gone up to 4.7 million page John Thurso

impressions. That would not cover the 50,000 by the
97. My late father, when a child living in London,time a child has done 10 page impressions. This is

used to visit the museum regularly, but called it thequite a worrying trend.
“bony museum” so in our family I am afraid you will(Ms Ament) It is a worry to us, and we need to do for ever be the bony museum. You said earlier onsome more work on it. that you had no understanding of how figures were

(Sir Neil Chalmers) Some of this is due to the fact reached by government in allocating funding. Can I
that we have changed the main education centre, explore your planning process, how you build your
which is in the basement. It is very attractive, but the business plan and what the cycle is? Presumably you
throughput is slower; people are involved in lengthier would begin yourselves by having a fairly clear
investigations, so fewer people come through. objective, a vision even, reduced down to objectives,
Secondly, there is the ability of schools to send current action plan, and from that you would build
children on visits, which is, I am told, somewhat both a reasonably long-term business plan and a
impaired through the budgets that are available to short-term annual plan. I assume that is what you do.
schools for extra-curricular visits. I am not an expert (Sir Neil Chalmers) You have just précised exactly
on that, but I think it is something which is worth what I was going to say. Yes.
exploring more.

98. What are the sort of timescales you are
planning on?

94. You talk about extending your reach, which (Sir Neil Chalmers) We have set ourselves in terms
sounds a bit like the BBC talking about its share and of a vision, a ten-year vision, which is from 2010, and
its reach, but the other thing that the BBC and other we are clear what we want to have achieved by 2010
organisations try to evaluate is their audience across the range of the museum’s activities in terms
appreciation. Presumably you do some kind of of the public experience, major exhibitions, the
MORI research or whatever on what people think completion of the Darwin Centre, and creating a
about their experience of coming to the museum. more adult experience for adults who want to come

without their children in a calmer atmosphere in the(Sir Neil Chalmers) Yes. Again, this is Sharon’s
upper floors of the museum and such like. We havearea. We regularly poll our visitors on our own
a vision of where we want to go in our science, andaccount. We also take part in a collaborative poll
particularly important and diYcult is thethrough the Association of Leading Visitor
development of our information technology. WeAttractions, which is an interesting body which has
then plan within the three-year period covered by theas a criterion of membership that you have to have
Spending Review allocation period. We have justover a million visitors a year. It contains ourselves,
received a letter from the Secretary of State, and wethe Canterbury Cathedral and Blackpool Tower, so
will between now and January do a lot of work onit is a very diverse group. We get a number of visitor
preparing the business case to put to our trusteesindicators from that.
based upon the allocations that we now know we(Ms Ament) We regularly receive in excess of 80
shall receive and on the predictions of the incomeper cent excellent satisfaction from visitors.
that we will have from our other sources. We will
produce a worked-out business plan for a three-
year period.95. The National Museum of Wales also has a

Natural History element to it. I just wonder what 99. Therefore, in business terms, your major realcooperation you have with them. plan, your three-year rolling plan, is actually driven
(Sir Neil Chalmers) That is on several levels. We by what you are going to get from the Government

work on the science side, working with collections, more than anything else.
sharing expertise. A lot of that goes on, not just with (Sir Neil Chalmers) It is, yes.
the National Museum of Wales but with the

100. That is the segment, following up from FrankNational Museum of Scotland, with the national
museums and galleries on Merseyside and in Doran’s question, that you really have no debate on.
Northern Ireland, and with many of the other larger You input, but there is no reciprocity; there is no
museums. discussion of the vision, there is no discussion of your

objectives and howwhat you are given relates to that.
Have I got that clear?

96. Devolution has not produced any new (Sir Neil Chalmers) I think that is true. It is
problems in that regard? interesting that four or five years ago I had a feeling

that that sort of discussion took place more, because(Sir Neil Chalmers) It could do. It depends very
we used to have an annual meeting with oYcialsmuch how the Renaissance in the Regions

implementation goes. That, of course, is confined where we did look at the long-term vision and related
principally to England in terms of building up hubs. it more to the financial bid that we were making to
We as a national museum wish to work closely with DCMS, or its predecessor departments. Nowadays,
a number of leadingmuseums in Englandwhich have as I said, it is verymuchmore the funding agreement,
major collections where we can help them work. what you are going to achieve in terms of targets, and
There is a question of how you enable that network much less about the long-term strategy. That is
to work eVectively with the bigmuseums in Scotland, something we would want to have turned around so
Northern Ireland and Wales, and I think that is a that we do put together both the achievement of
complexity that would not have existed without targets and the long-term strategy, and have that
devolution. dialogue.
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101. It seems to me that, as parliamentarians, we institution that is going to work with DCMS to get

the best benefit for ourselves, we would clearly wantshould be in a dialogue with institutions such as
yours to agree where you are going rather than to have that sort of dialogue we have been talking

about so that we can help the DCMS to make mostforcing you to go where we agree to fund you. We
have the thing the wrong way round to a certain eVectively the case it puts to Treasury. What I would

like to see is more of this dialogue, this discussionextent.
between ourselves and the DCMS about what we(Sir Neil Chalmers) I think there is a very
want to do as our core objectives, what the DCMSimportant point of principle there, and it is to dowith
want to deliver, and how this translates into bids toexactly that. We as a museum are bound, as are the
Treasury and allocations to us.trustees, to fulfil the obligations put upon us by the

British Museum Act, which says, “This is what you 104. Have you ever met anybody from the
are there for.” The government of the day defines Treasury side? We hear that in this Government
what it wishes to happen in terms of its own policy, there is duplication of people involved in making
and it is absolutely proper that it should so do, but decisions, both inNumber 10Downing Street, and at
what the government policy of the day might be does the Treasury and in the Department itself. Do you
not always fit comfortably with the statutory get that impression?
obligations of the trustees. It is very interesting that (Sir Neil Chalmers) I have met people fromin the letter that my Chairman received from the Treasury, to answer your first question. There wasSecretary of State yesterday there was a very clear one particular issue that was exercising us a lot aboutstatement indeed of the four key objectives that she, six months ago, which was capital charging, andthe Secretary of State, has, which must be fulfilled by indeed, our museum together with two of the otherthe grant-in-aid. I think that although one might nationals did a lot to try and get a resolution of aagree entirely with the Government’s objectives, and problem which would have been exceedingly diYcultsay they are perfectly understandable and for us by working with DCMS and actually going tosupportable, for the time being that could be the case, talk to Treasury direct. In the diYcult negotiationsbut there is a principle at stake, which is the one you that led up to going free and the whole issue of VAT,have just alluded to. I think this is something that at one stage we did go and talk to Treasury as wellneeds to be explored. In my written submission I said direct. Whether there is duplication or not I am notthere are issues about the relationship that we need to in a position to say. I sometimes feel we are havinghavewith theDCMS, andwe should explore those so a strange conversation with DCMS, because we arethat we do have a mature, clear view. That to me is talking to themand then they are talking toTreasury,one of the most important things we have to look at. and I wish we could get round a table collectively
102. Just to be clear, those four objectives, more often.

laudable as they may well be, are given to you; they 105. It seems pretty obvious that in your case yourcome down like the Tablets withMoses. They are not buildings are full and the BritishMuseum has a lot ofactually anything you have asked for, and they may space. Is that how it is?or may not fit. (Sir Neil Chalmers) I will let the British Museum(Sir Neil Chalmers) They are government speak for themselves. Our building is full. It is full ofobjectives which are declared to us. There was a very visitors—it is half-term at the moment—and it is fullbig meeting in February of this year when the of collections.We have a problemwith expansion; weSecretary of State and the Minister for Arts, need more space.accompanied by the Permanent Secretary, held a
106. Do you get together with other museums tomeeting—in the Tower of London, as it happens—

discuss the tactics of looking forward and beingfor all of the bodies in the various sectors sponsored
positive to get more money?by the DCMS and said, “These are our priorities,”
(Sir Neil Chalmers) Yes.We havewhat is called theand they were children, communities, economy and

National Museums Directors’ Conference, whichdelivery, to read directly from the Secretary of State’s
has changed over the years from being a gentlemen’sletter of yesterday. We therefore had to think very
talking shop—and I use those words carefully—tohard about how we were to respond to those.
being a much more organised, eVective, I am glad to
say, male and female lobbying organisation, and a
body that gets together and decides how it can bestAlan Keen
present its case to DCMS. I think that is an

103. The last few statements you have made show improvement.
that you feel you are not working in cohesion with
the Department, that they are still driven more by
budgets.

Michael Fabricant(Sir Neil Chalmers) I do not want to give the
impression that we have an impossible or bad 107. I am curious about the consequences of free

admission to the museum. While I can understandrelationship with DCMS. That is not true. I think we
work well with oYcials and with ministers, and we that it would result in slightly less amount of time

being spent per visitor, as you said, and I can alsohave a good relationship. I am saying it is susceptible
of improvement. As I understand it—and this is what understand that this would result in a slightly less

amount of money paid per visitor, a very curiousministers and oYcials say to us—they have a clear
task to persuade Treasury to give DCMS money thing in your written evidence is that the number of

C2,Ds and Es as a proportion of your overall visitorswhich they can then use for their purposes, and
clearly therefore DCMS have to use the arguments has actually fallen. This would seem to be counter-

intuitive. The whole raison d’être of free admission iswhich are going to convince Treasury. As an
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to broaden access to those who might not normally resources that you impose other restrictions on

access by having to close galleries or close thecome, either because they are deterred because of the
content of the museum or primarily because of the museum for a number of days a week or whatever.

We would have had to have done that if we had notcost. Why do you think that has happened?
charged. We would not have been able to oVer the(Sir Neil Chalmers) I do not know why there has
services that we have oVered, wewould not have beenbeen a drop, to tell you the truth, but I am not
able to refurbish all the major galleries in thesurprised that there has not been a major change in
museum, and we would not have been able to openthe social composition of visitors. Over the years we
the Darwin Centre without charging for admission.have argued that there has been evidence in a number

of polls, most recently confirmed by the MORI poll 109. Do you think there is a very real danger now
that was publicised quite widely in the press, showing that the quality of the museum will suVer?
that the principal reasons why people come and do (Sir Neil Chalmers) It will depend entirely upon
not come to museums are cultural rather than whether theGovernment continues to compensate us
financial. There is of course a financial element, but for the revenue we have foregone. We have told the
if I may give a bit of background, ourmuseumduring Government very clearly that if they do not continue
the period it was charging also had extensive to compensate us at a level that takes account of
concessionary schemes and was free during a period inflation and real visitor numbers, then we are not
every day. The result was that approximately a third prepared to see our museum damaged by lack of
of our visitors would come in paying the full charge, funding.
a third would come in on concessions and a third
would come in free. So the opportunity was there for
people to come in free if they chose. Miss Kirkbride
108. Has it all been a political gimmick then? 110. You say you are not prepared to see the
(Sir Neil Chalmers) I do not think I would say it museum damaged; what action could you take? Are

was a political gimmick; I would not use those words. you able to unilaterally go back and charge visitors?
I think it was a point of view of philosophy and belief. (Sir Neil Chalmers) It is for the trustees to make
To my mind, the most compelling argument you that decision, and they have declared very clearly to
could put for free admission is the one that Neil the Department that they will retain the right to
MacGregor put to you earlier, which is that you make that decision if in their view the interests of the
passionately believe it is right. I think—and this is a museum, and therefore of the country we serve, are
personal view—that the discussion that it would best protected by doing so.
somehow increase access and so on clouded that Chairman: Thank you very much indeed.
fundamental issue. My view, and the view the
museum has taken is that free admission as a
principle is wonderful if you do not thereby so
damage your museum in terms of starving it of

Supplementary Memorandum submitted by the Natural History Museum

SUMMARY OF THE NATURAL HISTORY MUSEUM’S REGIONAL ACTIVITIES

Our approach to working with regional institutions can be considered at various levels, and a sample of
some of our activities are provided below.

Touring exhibitions—we tour both our temporary exhibitions and the Wildlife Photographer of the Year
Competition in the UK and internationally.

During the last year our temporary exhibitions were displayed at museums and galleries in Newcastle,
York, Bolton, Edinburgh, Hull, CardiV and at Bristol. The Bluewater Shopping Mall, Dartford hired three
exhibitions (Giant Insects, Dinosaurs and Myths & Monsters).

Details of the venues that the 2001 “Wildlife Photographer of the Year” competition toured to are
provided—venues across England, Wales and Scotland are on the list. Minimal charges are applied to cover
the cost of transporting and producing the exhibition.

The venues change from year to year, so for example in 1996 and 1997 and in 1999 and 2000 the exhibition
visited Birmingham Museum and Art Gallery.

Loan of specimens for exhibitions—during 2001–02 the Museum has loaned specimens for exhibitions in
museums and science centres in Shropshire, Chichester, Glasgow, Newcastle, Carlisle, Exeter, Kingston,
Hampshire, Dorset and Leicester. Such loans have taken place for many years, and in 2001 the Museum
launched its “Treasures Scheme” to remind our collections in other institutions that we are keen to loan our
collections to other institutions.

Loan of specimens for research and curation—during 2001–02 our five science departments and library
issued 2,264 loans of specimens to scientists in UK and overseas.
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Activities of scientists—our curators are involved in various national activities to encourage sharing of best
practice in collections management and curation. Our scientists also supervise PhD students in collaboration
with universities across the country, teach on undergraduate and post graduate courses and collaborate with
colleagues from across the world on research projects. Through the National Biodiversity Network,
Museums colleagues are working with local national history societies to build capacity in this important area,
and to share knowledge and encourage participation.

Eight Department of Palaeontology staV took part in the second Earth Alert Festival of Geology at
Scarborough over the August Bank Holiday Weekend. This was a major, oVsite outreach activity and the
first time that the department had been asked to attend the UK’s only national geology event. It enabled us
to provide the first outreach service to members of the public from the north of England. Paul Davis co-
ordinated the team whose contribution primarily centred on providing a “Fossil Roadshow” with an open
invitation to anyone to bring in fossils for identification. The response was superb with over 500 specimens
identified over the three days. Posters detailing the work of the Department and specimens from the
collections were also displayed.

Sharing our skills—we run various training courses for museum professionals in areas from exhibition
design to pest management. During 2001–02 110 staV attended from 66 institutions across the UK.

These are a few of our activities with regional institutions and groups—each of which are growing will
continue to develop into the future.

Future plans—in response to the Renaissance in the RegionsReport from Resource, we are currently in the
process of scoping and developing a network of natural history collections, with a view to strengthening and
raising the profile of the care and maintenance of natural history collections, and training of the people who
work with them.

22 November 2002

Memorandum submitted by the Department for Culture, Media and Sport

FREE ACCESS TO DCMS-SPONSORED MUSEUMS AND GALLERIES

Introduction

1. The Department for Culture, Media and Sport is responsible for the direct grant-in-aid funding of 20
museums and gallery institutions in England, operating 40 diVerent venues, about half of which are in the
regions and half in London. These range from Sir John Soane’s Museum with just over 20 staV to the British
Museum with over 1,000.

2. Free access to the permanent collections of the nationally funded museums has been an objective of the
Government’s policy from the outset.

3. With the Chancellor’s agreement to a change in the VAT rules and with the full support of the chairmen
and trustees of the national museums and galleries free access was achieved on 1 December 2001 delivering
2.7 million additional visits in the first seven months compared with the same period last year.

4. This has gone hand-in-hand with over £500 million of capital investment in new developments at
museums and galleries sponsored by DCMS, supported by £220 million from the Heritage Lottery Fund and
the Millennium Commission.

5. A further £90 million Lottery funding has gone to support new capital investment in regional museums
since 1994–95.

6. In just four years the number of visits to DCMS-sponsored museums and galleries has increased by
fivemillion (21 per cent) from 24million in 1998–99 to nearly 29million in 2001–02 and is expected to increase
to over 30 million this year.

7. Not surprisingly, the number of repeat visits appears to be increasing too asmuseums improve the range
and quality of their displays and the experience that they oVer.

Museums and Galleries Sponsored by DCMS

8. In the regions our sponsored museums and galleries include the National Railway Museum in York,
which achieved the accolade of European Museum of the Year in 2001, the National Museum of
Photography, Film and Television in Bradford, the eight National Museums and Galleries on Merseyside,
the ten Tyne and Wear Museums, the Royal Armouries in Leeds and Portsmouth, the Museum of Science
and Industry in Manchester, Tate Liverpool and Tate St Ives, and since its opening in July this year, the
Imperial War Museum of the North in TraVord.
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9. In London they include, in addition to the British Museum and the Soane, the three South Kensington
Museums: the V&A (including the Theatre Museum and the Museum of Childhood in Bethnal Green), the
Science Museum and the Natural History Museum; the National Gallery and the National Portrait Gallery
in Trafalgar Square, theWallace Collection, theNationalMaritimeMuseum inGreenwich, the ImperialWar
Museum, Tate Britain and the outstandingly successful Tate Modern.

10. The Department also sponsors the Horniman and GeVrye Museums and is the joint sponsor, with the
City Corporation, of the Museum of London. In addition, the Department provides funding to the Design
Museum to deliver specific educational programmes.

11. Tate St Ives, which displays only temporary exhibitions, oVers free entry to children and people over
60, and the Imperial War Museum’s outstations at HMS Belfast, Duxford Aerodrome and the Cabinet War
Rooms are free to children.

Policies

12. Free access and other policies for museums and galleries are intended to ensure that:

— they play a full and eVective role in the nation’s cultural and economic development,

— they are well governed by eVective Boards of Trustees with the necessary skills,

— they are adequately funded,

— their treasures are made accessible to the widest possible audience,

— they are fully integrated into the delivery of educational services at all levels and particularly for
children,

— they contribute, where appropriate, to the development and understanding of science in partnership
with Government,

— they play an eVective role in the wider community,

— they form and develop partnerships with regional museums as part of the Government’s wider
policy for developing the regional museums sector, and

— improve delivery in the regions.

13. A policy commitment from the outset has been to deliver accessibility through free access to the
permanent collections of the principal sponsored museums. Free access was achieved on 1 December 2001.
We have recorded 2.7 million additional visits in the first seven months at museums that previously charged,
an increase of 62 per cent on the same period in the previous year.

14. The second objective is to strengthenmuseums and galleries’ core services, to develop their educational
services, particularly for children and to improve delivery by building up the capacity of regional museums,
which has been a focus for the current spending review. The Department will be providing additional funding
for this and, for the first time funding support to build up the strength of regional museums.

Governance

15. Of themuseumand gallery institutions towhich theDepartment provides grant-in-aid, 17 are classified
as non-departmental public bodies (NDPBs) and are governed by independent Boards of Trustees whose
members are generally appointed either by the Prime Minister or the Secretary of State according to rules
laid down by the Commissioner for Public Appointments. These bodies are also exempt charities (see below).

16. The quality of governance and of leadership is key to the success of museums and galleries. Trustees
are selected on the recommendations of an independent panel having regard to the skill needs of the Board,
the needs of the specific role they are to fulfil and their qualifications and ability to undertake the role.

17. TheDepartment is not involved in the day to day running of themuseums and galleries that it sponsors
but is accountable to Parliament for the grant-in-aid that it pays them. They, in turn are accountable to
ministers and through ministers to Parliament for the public money that they spend and for the eVective,
eYcient and proper management of their institutions.

18. The Government’s objectives are achieved through individual funding agreements with each
sponsored body that set out what each body will provide in return for the grant-in-aid that it receives and
against performance targets monitored by the Department.

19. The boundaries and responsibilities of the relationship between the Department and the national
museums and galleries are set out in the management statement and financial memorandum.
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Charitable Status

20. The 17 museum and gallery institutions that are NDPBs are also charities. This means that in addition
to the grant-in-aid that they receive from the Department they are able to raise funds from sponsorship,
donations and legacies and other charitable giving as well as from ancillary charges for the services that they
provide. In April 2000 the Government simplified and improved the tax rules for giving to charities,
introducing tax relief for all levels of gift aid and a new income tax relief for gifts of shares, improvements to
the payroll giving scheme and a simplification of the rules for gifts of cash by companies.

21. On average theDepartment’s sponsoredmuseums and galleries raise around 27 per cent of their annual
revenue income themselves and, in many cases even more. In 2001–02, for example, the Tate raised over 50
per cent (around £27 million) of its annual revenue income itself, the bulk of it from trading.

Funding

22. Sponsored museums and galleries received around £267million per annum in grant-in-aid for 2002–03
including funding for the provision of free access and £10million grant-in-aid allocated specifically to support
capital repairs, refurbishment and renewal. The sponsoredmuseums and galleries currently earn around £100
million per annum in revenue from other sources. This excludes the large amounts of capital funding that
they can raise from sponsorship and the lottery to pay the capital costs of big projects like TateModern (over
£134 million).

23. We increased grant-in-aid to sponsoredmuseums and galleries by over £60 million per annum between
1998–99 and 2002–03, a cash increase of around 30 per cent and a real increase of about 17 per cent.

24. We have reversed the previous trend of a real terms reduction in grant-in-aid between 1992–93 and
1997–98 when grant-in-aid to the sponsored museums and galleries fell by around 15 per cent real.

25. About half of the 17 per cent real increase between 1997–98 and 2002–03 was used to support free
access and the rest to support the maintenance and development of museums and galleries’ core activities. In
some cases, and particularly at the Natural History Museum these core funds support important scientific
research activity such as systematic biological research.

26. Museums and galleries that went free in 2001 have been compensated for loss of income from
admission charges on the basis of their previously agreed visitor targets.

27. For museums that were already free, like the British Museum, we provided the additional benefit of
being able to recover their input VAT on any expenditure associatedwith free access. For the BritishMuseum
the benefit is approximately £750,000 per annum and potentially much more when capital development is
undertaken.

28. Some already free museums have argued that the Government’s decision to compensate the ex-
chargers for loss of income eVectively penalised them for having remained free. In fact we ensured that the
ex-chargers were able to maintain their previously self-funded services while giving the free museums extra
funds to develop their services through a new ability to recover their input VAT.

29. The further funding for sponsored museums and galleries following the 2002 spending review will
support their core activities, ensure the maintenance of free access to the permanent collections and provide
for modernisation and reform.

30. The progressive introduction of free access has been parallelled by a £500 million capital investment
in new developments at DCMS-sponsored museums and galleries over the past two to three years.

31. £220 million of this £500 million! investment was met from the Heritage Lottery Fund and the
MillenniumCommission and £30million fromother sources of public funding includingEnglish Partnerships
and the European Regional Development Fund.

32. But the balance over £250 million was met from private sponsorship and donations. This has been
assisted by the enhanced provisions for charitable giving that the Government introduced.

33. The £500 million of major developments opened at DCMS-sponsored museums and galleries over the
past two-three years are:

(a) In London:
British Museum’s Great Court and restored Reading Room;
Horniman Museum extension;
Imperial War Museum’s Holocaust Wing;
National Museum of Science and Industry’s Wellcome Wing;
National Portrait Gallery’s Ondaatje wing;
Natural History Museum’s Darwin Centre Phase 1;
Tate Modern;
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Tate Britain’s Centenary Development;
V&A’s British Galleries;
Wallace Collection’s Centenary Development.

(b) In the regions:
The Imperial War Museum of the North;
The restored Walker Art Gallery at the National Museums and Galleries on Merseyside; and
Museum of Science and Industry in Manchester’s New Look Museum.

34. These developments have themselves been instrumental in helping to attract new visitors but
maintenance of access also depends on the upkeep of the building structures. The sponsored museums and
galleries manage a large and complex estate much of which is quite old and substantial elements of which are
listed. Capital repairs do not generally attract private sponsorship funding.

35. So in the 2000 Spending Review we made available additional capital funding amounting to
£22 million over two years to help deal with capital repairs and ensure that structural defects and leaky roofs
are made good. Among the beneficiaries of this additional capital funding are the Natural History Museum,
which received an additional £6 million in grant-in-aid to tackle the structural problems of its Palaeontology
building and the British Museum which received an additional £1.4 million to deal with its roofs and install
a lift for disabled people.

Funding the British Museum and the Natural History Museum

36. The income of the British Museum (always free) and the Natural History Museum (charged for
admission prior to December 2001) is derived from both grant-in-aid and self-generated income. Table 1
below shows that there was a real (ie above GDP) increase in the total of grant-in-aid and self-generated
income from 1998–90 to 2002–03 in the region of five per cent in the case of the Natural History Museum
and in the region of 22 per cent in the case of the British Museum.

Table 1

OVERALL MOVEMENTS IN THE FUNDING OF THE BRITISH MUSEUM
AND THE NATURAL HISTORY MUSEUM

1989–90 to 2002–03

% Change
1989–90 2002–03 Increase (£m) Cash (real)

Natural History Museum Grant-in-aid
excluding provision for free access (£ms) 21.7 31.4 9.7 !45 ("4)
British Museum Grant-in-aid (£ms) 24.7 36.5 11.8 !48 ("2)
Natural History Museum Self-generated
income including grant-in-aid in 2002–03 to
oVset loss of £6.7 million income following free
access (£ms) 6.3 13.0 6.7 !106 (!36)
British Museum Self-generated income (£ms) 7.1 22.2 15.1 !213 (!107)
Natural History Museum Total Income (£ms) 28.0 44.4 16.4 !59 (!5)
British Museum Total Income (£ms) 31.8 58.7 26.9 !85 (!22)

Sources : DNH Annual Report 1994 (Figs. 5.9 and 5.12); DCMS Annual Report 2002 Vol 2 p17 and p59.

Table 2 below shows that since 1997–98 there has been a real terms increase in grant-in-aid (for revenue
and capital) even after excluding the grant-in-aid paid to the Natural History Museum in compensation for
loss of income following the introduction of free access.
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Table 2

REAL MOVEMENT IN GRANT-IN-AID TO THE BRITISH MUSEUM
AND THE NATURAL HISTORY MUSEUM

% Change % Change
1989–90 to 1997–98 to

1997–98 2002–03
1989–90 1997–98 Cash (real) 2002–03 Cash (real)

Natural History Museum grant-in-aid
excluding provision for free access (£ms) 21.7 27.7 !28 ("4.8) 31.4 !13 (!1)
British Museum grant-in-aid (£ms) 24.7 31.9 !29 ("3.7) 36.5 !14 (!2)

Sources: DNH Annual Report 1994 (Fig 5.9); DCMS Annual Report 2001 pp 154 and 191; DCMS Annual
Report 2002 Vol 2 pp 17 and 59.

37. However, to get a clearer picture of the financial position it is necessary to compare total revenue
income with total revenue expenditure. Table 3 below compares revenue income and expenditure actual
outturn in 2000–01, estimated outturn in 2001–02 and planned outturn in 2002–03 and 2003–04. The negative
revenue balances at the British Museum (before funding from the Museum’s reserves) are attributable to a
number of factors which include the lower than expected growth in the number of visitors, particularly as a
result of the downturn in visitors from the United States, and lower than expected self-generated income:

Table 3

REVENUE INCOME AND EXPENDITURE AT THE BRITISH MUSEUM
AND THE NATURAL HISTORY MUSEUM

2001–02
2000–01 (Estimated 2002–03 2003–04

(Outturn) Outturn) (Plan) (Plan)

Natural History Museum Revenue Income
(£ms) 39.6 40.3 41.3 43.3
Natural History Museum Revenue
Expenditure (£ms) 34.0 36.1 37.3 38.7
Natural History Museum (Balance) (£ms) 5.6 4.2 4.0 4.6
British Museum Revenue Income (£ms) 47.9 54.1 53.6 56.9
British Museum Revenue Expenditure (£ms) 51.4 56.4 56.5 57.7
British Museum (Balance) (£ms) "3.5 "2.3 "2.9 "0.8

Sources: DCMS Annual Report 2002 Vol 2 pp 17 and 59.

Note: BritishMuseum’s negative balances have been funded from theMuseum’s reserves. Natural History
Museum Revenue Expenditure % Operating Costs (excludes collection purchases and capital expenditure).

Free Access

38. Until the late 1980s most sponsored museums and galleries oVered free access to their permanent
collections, but the then Government sought to encourage them to introduce general admission charges. A
number did so. These included theNaturalHistoryMuseum, which introduced charges for general admission
in 1987, the National Museum of Science and Industry, the Imperial War Museum, the National Maritime
Museum and several others. In the regions the National Museums and Galleries on Merseyside and the
Museum of Science and Industry in Manchester and the Royal Armouries also charged.

39. The Trustees of a number of museums, however, decided not to introduce general admission charges.
Among these were the British Museum, the National Gallery, the Tate, the Wallace Collection, the National
Portrait Gallery, the GeVrye Museum and the Sir John Soane’s Museum.

40. The decision to introduce charging resulted in a fall in visits at the museums that introduced charges.
The reduction in visits to the South Kensington museums was estimated to be in the region of two million
per annum.

41. At those museums that oVered free access such as the National Gallery, the National Portrait Gallery
and the Tate the number of visits continued to grow.
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42. In 1997–98 therefore the new Government inherited a situation with some of its sponsored museums
charging for admission and some not and with visit figures either static or declining at all but one of the
charging museums.

43. At the same time the new Government came in with a new philosophy, a view that museums were
integral to the development of society through providing an essential platform for learning for all and lifelong
learning and a belief that no-one should be denied access to the treasures held by national museums simply
because they could not aVord the admission charge.

44. The Government therefore believes strongly in the value of free access and, from the outset made the
delivery of free access a fundamental plank of its cultural policy.

45. The Government formulated a programme to introduce free access in a series of steps, according to
priority groups and the availability of funds. The first step was to introduce free access for children. This was
achieved on 1 April 1999. The second stage was to introduce free access for people aged over 60. This was
achieved on 1 April 2000.

46. The third stage was to ensure that from its opening in May 2000 the new Tate Modern, the first new
Gallery of modern art to be opened in London for 100 years, would oVer free access to all visitors.

47. The next stage—the move to free access for all, proved much more diYcult to achieve. It became
apparent at an early stage that there was a serious impediment to the achievement of free access. This
impediment was a result of the VAT rules. The eVect of these rules was that if a sponsored museum were to
go free it would cease to be regarded as a business and would lose the ability to recover its input VAT. Local
authority museums were, by contrast able to recover their VAT even where oVering free entry, because they
were covered by the provisions of Section 33 of the VAT Act 1994.

48. After discussion with EU lawyers, HM Customs and Excise and HM Treasury it was announced by
the Chancellor in his budget speech on 7March 2001 that providing that theNationalMuseums andGalleries
oVered free access to their permanent collections they would from 1 April be able to continue to recover their
input VAT on expenditures on the provision of free admission. In addition those museums, like the National
Gallery and the British Museum whose Trustees had decided that they should remain free would also be able
to recover their input VAT on expenditure on free admission.

49. Following the Chancellor’s announcement the Department negotiated with the former charging
Museums suitable arrangements to compensate them for the loss that they would incur as a result of removing
the remaining general admission charges. It was agreed that free access for all would be introduced at the
V&A from 22 November 2001 and at the other former charging museums from 1 December 2001.

50. The Department has also actively encouraged the development of museum web sites with a view to
improving remote access. The public response has been enormous with the number of web site hits at DCMS-
sponsored museums and galleries increasing from four million in 1998–99 to an estimated 24 million in
2001–02. These sites may play a significant role in widening public awareness of what museums and galleries
have to oVer and in encouraging actual visits.

The Impact of Free Access

51. Following the introduction of free access for children on 1 April 1999 child visits increased by 32 per
cent (1.6 million) to March 2002.

52. After the introduction of free access for people over 60 on 1 April 2000 visits from over 60s increased
by over 40 per cent (0.8 million) to March 2002.

53. In a further initiative Government funding was directed to ensure that Tate Modern opened free to all
inMay 2000.Over fivemillion people visitedTateModern in the first tenmonths,more than twice the number
expected.

54. The total number of visitors to the Tate increased from 2.5 million in 1999–2000 to 6.7 million in
2000–01. Of these nearly three million were new visitors.

55. In December 2000 the British Museum opened Great Court and restored Reading Room. Despite the
downturn in visitors from the United States as a result of the combined impact of Foot and Mouth and
11 September the British Museum has maintained a steady growth in visitors of five per cent (224,000)
between April 2001 and March 2002, to over 4.8 million. Of the 224,000 additional visits 57 per cent were
new and 43 per cent repeats.

56. Between April 2000 andMarch 2001 the number of visits to DCMS-sponsored museums and galleries
increased by over 20 per cent. The provision of free access to Tate Modern played a significant part in this
growth.

57. We have continued to build on this growth. Despite the eVects of Foot and Mouth and September 11
visits to DCMS-sponsored museums and galleries increased by over one million between 1 April 2001 and
31 March 2002 bringing the total number of visitors to nearly 29 million.
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58. There has been a 62 per cent (2.7 million) increase in visits to the former charging museums in the first
seven months since the advent of full free access on 1 December 2001.

59. Free access has been a huge boost to the number of visits to the Natural History Museum which
received 500,000 extra visits between 1 April 2001 and 31 March 2002, an increase of 29 per cent taking the
total number of visitors to nearly 2.2 million. Of these one million were new visits and 1.2 million repeats.

60. Over the same year the number of child visits to the Natural History Museum increased by 23 per cent
from 562,000 to 693,000. Children now account for 32 per cent of all visits to the Natural History Museum.

61. At the V&A, visits increased by 38 per cent (516,000) to over 1.8 million and the number of child visits
by 34 per cent to nearly 300,000. The number of visits from the over 60s more than doubled to nearly 250,000.

62. At the National Maritime Museum in Greenwich overall visits increased by 26 per cent to just under
onemillion and the number of child visits by 21 per cent to nearly 331,000 to take 33 per cent of the total visits.

63. Free access has also stimulated a significant growth in visits to DCMS-sponsored museums and
galleries in the regions. At the Royal Armouries the number of visits increased by 50 per cent to over 337,000
and the number of child visits by 71 per cent to over 126,000.

64. At the Museum of Science and Industry in Manchester the number of visits increased by 35 per cent
to nearly 390,000 and the number of child visits by 20 per cent. Visits by the over 60s increased by 45 per cent.

65. At the National Museums and Galleries on Merseyside the number of visits increased by 16 per cent
to nearly 823,000. Significant further growth is expected when the current major gallery refurbishments are
complete.

66. The evidence suggests that the advent of free access at the charging museums has not impacted
significantly on museums that have remained free, although visitor growth has also been influenced by
whether they have opened significant new developments during the period. The table below shows the
monthly variation in visitor numbers at the Natural History Museum and the British Museum, in the seven
months following the introduction of free access and compares it with the same seven months in the previous
year. Table 4 below shows a 69 per cent increase at the Natural HistoryMuseum and a three per cent decrease
at the British Museum. The slight overall decrease at the British Museum could be a reflection of the
continuing reduction in the number of visitors from the United States. The British Museum’s visitors
increased in the December, February and March following the introduction of free access:

Table 4

MONTHLY VISITOR NUMBERS AT THE NATURAL HISTORY MUSEUM AND THE BRITISH
MUSEUM BEFORE AND AFTER FULL FREE ACCESS AT CHARGINGMUSEUMS

Before full Natural After full Natural Before full British After full British
free access History free access History free access Museum free access Museum

Museum Museum at charging at charging
museums museums

Dec 2000 89,650 Dec 01 180,109 Dec 00 308,334 Dec 01 328,501
Jan 2001 97,080 Jan 02 220,818 Jan 01 332,423 Jan 02 317,881
Feb 2001 191,904 Feb 02 349,443 Feb 01 290,331 Feb 02 356,420
Mar 2001 163,053 Mar 02 267,312 Mar 01 315,316 Mar 02 416,163
Apr 2001 214,412 Apr 02 240,176 Apr 01 480,171 Apr 02 372,607
May 2001 114,155 May 02 198,990 May 01 407,769 May 02 396,918
Jun 2001 118,559 Jun 02 222,718 Jun 01 422,192 Jun 02 362,554
Jul 2001 169,820 Jul 02 291,758 Jul 01 514,246 Jul 02 477,984
Aug 2001 243,378 Aug 02 405,501 Aug 01 522,568 Aug 02 464,218

Total 1,401,011 2,376,825 3,593,530 3,493,246

Source: Natural History Museum and British Museum: Monthly data returns to DCMS.

67. We have already shown how, despite the downturn in visits from the US the British Museum has
continued to deliver growth. The British Museum has been successful in increasing by 500,000 (27 per cent)
the number of visits from UK residents from 1.8 million in 2000–01 to 2.3 million in 2001–02.

68. The National Portrait Gallery, another museum that has remained free, has achieved a 21 per cent
increase in visits, from 1.2 million to nearly 1.5 million and an increase in child visits of 52 per cent, over the
period 1 April 2001 to 31 March 2002.

69. Over the same period overall visits to theNationalGallery increased by two per cent to over 4.8 million
and the number of child visits increased by 12 per cent to over 460,000.
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70. One of the main objectives of free access is to bring the national collections within reach of a wider
audience. In this respect free access is clearly proving successful in increasing the number of child visitors and
people over 60. However there is also evidence that it is reaching out to other groups in society who would
not otherwise have visited. Data supplied to us by our sponsored Museums and Galleries suggests that the
number of visits from the C2, D,E socio-economic groups increased by 34 per cent between April 1998 and
March 2002 to around 4.5 million and that this increase has outpaced the significant growth in the number
of visits overall.

71. The proportion of visits fromC2, D and E socio-economic groups increased from 14 per cent to nearly
16 per cent over the period from 1 April 1998 to 31March 2002. This may not seem large and it still falls well
short of the proportion of C2, D, Es in the population as a whole (51 per cent) but it will take time and
increased eVort to achieve a significant shift in the composition of visits. Nevertheless some sponsored
Museums and Galleries attract a relatively high proportion of C2, D and E visits. These include theMuseum
of Science and Industry in Manchester (38 per cent of visits from C2,DEs), the National Museums and
Galleries on Merseyside (37 per cent ) and the GeVrye Museum in London (55 per cent). By comparison the
proportion of C2, D, E visitors attending the Natural History Museum is 22 per cent and the proportion
attending the British Museum 13 per cent.

Renaissance in the Regions

72. With the exception of the museums noted above the Government does not fund the core costs of
museums in the regions. However, regional museums have a huge role to play in the delivery of cultural
policies and objectives. By 1999–2000 we were increasingly concerned by reports about the state of health of
regional museums and following a preliminary analysis by the Department Lord Evans of Temple Guiting,
Chairman of Resource, the newly established Council for Museums, Libraries and Archives, was asked to
lead a task force to undertake a review of the situation, to identify the problems and to propose solutions.

73. The task force, which included senior representatives from both the national and the regionalmuseums
sector reported in September 2001 (“Renaissance in the Regions: a new vision for England’s museums”). Their
report identified the need for amuch stronger strategic and operational framework for museums and galleries
throughout the country based on a philosophy of co-operation and mutual dependency.

74. The report recognised that “museums and galleries have an important role to play in education,
learning, access, social inclusion, the regions and the modernisation of public services but that in order to
perform their role eVectively themajor regionalmuseums and galleries would need to be revitalised to become
focal points for excellence within the areas they serve, cooperating with other local and communitymuseums,
and forging creative and dynamic relationships with the university and national museums”.

75. The report concluded that “the existing regional museum structures are fragmented and that this has
led to a lack of leadership for themuseums community in each region, poorly articulated aims and objectives,
a failure to address government policy objectives in a consistent and sustainable way, decisions based on
expediency rather than strategy and an ineYcient and ineVective use of resources”.

76. The report recommended a new framework for museums in the regions based on the creation of a
network of regional hubs which involves developing the leading regional museums as both centres of
excellence and as leaders of their regional museum communities.

77. The Government has welcomed the recommendations of the “Renaissance in the Regions” report, has
commissioned Resource to identify the regional hubs and following the 2002 Spending Review will be
allocating substantial new resources to build capacity and excellence in the regional hub museums to make
a start in implementing the report’s recommendations.

78. In addition DCMS will encourage and fund a greater level of partnership between national and
regional museums, through the additional resources that we intend to provide for museums and galleries
following the Spending Review, promote and encourage the involvement of regional museums in Creative
Partnerships and seek their closer involvement in education projects funded through schools.

The Future

79. The additional investment that we are providing following the 2002 spending review is focused on
improving the delivery and reach of both national and regional museums and galleries and maintaining and
strengthening the delivery of their core services. We will be and building the capacity of both to deliver
enhanced educational services and an improved and wider range of partnerships between national museums
and galleries andmuseums and galleries in the regions. The new investment will alsomaintain the provision of
free access and ensure that following its successful introduction at those national museums which previously
charged the benefits continue to be realised and developed.
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80. The setting of performance targets in funding agreements is an essential part of this process. We shall
monitor progress against these targets, reward excellence, identify the areas of need and adjust the allocation
of funds accordingly. We will, however, look to our sponsored bodies to use their funds wisely and eYciently
and, where reform and modernisation is necessary to deliver that objective we shall endeavour to ensure that
it is carried out as quickly and eVectively as possible. Following the spending review we have set aside
additional funds to support reform and modernisation, where it is needed.

8 October 2002

Suppplementary memorandum submitted by the Department for Culture, Media and Sport

CHARGING REGIME AT THE MUSEUMS AND GALLERIES SPONSORED BY DCMS

Those Which Were Already Free

British Museum
National Gallery
National Portrait Gallery
Tate Modern.
Tate Britain.
Tate Liverpool.
Sir John Soanes Museum.
The Wallace Collection.
The GeVrye Museum.
The Horniman Museum.
The National Museum of Photography, Film and Television in Bradford (part of the National Museum
of Science and Industry (NMSI)).
The Bethnal Green National Museum of Childhood (part of the Victoria & Albert Museum).
Tyne &Wear Museums (except the Hancock Museum and Segedunum Roman Fort, Baths and Museum
at which entry charges remain)

Those Which Went Free from 22 November 2001

The V&A in South Kensington.
The National Museum of the Performing Arts (Theatre Museum—part of the V&A).

Those Which Went Free From 1 December 2001

The Imperial War Museum in Lambeth.
The National Maritime Museum, including the Queens House and Royal Observatory.
The Natural History Museum, in South Kensington and Tring.
The Science Museum in South Kensington (part of the NMSI).
The National Railway Museum in York (part of the NMSI).
The Royal Armouries in Leeds and at Fort Nelson, Portsmouth.
The Museum of London.
The Museum of Science and Industry in Manchester.
The National Museums and Galleries in Merseyside.

Those Which Went Free in 2002

The National Coal Mining Museum for England in April 2002.
The Imperial War Museum of the North, TraVord, which opened to the public on 5 July.

Those Which Continue to Charge for Adults

The Imperial War Museums Cabinet War Rooms, HMS Belfast and Duxford airfield.
Tate St Ives.
The Wellington Museum, Apsley House.
The Royal Armouries at the Tower of London (which is included within the Tower of
London entry fee charged by Historic Royal Palaces).

15 October 2002
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Examination of Witnesses

Rt Hon Tessa Jowell, a Member of the House, Secretary of State for Culture, Media and Sport; Rt Hon

Baroness Blackstone, a Member of the House of Lords, Minister for Arts; and Mr Richard

Hartman, Head of Museums and Libraries Sponsoring Unit, Department for Culture, Media and
Sport, examined.

visit my home but also the home of ErasmusDarwin,Michael Fabricant
which has an excellent museum in connection with

111. We were just having a very interesting that.
discussion with the Natural History Museum, and I (Tessa Jowell) That would always be a pleasure,
was asking them about the sort of people who visit, Chairman.
since their recent change to free admission. They

113. Can we move to the question of the Britishwere saying earlier on that, as one might expect, the
Museum. We know they have had their problems.amount of time spent per person has been reduced
They have a £6million cash deficit and so on.Are youslightly since free admission—you would expect
aware that a spokesman in the Treasury, which, asthat—and the amount of money spent per person has you know, refused to assist the British Museum to areduced slightly—and that you would expect—but large degree, commented, “The Treasury rewardswhat one would not have expected is that the number excellence and not incompetence.” Do you think that

of C2, Ds and Es coming along to the Natural the British Museum has been incompetent?
History Museum has also reduced, and far from (Tessa Jowell) No, I do not think the British
broadening, as one might have expected, the profile Museum has been incompetent. I think that the new
of people who visit the museum since free admission, regime at the British Museum, as no doubt you have
it has in fact narrowed. I wonder whether you think already heard this morning, is a source of very great
this has almost destroyed the whole raison d’être of confidence. I think there certainly have been
free admission. diYculties in the past that the museum has faced, in
(Tessa Jowell) Chairman, can I begin by part due to the greater than anticipated costs of the

introducing our colleague, Richard Hartman, who is Great Court development and the impact on visitor
the lead oYcial in the Department, and say how numbers at the museum and the dramatic reduction
pleased we are to be here on the day after we in American visitors particularly after September 11.
announced the funding settlement for the national The British Museum is unique among our museums
museums and galleries to answer your questions. and galleries as being one which has more visitors
That is an important question. I was just checking the from outside the UK than from the UK, so it has
figures in my brief, and the Natural HistoryMuseum undoubtedly been hard-hit by that. That said—and

Tessa Blackstone may want to add to this—there areis the only one of our national museums and galleries
very clearly areas in which the operation of thewhich since free entry became universal at the
British Museum needs reform: staYng numbers,beginning of December last year has seen a reduction
working practices, and ensuring that the deficit thatin people from social class C2, D and E. You are
might arise were the British Museum to continueabsolutely right that this is a cause for concern. It
spending at its present rate until the end of thisdoes not appear to be the trend in othermuseums and
Settlement Round should not arise. We have madegalleries, where there has been an increase in the
an allocation as part of the settlement that wenumber of people from social class C2 and D and E
announced yesterday in order to deal with the threatattending. We are ten months into free entry, and
of their having to close the Korean Galleries, and weclearly beginning to change the profile of the visiting
hope that that problem has now been settled. Theypopulationwill take time, but obviouslywewill study
have substantial capital receipts that I know thecarefully the figures in relation to the Natural
Director and the Chairman intend to use to fund theHistory Museum. It links to the capacity for
restructuring of the staYng of the museum but alsooutreach work, for work in schools, building
to undertake other aspects of modernisation.educational programmes, lifelong learning and so

forth, in addition to simple practical issues of 114. Are you sure about that last point? As I
accessibility. I was at the Natural History Museum understand it, the sale of the capital items that they

own, including this place in New Oxford Street, canyesterday for the opening of the Darwin Centre, and
only be used for capital expenditure and not resourceit was fantastically exciting to see on the one hand
expenditure. If that is the case, that will not assist insuch a large number of people from the very wide
the point that you just made, the question of staYng.range of backgrounds and from all over the
(Tessa Jowell) Yes, but they will be able to re-country—it is half-term so the visitor numbers were

profile some of their self-generated income.high—but also to celebrate the opening of a scientific
resource which will lead the world in not just the 115. Could you clarify that?
capacity of its scientists but also the capacity of its (Mr Hartman) The British Museum will be able to
facilities. re-profile some of its self-generated income in order

to pay for the reform.112. Just in relation to that, by the way, some
historians feel that Charles Darwin got most of his 116. Through capital expenditure?
ideas from his grandfather, Erasmus Darwin. I (MrHartman) Yes. It will be able to use the capital
happen to live next door to the home of Erasmus for purposes which it would otherwise have used self-
Darwin, which this Committee has visited, and I generated income, so thus it will be able to divert the

self-generated income into paying for the reforms.hope you, Secretary of State, may come up not just to
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117. Would you welcome greater flexibility? like to add, coming back to Michael Fabricant’s

Would you welcome a possibility, I believe question, that the British Museum does need to
recommended by this Committee—not that I am modernise, and I think that the newDirector and the
going to suggest the sale of the family silver—of the new Chairman recognise that, and they are doing it.
ability for museums—not just the British Museum Just to add one area where this modernisation is
but other museums—to have a greater transfer taking place, which Tessa did not mention, they are
between capital and resource expenditure, sometimes looking at their governance, and they are coming up
by selling oV capital items, not necessarily exhibits, with a new structure which will, I think, make them
and using it not just to re-invest, re-profile, but more eYcient and better run.
maybe to use it as resource expenditure in the short

121. Can I move on to the general question ofterm, as businesses do?
funding. I am sure as ministers you will always get(Tessa Jowell) As you will have heard from the
complaints that there is not enough money, and ofBritish Museum this morning, they do need the
course, we understand that, but I am interested in theflexibility in order to be able to restructure, and the
process. We have had fairly clear evidence today thatplans for that restructuring I think are well defined.
the process seems to lack transparency, is fairlyNeilMacGregor, as the newDirector of themuseum,
opaque. There are clearly discussions betweenhas already embarked on the first stage of that
ministers and trustees and oYcials of the variousprogramme. Yes, I think museums and galleries
museums, but there does not seem to be any clearshould earn maximum flexibility on the basis of the
sense of a long-term strategy; there does not seem toevidence of their competence and their performance.
be any clear sense that there are targets. I understand
that there are political targets, and I separate these
out from the running of the enterprise. It is quite clearMr Doran how important these institutions are, not just
culturally but to the UK economy generally, and118. Can I continue with the British Museum,
there is a sense that when the awards are made, asbecause there is a certain sense in their submission
yesterday’s was made, there is no sense of what is inand the evidence we heard this morning that by
theDepartment’s mind, what has resulted in the levelsticking to their principles of free entry, first of all

they lost quite a substantial sum of money—they of the awards that have been made, how the
estimate as much as £100 million in various elements museums have achieved what they have achieved or
that have been aVected—but also they are getting no failed to achieve what they wanted to achieve.
help now, as are the other museums that charge. So (Tessa Jowell) I do not accept that that is fair. The
they eVectively feel as though they are being settlement that we announced yesterday represented
punished for sticking by their principles. How do you the second stage of reversing the long-term trend in
respond to that charge? the decline in funding for regional and functional
(Tessa Jowell) I know that it is an argument that museums, and the museums are now set. Remember,

they often make, but I do not think that it is a fair in government financial planning you plan on a
charge, and the British Museum have been three-year cycle. We plan everything on a three-year
compensated and have seen an increase in their cycle, and national museums and galleries funding is
baseline. no diVerent from that. What most of them had

yesterday was the three-year funding profile, a real119. In terms of the loss it is a relatively modest
terms increase of 1.5 per cent in 2004–05, and a realincrease.
terms increase of 2.5 per cent in 2005–06. The level of(Tessa Jowell) In 1999–2000 they saw an increase
capital that is allocated will of course vary, and thatof £1 million in their baseline in recognition of the
will depend on their needs. There are three principlescosts of increased visitor numbers arising, and
that guided both the amount and the allocations: firstsecondly they also qualified for the first time for the
of all, what museums needed; secondly, safeguardingVAT rebate, which is estimated to be worth about
the policy of free access; and thirdly, ensuring that£750,000 to them.
the core requirements of the museums and galleries

120. As against the £8million that theywould have were met. Reaching that settlement was the result of
received if they had charged. quite a lot of discussion over the last months with
(Tessa Jowell) The other museums that previously them and obviously negotiation with the Public

charged and then went free were compensated for the Expenditure Committee, negotiation with the
income that they had lost by charging, so in eVect Treasury and also negotiation with the Department
they either get the income from charges or they got it for Education and Skills because we see the potential
from the compensation package, so they did not for growth in the educational role of museums and
make a profit from having been previously charging galleries as one where further resources will become
museums that then went free. I know this is an available to them.
argument that the British Museum regularly make,

122. From the Department or from the DfES?but I do not think it is an argument which is actually
(Tessa Jowell) Fromboth sources. If I can just takesustained in practice. The source of their financial

your question in two parts. There will be furtherpain really has been the impact of the drop in visitor
money available to them, both to supportnumbers since September 11.
partnerships between the national museums and(Baroness Blackstone) I would simply add that the
galleries and the regional museums. I think you maytrustees and indeed the previous directors of the
have heard a little bit from the BritishMuseum aboutBritish Museum have always wanted to be free, and
some of their very exciting ideas in this area.have always been committed to being free, and they

have always run themselves on that basis. I would Secondly there will be more money available from a
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joint pot which the Department has with DfES as relationship between my Department and the range

of non departmental public bodies which includepart of the enrichment programme for children in
school. museums and galleries.

123. How will that money be accessed?
(Tessa Jowell) We are working on that. The extent Mr Bryant

to which it is accessed through resource, the extent to
126. For my mind the free admissions policy haswhich it is accessed directly from the Department, is

been one of the most successful things that thethe detailed element of the settlement that we are
Government has done, not just here in England butworking on still. We have settled on the broad
also in Wales. I think it has seen a significantindicative figures, we have to settle now on how the
expansion in the number of people who have gone tomoney will be allocated and specifically for what
museums and even if that is the same people goingpurposes that it is going to be allocated. As you know
four times rather than going once I think that is athe regional museums and galleries will be engaged in
good thing. The more people who have access to thea programme of quite radical modernisation as part
great cultural exhibits of the world, that can only beof Renaissance in the Regions over the next three
a good thing. My experience in Wales—and I do notyears.
ask you to answer on behalf ofWales, as it were, but I
wonder if the same is true of museums that you work
with—is that the national museums have seen a

Chairman significant increase but where they are in direct
competition with other museums which are not124. Did Lady Blackstone want to add something?
national museums there can then be a significant(Baroness Blackstone) What I would like to do is
income problem for those othermuseums. Inmy ownjust to add to what Tessa has said and respond quite
case the Rhondda Heritage Museum is a localrobustly to the questions you have asked us where
authority run museum, it is in direct competitionyou have been quite straight forward in suggesting
with the Big Pit which is a national museum Wales.that we do not have a long term strategy, we do not
They are almost identical and what has happened ishave a clear view as to where we should go with the
there has been a migration from one to the other. Ismuseums and galleries.
that a problem in England?
Miss Kirkbride: Yes.
(Tessa Jowell) Yes, I think it is a problem and that

Mr Doran is in part why Renaissance in the Regions is such an
important programme. There are diVerent regimes.125. I am not suggesting it is not transparent. There are local authority museums which are free.(Baroness Blackstone) I think we are absolutely There are some local authority museums whichclear. First of all they are very important to the UK charge. There is an inconsistent regime and there areeconomy because cultural tourism is very important inconsistent levels of funding. But Renaissance in theto the UK economy and becoming more important. Regions with the money that we announcedAlso I think they are very important from the point yesterday will fund a restructuring of thoseof view of UK culture. They embody a great deal museums. As I have referred to also we haveabout our history and the nature of our community allocated money which will be available forand as such they should be cherished and protected partnerships between the national museums andand that is what we are doing. Basically what we have regional museums in order to develop moredone is to stop the rot that had set in in the first half collaboration, particularly through sharing of peopleof the 1990s when there was a 15 per cent real terms skills, sharing of collections and so forth. Yes,decrease in their funding over a period of five or six regional museums have been very run down. For allyears. In the last Government we put in then a 17 per of the view whichmay prevail that the money that wecent increase. We are sustaining that increase. The have secured for Renaissance in the Regions is notfunding is in the museum and galleries’ base line. We enough just remember that before the new £10have been able in the spending review which has just million came on stream at the beginning of thisbeen agreed—and our announcement yesterday—to financial year something like £2 million a year wasgive a further increase on top of that which will allow spent by my Department on all the regionalthe museums to do the scholarship and the museums. That is set to increase cumulatively by £70conservation that they have to do to sustain these million over the period of the next spending round.great collections. It will allow them to run good

educational programmes and there is funding to
sustain free access which we believe is important so

Mr Bryanteverybody can see our great national collections
which belong to the people. 127. Can I ask a tiny question which is about

university museums and whether it is not the time(Tessa Jowell) Could I just add one final postscript
now that we do away with the anomaly regarding theto this which is the relationship between the
1994 VAT amendment?Department and the museums and galleries which I

think we all feel at the moment is overly prescriptive. (Baroness Blackstone) When we announced free
access to the national museums and galleries it wasWe are in the process of negotiating with museums

and galleries greater flexibility, greater freedom on made absolutely clear that there would have to be
some ring fencing around those national collectionsthe basis of the evidence of their performance. This is

part of what we call the touchstone programme and that it would not be possible to aVord to provide
for the university museums the same change in theirwhich is the modernisation programme for the
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VAT regime that had been provided for the perhaps even more important, between the national
previously free national museums. I think of course museums and galleries and the regional and local
there is a case for this extension but I think that it museums and galleries. Indeed, some of the money
does raise a lot of issues in terms of how the VAT that we are allocating during the spending round is
regime is applied which I think the Treasury would going to be held back so that the national museums
argue are very diYcult to deal with in relation to EU and galleries can work up new programmes working
rules. So I think that there are problems in this with the regions and lend their expertise as well as
particular area. their collections.
Chairman: Could I just say Lady Blackstone is

being particularly diplomatic about this because the
problem is with the Treasury. Tony Lloyd and I went
to see the Chief Secretary about this because of the

Ms Shipleyanomalies relating to university museums in
Manchester. All governments, particularly in

130. Secretary of State, theDirector of theNaturalTreasury, are terrified of what they call repercussive
History Museum was extremely careful in hiseVects and that is why they have slammed the
answering of questions about free entry and mydrawbridge up on this one.
impression was he was equivocal at best. Also heMr Bryant: Can you slam a drawbridge up?
intimated that schools find it more diYcult to doChairman: You can indeed.
visits now but he could not actually substantiate why.Mr Bryant: Do not do it on me now, Chairman,
Also he said that they do substantial regionalbecause I have got another very important question.
outreach work. When I said “Give me an example inChairman: All your questions are important.
the West Midlands” he could not actually think ofMr Bryant: No, that is not true, Chairman. Quite
one. The Natural History Museum did not knowa lot of the national museums are in the posher places
why it had a drop in C2, D and E visitors since freein Britain and some are not, such as the ImperialWar
admission. The final sort of rider at the end of theMuseum and the GeVrye Museum.
questioning was that if basically you did not keep upMichael Fabricant: That will lower house prices.
funding the trustees may well instigate charging
again. Now given that this is a sponsored museum, it
is a national collection, what do you think aboutMr Bryant
that?128. As somebody who used to be on the board of
(Tessa Jowell) Let me be absolutely clear aboutthe GeVrye Museum, one of the constant problems

this. The settlement that the museums and gallerieswas trying to make the GeVrye Museum—and I
were told of yesterday, that we announced yesterday,suspect also the Imperial War Museum—live within
is in part in order to maintain free access. There is aits own community. I wonder whether there is more
quid pro quo in that these are publicly funded bodieswe can do to enable those museums to do that,
and the money that they get comes with stringswhether there is still further work about extending
attached and one of the strings is that they maintainthe other great museums which are in the posh places
free entry. That will be made very clear to them in theof Britain to enable them to diversify their work into
funding agreement that will be settled over the nextthe rest of Britain?
few weeks. They are all absolutely clear about that.(Baroness Blackstone) First of all, the GeVrye

Museum is a museum I happened to visit just about
131. Good. Would you say then, also, anothertwo weeks ago.

strings is that these C2, D and E visitors have
129. It is a cracking museum. dropped only in the Natural History Museum? Is
(Baroness Blackstone) I know it well because when that something else that you will be saying: “This

I was Deputy Education OYcer in the ILEA I had should not be happening really, if the other museums
responsibility for both theGeVrye and theHorniman can manage it, you can manage it”?
Museum in Lewisham. I think it does a fantastic job (Tessa Jowell) I think that this is something whichworking its local community. It is mainly focused on we need to look very closely at. You will draw someeducational programmes for primary, particularly conclusions obviously in your report on this. We willprimary but also some secondary school children. Of

look at this also because investing as we have done incourse it could always do more but it has greatly
promoting free entry one of the very explicit aims ofextended its imprint. It has a fantastic new gallery
doing that is to increase the diversity of visitors toand it has managed to raise money not just from
museums and galleries. I think we have got also to beGovernment but also from sponsors who have
clear that this does not simply happen by hoping thatsupported it. I think the same goes for the Imperial
it will happen. You need to provide a structure forWar Museum which again has worked very, very
this greater participation and I think that the threeclosely with its local community mainly through its
programmes that I have referred to—firstly the scopeeducational programmes. What I think is terribly
for greater partnership between regional museumsimportant is that all the national museums and
and national museums is one part of that, secondlygalleries that have very substantial collections should
that creative partnerships will extend to museumswork with those other museums and galleries which
and galleries and there will be an instrumental link todo not have (a) such big and valuable collections but
schools which are covered by creative partnerships(b) some of the other resources they have in terms of
and thirdly the further pot of money that we willthe skills of their staV. We would like to see far more
spend jointly with the Department for Education—collaborative programmes within the national

museums and galleries sector but equally, and are ways of providing structure.
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132. Good. 137. When those decisions have been made, what

happens in communicating the whys and wherefores(Tessa Jowell) We attach great importance to it
of the decisions? Presumably you do not tick everyand we will monitor the performance of museums
box or the minister decides certain boxes do not getand galleries in this area very carefully indeed.
ticks.133. Moving over to the BritishMuseum. It does a
(Mr Hartman) Yes.lot of educational stuV but it does not get funding

from the Education Department; should it? 138. What is the process of decision and dialogue?
(Tessa Jowell) I think again there will be scope for (Mr Hartman) Quite often we have a washing up

increasing the amount of money available to them session with each of our institutions, usually separate
for education subject to successful bids against the but at oYcial level, to discuss the consequences of
further streams of money that I have identified. what this will mean for the longer term,whether there

are going to be any further problems emerging, and134. There is generalised education, people like me
just to generally get feedback which we report backgoing in and being educated.
then to our ministers.(Tessa Jowell) Exactly.
(Baroness Blackstone) Could I just add to that very

135. Then there is specific schools education for briefly that I did have a meeting with representatives
example or universities education.Would there be an of the National Museums and Galleries back in the
argument that you could support which would say summer to discuss with them our priorities, their
“the Department for Education actually should be priorities and get some feedback as to what they
physically funding, very much related to education thought were the most important aspects of their
institutions, contributions to museums”? programmes over the next three years where they
(Tessa Jowell) The money which we will spend believed they needed funding.

jointly with DfES is specifically in recognition of
139. Why I wanted to find out your views of howthat, that museums have got a very important role to

you thought the process was working is that I askedplay in enriching the curriculum for children. I think
very similar questions of Sir Neil Chalmers and histhat if you go to any of our national museums and
actual quote tome was that he had no understandingyou look at some of the exhibitions you will see that
of how the figures were arrived at and gave furtherthey are very specifically targeted at schools, targeted
evidence that the Government’s objectives, the fourin imaginative ways at the diVerent key stages of the
objectives in the letter sent out yesterday, were highlycurriculum. They are doing that and I think that
laudable, absolutely correct, no argument aboutthrough particularly the two schooling steps that I
them, but there was not dialogue about how thoseidentified we will improve the structure through
fitted in to the ten year vision which the institutionwhich that is delivered.
had or the rolling business plan. There seems to be a
very clear lack of dialogue and communication, at
least in perception if not in reality. Is that somethingJohn Thurso that we can address because clearly one of the
primary things Parliament can do is actually debate136. Can I preface my question by saying I do not

think there is anybody in this room who would not the vision so it can be agreed to prior to the resource
being applied. It seems at the moment that theassociate themselves with Lady Blackstone’s

remarks regarding the importance of our great resource is made available and that drives the
objectives that come from that rather than us allinstitutions, particularly culturally but also as you

mentioned with regard to tourism. There is a clear deciding “These are our objectives, nowwhen can we
fund them”.recognition that they were woefully underfunded for

many years and there has been catch up. I think (Tessa Jowell) I think there are two or three points
where we all part company is has the catch up been in relation to that. First of all these are our sponsor
enough. What I would like to come back to is the museums and galleries but as I said a few moments
question Frank Doran was putting in relation to the ago we set down the ground rules which govern our
process. I would like, if I may, to be reasonably funding of them, in most cases funding comes also
specific because if you get into the detail you begin to from other sources. So the museums and galleries
understand the thing better and that is with regard to havemore resources available to them than just what
the Natural History Museum. It might be that it is the Government provides. The three conditions
MrHartman who is best placed to answer this. What which I indicated are the terms of Government
is the actual precise process by which you funding and then there is the process of monitoring
communicate with the Natural History Museum to against performance measures. Secondly, consistent
receive whatever input they want to give you prior to with the safeguarding and delivery of those
funding being decided and what is the process by objectives, we are keen to minimise the amount of
which you communicate? In other words, is this a day to day control by my Department in the running
dialogue, a negotiation, what happens? of museums and galleries. The third point is that in

Government we operate on a three year funding(Mr Hartman) Yes, it is a dialogue. Essentially
what happens is that, first of all, we write out to them cycle, certainly where Lottery money is invested over

and above mainstream Exchequer funding. Ofand ask them to set out what they feel their particular
needs are because first of all when we are addressing course we engage with the trustees and with the

executive staV in the longer term vision but I think itcore funding the issue is what are the needs of the
institution, what are your priorities, so we ask them is important to remember that they are free to

develop a longer term vision which is a freedom thatthat. Then we take our discussions on from there
essentially. Finally there are eventually discussions extends beyond that having to be signed oV in every

detail by Government.with ministers.
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(Tessa Jowell) The National History Museum andAlan Keen
other national museums look to a range of diVerent140. I am very much in agreement with Frank and sponsorship. As I already indicated the income theyJohn Thurso. You have hopefully convinced me that lost through charging they have been compensatedwe have moved far enough on from the one year for. I think it is very important to be clear about that.funding. The three year rolling programme is a They were compensated in the last spending round.massive improvement, particularly for those who This year £29 million has been allocated in order towork in the private sector who were horrified by the meet the cost of free entry, and that will continue. ItGovernment sticking to that system for so many one of the most successful policies. I think Chrisyears. We have moved on. I do not think we are Bryant said it is a policy that we are 100 per centsatisfied we have gone far enough. The new committed to continue. Yes, museums, like theGovernment has not been in for more than five years National History Museum, have looked to theso there is time to continue the improvement. Can I Lottery for funding, they have looked to privatetake a slight step further forward. Obviously there sponsorship and beyond that. I know that is ahave to be experts in the Treasury, and we process in which they are now engaged in seeking tounderstand how it is in Number 10 as well, on put together a funding package for the Darwinculture, media and sport issues. How much Centre phase two, 2.1 million capital in each year,duplication is there in experts? It is important that the and we have allocated and announced 2 millionTreasury does have somebody who understands the yesterday.philosophy of museums and galleries. Do you meet
142. Have you had any discussion with theon a constructive basis with people from Number 10

Treasury about allowing museums to borrowand the Treasury to discuss the overall strategy and
money?philosophy of these things or are they all separate,
(Tessa Jowell)We have not as part of this spendingbeing critics of each other. How does it work?

round, no.(Tessa Jowell) The recent spending round is
perhaps the best example. There is a lot of dialogue 143. Do you intend to? What is your view on this
between my Department and the Treasury and there issue?
has been a lot of dialogue over recent months as we (Tessa Jowell) I think that it is important that we
have navigated our way, and other departments have keep the overall spend for which government is
to, to the settlementwhich theChancellor announced responsible and which can be sustained by the
in the summer. The expertise diVers as you would trustees within a manageable and aVordable cap.
expect in diVerent departments. My Department has There is no intention to change the financial regime
a number of people who are experts in the business of of museums and galleries so that they can borrow oV

curation and themanagement of collections who are, balance sheet.
if you like, the guardians and the advocates of the

144. Looking at the Britishmuseums, whilst takingcultural case for investment in museums and
completely on board their need to reform, it was alsogalleries. We have also been working very closely
put to us, and I think very relevantly, that they nowwith the Treasury on the case for reforming the
have a great deal of extra space due to the Britishadministration of museums and the galleries in order
Library being removed and really if they are to be theto minimise the bureaucracy and red tape, to put it
trustees, not just of the nation’s heritage which is incrudely, and maximise the earned autonomy of
that museum, which is the world’s heritage, which ismuseums and galleries in the confidence that they are
in that museum fortuitously as a result of Britain’scommitted to and have the capacity to deliver the
past history, then it really needs to be able to havegovernment objectives that they have been funded to
access to more capital to make that extra space workdeliver. There is a lot of dialogue and in the run up to
and actually in global terms to justify the collectionsthe announcement of the spending round there was a
that they have because, as you will be aware, there islot of discussion about the broad level of funding that
a great deal of pressure on the United Kingdom towould be necessary in order to maintain the three
hand back some of its collections. How much doesessential core priorities that I outlined earlier. I think
the government, with all due recognition of the needthat there is an increasing understanding and
for reform of their working practice, see the need forcommitment in my Department to value-for-money
extra capital if the British Museum is to justify itstransparency and structuring the regime within
present position and it collections?museums and galleries in such a way that they have
(Tessa Jowell) We have not made an additionala commitment to the government’s priorities and the

capital allocation to the British Museum in view ofcapacity to deliver them.
the fact that they have just secured 35 million inAlan Keen: Thank you.
capital receipt from the sale of the post oYce just oV

NewOxford Street.We expect them to beginmanage
their capital needs within what is a pretty substantialMiss Kirkbride
additional capital fund.

141. I was interested to hear the Secretary of State 145. That is it then. There is zero for 2004 and 2005enjoyed her visit yesterday to the Darwin Centre and and it will remain zero because of that?I wonder whether she wanted to reflect on the fact
(Tessa Jowell) We have no further capital resourcethat that creation was possible, along with other new

frommyDepartment’s capital allocation available toexciting exhibitions, at the National History
them, no.Museum during a period when they did actually

charge for some of the time for admission and that 146. Going back on what you said about the
Renaissance of the Regions, obviously it would bethat growth was possibly due to the increase in

income that that permitted? very nice to have more things displayed out and
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about in the country but presumably the public will some paid time in the museums which presently do

not benefit frombeing free altogether. There is a hugehave to pay to go and see them.Where they are not in
theNationalGallery but they are in a regional gallery problem building up between those galleries that are

free and those which are not which is depressing thebelonging to the national collection youwill still have
to pay to enter those museums and there will be a opportunities of those which are not free, and

because of the competition the government hasresistance because of the anomaly that now exists
between the national collections and other created a very unfair market in the museum world by

this decision?collections?
(Tessa Jowell) Not all of the national collections (Tessa Jowell) I certainly do not see it like that. I

do not think that the 60 per cent increase in visitorare in London, there are smaller galleries and
museums— numbers reflects an unfair market.

149. For some!147. There are a lot of very good museums around
the country who find it very hard to manage because (Tessa Jowell) People travel to London, they travel
they have competition from the national collection. to the now free museums and galleries in Liverpool,

in Salford and in Cornwall. Yes, there are diVerent(Tessa Jowell) With the investment we announced
yesterday they will be able to, (a) increase the range charging regimes and I would not want to raise hopes

that in the short-term we are going to be in a positionof their collection and (b) also be in a position to
improve, in a number of cases, the quality and to do very much to change that. Chairman, certainly

if the Committee makes proposals along the lines ofcondition of their premises. There are significant
numbers of regional museums that are not those made by the Member for Bromsgrove—
particularly appealing places to visit, which is whywe 150. We have a museum as well.
were so keen to support the rationalisation and the (Tessa Jowell)—we would look at those and would
hub of the satellite structure as a way of achieving want resource as the body that will disperse this
that rationalisation that was proposed by the money to look at those proposals closely too.
Renaissance in the Regions. You are absolutely right, Chairman: Thank you very much indeed. I thinkthere will be diVerent charging regimes in diVerent that everyone will agree this has been a most usefulparts of the country. session. We are most grateful to you. Thank you.
148. Was there no consideration given to creating

amixed picture, as used to exist amongst the national
galleries, whereby there is some free time and there is
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APPENDICES TO THE MINUTES OF EVIDENCE

APPENDIX 1

Memorandum submitted by the Royal Armouries

The Royal Armouries has been involved in the drafting of and agrees with the submission made by the
National Museums Directors Conference. In addition to the points made there we should like to highlight
the following.

While we agree with NMDC that the full impact of free entry is as yet un-clear there is no doubt that in
Leeds the eVect has been to removemany of the lingering concerns that the community had about themuseum
that were rooted in the very high entrance charges imposed by our private finance initiative partners before
1999. The Government’s policy has certainly help us in our attempts to integrate with the local community
and for this we shall always be grateful.

Free entry has also had a significant impact in Leeds on the length of visits. Whereas during the charging
era many visitors were staying over four hours, presumably in an attempt to “get their money’s worth”, most
are now staying for a shorter period of time which we believe helps them to get the most out of their visit,
remember more, and leave wanting to return

Since the introduction of free admission we have seen a significant increase in the numbers visiting the
museum, up by 56.5 per cent. As a consequence we are facing increased staYng costs, our manpower costs
in areas such as education, customer service, security, interpretation and cleaning have increased by £420,000.
We are incurring additional expenditure on general maintenance of the museum eg paint work, repairs to
interactives, cleaning materials and in general our facility costs have increased by a £100,000.

As a direct consequence of free admission our visitor mix has changed withmore visitors now coming from
the lower income groups. Whilst this is excellent news and means that we have opened up the museum to a
much wider audience, the down side is that the retail spend per head has dropped. Many of our visitors quite
simply come for a free day out and have no intention of spendingmoney on either retail merchandise or food.
This has severely limited our ability to grow our self-generated income in line with visitor numbers.

Our visitors’ expectations are high and the museum aspires to fulfil their expectation by providing a wide
range of educational programmes including life long learning at the weekends. Imaginative events such as
jousting tournaments, chariot racing, Africa Africa, Tattoos and themed sleepovers are organised to inspire,
educate and entertain.We aim to provide world-class exhibitions C current exhibition “The Knight is Young”
is particularly aimed at attracting a younger audience. Themed family events such as Bushido,Romans, Zulus
and Chivalry and Romance help us to retain and attract new visitors.

As a regional museum in Leeds, and not in a main tourist area, most of our visitors come from within an
hour and a half drive time of the city. We therefore need to be able to provide a constantly changing
programme of innovative events and exhibitions to maintain our high percentage of repeat visits and to that
end need to ensure that funding is suYcient to enable us to continue and improve upon our successful
formula.

Our contribution to education would be impossible without self-generated funds. New initiates are often
entirely paid for by non-government monies even if they directly address government policies and initiatives.
An example is the Royal Armouries Materials Science project. Based at the Tower of London this requires
£60,000 a year plus set up cost of £100,000 to succeed. All this money is coming from trusts, business and
individuals, none from the Government, despite its policy to improve and increase science teaching.

We welcome our additional visitors and hope to keep building on our success, however there are costs
involved and our current grant-in-aid and self generated income are not keeping pace with our expenditure.
Without proper funding there is a danger that we will be unable to sustain our repeat visits and reduce our
ability to attract new visitors as a result of having to provide a less attractive visitor experience.

4 October 2002

APPENDIX 2

Memorandum submitted by the Museums Association

1. Background

1.1 The Museums Association is an independent membership organisation representing museums and
galleries in the UK and people who work for them. The Association has over 4,500 individual members and
600 institutional members. These institutional members encompass around 1500museums in theUK ranging
from the largest government-funded national museums to small volunteer-run charitable trust museums.
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Formed in 1889, it is a not-for-profit charity, receiving no government funding, which seeks to inform,
represent and developmuseums and people whowork for them in order that theymay provide a better service
to society and the public.

1.2 It is not appropriate for theMuseumsAssociation to comment in detail on operationalmatters relating
to individual museums; this submission does not refer specifically to the British Museum or Natural History
Museum. However, the Association is well placed to provide an overview of the impact of the free admission
policy on the sector as a whole.

2. Introduction

2.1 It is the long-standing policy of the Museums Association that publicly funded museums should be
provided with enough support to enable free access to core collections. Museums and galleries form part of
the UK’s internationally renowned cultural heritage and play a vital educational role. The tradition of free
access to the collections of publicly funded museums is as fundamental to the UK’s educational and cultural
life as are free schools and free libraries.

2.2 The Museums Association welcomes the Government’s support for free access. The Association
applauds the Government’s decision to provide additional funding to introduce and maintain free entry at
the national museums, and the evident success of the scheme to date. We commend the work undertaken by
the Department for Culture, Media and Sport and the National Art Collections Fund to find a solution to
the VAT issue, which had been a barrier to the introduction of free entry.

2.3 Nevertheless, the Association believes that, in pursuing the policy of free access to the national
museums, the Government has over-looked some of the wider implications of free entry. The impact of free
entry on national museums cannot be discussed without an appreciation of the broader context.

3. Impact and Implications for the Rest of the Sector

3.1 Not all museums are in a position to oVer free admission. TheMuseums Association’s policy in favour
of free access does not extend to those museums independent of central and local government. Independent
museums are usually charitable trusts and typically rely on admission charges for a significant component of
their running costs. Some museums that still charge have reported confusion and resentment from their
visitors in recent months, since some have had the impression that all museums are now free. The problem
of public misunderstanding has been particularly acute for those museums which have collections of national
importance and which use the word “national” in their titles, but which are independent of government
support. Recommendation: publicity surrounding the Government’s policy of providing free access to the
national museums which it supports should make it clearer what the scope of the scheme is, and should avoid
creating a climate in which charging by museums is seen as illegitimate or inappropriate to their educational
function.

3.2 While it is too soon to draw any firm conclusions, there is evidence to suggest that visitor numbers at
some chargingmuseumsmay have been adversely aVected by the introduction of free entry at nearby national
museums. Evidence comes both from England and from Wales, where free entry was introduced in April
2001.

3.3 Eureka! The Museum for Children in Halifax in West Yorkshire, draws many of its visitors from the
same catchment area as the National Coal Mining Museum for England in Wakefield and the National
Railway Museum in York, both of which dropped their admission charges in December 2001. Eureka
experienced a marked decline in visitor figures in 2001–02, with reduced numbers across all elements of their
audience, including group bookings. This decline follows a period of static visitor numbers. Eureka opened
a major new development in 2002 which at the time of this research has not provided the anticipated boost
to visitor figures. Eureka is about to commission research to examine reasons for the decline but anecdotal
evidence suggests that it is at least in part attributable to the introduction of free entry at nearby museums;
some other possible causes can be discounted: for example, Eureka has never had significant numbers of
overseas visitors.

3.4 Similarly, the museums in York that are run by the city council (the Castle Museum, Yorkshire
Museum and York City Art Gallery) experienced a decline of around 15 per cent in their visitor figures over
the summer of 2002, compared to 2001. By contrast, visitor figures at the National Railway Museum, which
had dropped charges in December 2001, went up by over 20 per cent. Again, it is diYcult to prove cause and
eVect: the National Railway Museum opened a major new development in 2002 which may also have
provided a boost to visitor figures. However, the decline in visitor figures at the city council museums is
surprising in the context of an overall increase in the number of people visiting York in 2002 compared to
2001.

3.5 Museums in Macclesfield have experienced a decline in visitors since free entry was introduced at the
Museum of Science and Industry in Manchester. The museum service in Macclesfield opened a new site in
2002 but its visitor figures for all three sites this year have been lower than for two sites last year. The
Macclesfield museums have lost market share as school groups, in particular, opt to visit a free museum in
preference to onewhich levies charges.While they have been able to recover some of the lostmarket for school
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visits by oVering additional activities, extreme price sensitivity in the school visits market means that charges
for these activities have to be kept very low. As an independent trust, the museum fears that in the longer
term this situation might threaten their viability.

3.6 The National Show Caves for Wales at Dan-yr-Ogof have attracted publicity in recent months over
claims that a marked downturn in their visitor numbers was attributable to the introduction of free entry at
the National Museums and Galleries of Wales (NMGW), and specifically at the Big Pit, Blaenavon whose
catchment area overlaps with theirs. However, because of the timing of the introduction of free entry, it is
currently not possible to prove that a fall in visitor numbers at other attractions was the result of free entry
at the national museums. Free entry was introduced in Wales in April 2001, and so coincided with the foot
and mouth disease (FMD) outbreak. Since some of the attractions that have suVered a decline in visitor
numbers are in rural areas, this decline may be attributable to FMD. Dan-yr-Ogof, for example, is located
in the Brecon Beacons National Park, one of the areas badly aVected by FMD. The Welsh Tourist Board
(WTB) is currently working with the NMGW and the Welsh Association of Visitor Attractions to look at
schemes to help the institutions adversely aVected. The Welsh Assembly believes that the benefits of free
admission can be spread across the whole attractions sector. Attractions close to free museums could benefit
through joint marketing initiatives as visitors to the national museums have cash left to spend on other
attractions. TheNMGWhave anecdotal evidence and in-house research which suggests that the benefits may
indeed have been widely spread. NMGW and WTB propose that, before any measures are implemented,
independent research be conducted into the reasons for any change in visitor patterns at charging museums.

3.7 Although it is too soon to draw firm conclusions about the wider impact of the free admission policy,
the anecdotal evidence serves as a reminder that government cannot make changes to one part of a sector
without having an impact on the landscape of that entire sector. It should perhaps have done more to
anticipate these impacts. Recommendation: DCMS should investigate the impact of free entry to the national
museums on the rest of the sector and, if appropriate work with the tourist boards and national museums,
to put remedies in place.

4. Impact and Implications for the National Museums: Visitor Patterns

4.1 Removing admission charges has a number of implications for the museums concerned, although it is
too early to assess the full extent of these.

4.2 Those national museums that dropped their admission charges in 2001 have seen greatly increased
numbers of visits. This begs two related questions; can the increase in numbers of visits be accounted for by
new visitors or by established visitors returning more frequently; and furthermore, are any new visitors from
groups considered to be at risk of social exclusion, or from groups which typically form the majority of
museum audiences?

4.3 Research undertaken by MORI and presented at the Museums Association conference in September
2002 oVers an insight into the impact of the introduction of free entry to national museums on museum
visiting patterns. The research was undertaken in August 2002 using a sample of 2000 people drawn from the
general population across the UK, so the findings reflect the eVects of the introduction of free entry in Wales
and Scotland as well as England. The research indicates that the introduction of free entry to the national
museums has led to an absolute increase in the numbers of people visiting, not just an increase in visits. It
also showed that there had been increases in the number of people visiting from all socio-economic groups,
but that people from the groups ABC1 still accounted for a disproportionately large part of the museum
audience.

4.4 The key finding from the MORI research was that 45 per cent of those interviewed had visited a
museum or gallery in the previous 12 months, up from 35 per cent at the same time last year. This represents
a 28 per cent rise in the number of people making visits, a clear and substantial increase. Analysis by socio-
economic class showed that people from all groups had made more museum visits: since summer 2001, the
percentage of people from groups DE who had made at least one museum visit in the previous year had gone
up from 20 per cent to 25 per cent of the overall population, group C2 from 28 per cent to 39 per cent, group
C1 from 44 per cent to 53 per cent, and groups AB from 51 per cent to 62 per cent.

4.5 However, as these figures indicate, people from higher socio-economic groups are still making a
disproportionate number of museum visits. The survey found that while the percentage of people from socio-
economic groups AB in the population as a whole is 21 per cent, the percentage among museum visitors 34
per cent. Similarly, there are 30 per cent of people from groups DE in the population as a whole, but 15 per
cent amongmuseum visitors. 26 per cent of the population have no formal qualifications, but only 13 per cent
of museum visitors. 18 per cent of the population are graduates, but 30 per cent of museum visitors.

4.6 The study also looked at awareness of free entry. It found that 40 per cent of people were not aware
that admission charges had been dropped at the national museums. Only 15 per cent knew that charges had
been dropped, and had made more visits as a result. A further 41 per cent did know that free entry had been
introduced, but had notmade anymore visits as a result. This 41 per cent of the population perhaps represents
the greatest challenge to those seeking to increase access to museums: the reasons they gave for not visiting
suggest a simple lack of interest in what museums have to oVer. This research did not investigate whether
those expressing a lack of interest had visited museums and not enjoyed the experience, or had simply never
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visited. With 45 per cent of the general population having visited a museum or gallery in the past year, more
people have visited a museum than attended the theatre, live football or pop concerts; and only libraries and
the cinema are more popular. However, the research suggested that more needed to be done to publicise the
availability of free entry and to encourage non-traditional users.

4.7 When free entry was introduced at theNationalMuseums andGalleries of Wales in April 2001, visitor
numbers rose even more dramatically than at the English national museums introducing free entry, and this
increase has largely been sustained. Visitor figures for 2001–02 were 87 per cent up on 2000–01. In the first
four months of 2002–03, visitor figures were 11 per cent down on the equivalent period in 2001–02 but still
up 68 per cent on 2000–01. The NMGW have commissioned research to assess the impact of free entry on
their visitor profile. Although the scope of the current enquiry is the English national museums, data from
Wales oVers useful insights into visiting patterns.

4.8 The NMGW runs several sites widely spread across Wales and visitor profiles are diVerent at each site.
Overall, the findings of their research suggest that there has been a small but significant change in the profile
of visitors to NMGW sites. In 1998 (the last year when admission charges were levied for all groups), 31 per
cent of visitors were from socio-economic groups C2DE; in 2001, 37 per cent of visitors were from these
groups. The change was particularly marked at some sites: for example, at the NationalMuseum andGallery
in CardiV, the shift was from nine per cent to 29 per cent. There was also a small increase in the proportion
of younger visitors. In the context of a dramatic increase in visitor numbers, these proportional increases
indicate a substantial absolute increase in the number of visitors from lower socio-economic groups, as well
as a relative increase. About a third of visitors cited free admission as a factor in their decision to visit the
various NMGW sites, but more visitors from DE socio-economic groups and those living in Wales seem to
have been influenced to visit by free admission.

4.9 The research found that there had been no significant change in the ratio of first time visitors to repeat
visitors at the NMGW since the introduction of free entry. Since visitor numbers have risen so dramatically,
a static proportion of first-time visitors equates to a significant increase in the actual numbers of new visitors.
And substantial numbers of visitors cited free admission as a factor in their decision to visit, particularly those
from lower socio-economic groups. However, the NMGW is still concerned that more needs to be done to
encourage non-visitors to visit its museums, and has commissioned detailed research among non-visitors to
analyse their reasons for choosing not to visit museums. It will use this as the basis for a programme of work
to target excluded groups. The English national museums are likely to need to undertake similar research
and to plan targeted programming in order to reach those excluded audiences who were not attracted by the
introduction of free entry. Recommendation: DCMS should continue to work with the national museums on
a broader raft of measures designed to increase access, and should not rely on free entry as a means of
addressing exclusion.

5. Impact and Implications for the National Museums: the Nature of the Visit

5.1 While people aremakingmore visits to themuseumswhich have dropped charges, visitor patterns have
also changed, with initial findings suggesting that visitors are making more, shorter visits to museums.
Overcrowding is an issue at some museums which are having to work hard to mitigate the possible negative
impact on the quality of the visitor experience. Museums may need to adjust their “product” to cater to the
needs of people who want to make frequent but briefer visits: for example, they may find that there is a
demand for simpler but faster-changing displays alongside large-scale blockbuster exhibitions and new
galleries, which might be years in the making.

5.2 There are financial implications in increased visitor numbers. The greater numbers of people passing
through museums has resulted in increased wear and tear, higher cleaning costs and in some cases the need
to increase staYng levels of front-of-house staV. The total spend in museum shops and catering facilities has
gone up in the national museums that introduced free entry, although the spend per head has gone down.

5.3 Less tangibly, the policy has ramifications for themuseums’ relationshipwith government and for their
long-term financial stability. The removal of admission charges has made the national museums more
financially dependent on government. For some, this has been a relatively subtle shift, but others used to raise
around 50 per cent of their own income and now receive up to 90 per cent of their income directly from central
government. These museums are now less autonomous financially and may accordingly in future find
themselves less autonomous operationally.

5.4 It can be argued that the national museums which dropped their admission charges are now more
vulnerable because of their dependence on a single funding source. If a future government decided to
withdraw the enhanced levels of support which enabled free entry, some museums might be forced to
reintroduce charges, which would seriously undermine their public support and would have an extremely
damaging impact on the longer term projects to build new audiences. Moreover, free museums see only
limited financial benefit from increased visitor numbers whereas before free entry was introduced, they were
rewarded by increased revenue for running successful programmes which attracted large numbers of visitors.
However, these disadvantages have to be set against the security oVered to these museums. They are buVered
against the financial eVects of an economic downturn or international instability, which might result in
reduced visitor numbers.
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6. Implications for the Department for Culture, Media and Sport

6.1 The Department for Culture, Media and Sport sees its free entry policy as a great success. The policy
clearly has been a success in terms of increasing visitor numbers. However, the Government’s policy of free
access to national museums is also motivated by a desire to broaden the range of people visiting museums
and galleries and to tackle social exclusion by removing barriers to access. As the research outlined above
suggests, free entry in itself is not enough to achieve inclusion inmuseums: there are complex sociological and
cultural reasons why people do not visit museums and cost may not be the most significant barrier for many.
The Museums Association is concerned that DCMS should be more rigorous in analysing the impact of its
policy. Given that DCMS has established a performance management regime, it should take a more
sophisticated approach to setting funding agreements with respect to the free entry policy, and find indicators
which are able accurately to reflect whether the desired outcomes of the policy have been achieved.
Recommendation: DCMS should make it clear what outcomes it expects from the free entry policy and work
with the national museums to develop performance indicators which show what impact the policy has had
in broadening access as well as increasing numbers.

6.2 Once a robust framework of indicators is in place, DCMS needs to take steps to ensure that data
collection methods are accurate. DCMS has not so far issued guidance to museums to ensure that there are
consistent mechanisms in place to count visitors now that tickets are no longer issued. Some museums have
installed electronic counters; others rely on a manual “clicker” count by front-of-house staV. While some
museums have certainly gone to great lengths to ensure that counting methods are fair and accurate, DCMS
should have taken a lead in establishing appropriate methodologies. Museums also need information about
the changing profile of their visitors. Currently, the national museums commission research independently
so that, once again, there is no consistency in methodology. There would be economies of scale as well as an
assurance of consistency if DCMS were to establish a framework for coordinating research across all the
national museums. Recommendation: DCMS should work with the national museums to ensure accuracy in
counting visitors and in describing the profile of visitors.

6.3 The Government’s commitment to free entry to national museums should not divert its attention from
its commitments to England’s regional museums. The 2001 report, Renaissance in the Regions, eloquently
describes the extent of the under funding of regional museums. The commitment to revenue funding for
regional museums from central government is of course a huge step forward in itself. However, although the
amount allocated to regional museums from the extra funding secured byDCMS in the Spending Review has
not been announced at the time of writing, it seems likely to be smaller than might have been hoped. A
settlement that allocates relatively small sums of money to specific initiatives will, while welcome in itself, fail
to bring about the structural improvements needed for regional museums to fulfil their potential. Given the
Government’s commitment to making museums more socially inclusive, it should be recognised that
museums outside of the Government-funded national museums sector are highly eVective vehicles for access
and social inclusion work. Regional museums often have strong community links, with input from volunteers
which make them uniquely well-placed to attract new audiences. If the government is serious about social
inclusion, this work should be supported. Recommendation: DCMS should provide suYcient funding to
translate its stated commitment to supporting regional museums into action.

7. University Museums

7.1 One group of publicly funded museums still faces pressure to charge and has been excluded from the
Government’s changes to VAT regulations: the university museums. University museums have a long
tradition of free public access but so long as most of them remain free, they are subject to irrecoverable VAT.
This amounts to a perverse incentive to levy charges and is an anomaly now that the national museums have
been relieved of this burden. The government removed the incentive for national museums to charge through
an amendment to the Value Added Tax Act 1994, which enables them to specify individual museums as able
to recover VATalthough not charging for admission (and therefore not engaged in “economic activity”). This
provision could be extended to university museums without further legislative change. Including the
university museums in the VAT exemption would incur an estimated cost of the change in terms of lost tax
revenue is £500,000 a year, making it aVordable for the Exchequer, but a significant benefit to the museums
concerned. Recommendation: HM Treasury should consider extending the change in VAT regulations to
cover university museums.

8. Summary of Recommendations

8.1 Publicity surrounding theGovernment’s policy of providing free access to the nationalmuseumswhich
it supports should make it clearer what the scope of the scheme is, and should avoid creating a climate in
which charging by museums is seen as illegitimate or inappropriate to their educational function.

8.2 DCMS should investigate the impact of free entry to the national museums on the rest of the sector
and, if appropriate work with the tourist boards and national museums, to put remedies in place.

8.3 DCMS should continue to work with the national museums on a broader raft of measures designed
to increase access, and should not rely on free entry as a means of addressing exclusion.
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8.4 DCMS should make it clear what outcomes it expects from the free entry policy and work with the
national museums to develop performance indicators which show what impact the policy has had in
broadening access as well as increasing numbers.

8.5 DCMS should work with the national museums to ensure accuracy in counting visitors and in
describing the profile of visitors.

8.6 DCMS should provide suYcient funding to translate its stated commitment to supporting regional
museums into action.

8.7 HM Treasury should consider extending the change in VAT regulations to cover university museums.

7 October 2002

APPENDIX 3

Memorandum submitted by the National Art Collections Fund

Introduction

1. The National Art Collections Fund (Art Fund)’s primary aim is to encourage the greatest possible
public access to great works of art, and it is renowned for its staunch advocacy of free admission. Since its
establishment in 1903, the charity has helped secure around 500,000 works of art for public collections
throughout the UK.

2. The Art Fund spearheaded the successful campaign to change the VAT regime for National Museums
and Galleries (NMGs), that led to the scrapping of admission charges in 2001, having been identified by the
Department for Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS) as the most appropriate body to take on this
responsibility. Since 1996 we had consistently argued the case for free admission, highlighting the public
benefits of free entry contrasted against the damaging eVects of charging. With the assistance of the Charities
Tax Reform Group, the Art Fund developed the key technical proposal used by the Government to make
the changes to VAT announced in the March 2001 Budget.

General Comment

3. The unique strength of museums and galleries lies in their ability to provide knowledge, inspiration,
pleasure and life-long discoveries for anyone who visits. Our national collections are among this country’s
most precious cultural and educational resources and we fully endorse the drives by museums and
government to remove any barriers—fiscal, physical, intellectual or sensory—to visitors’ enjoyment of them.
The word ‘access’ is frequently overused, but in the context of museums it means making the collections truly
available to everyone, whatever their situation, and regardless of income.

Specific Comments

The eVects of free admission on the visitor experience

4. The tremendous impact on visitor numbers at the NMGs from the scrapping of admission charges has
been recorded by Government and it has also been the subject of recently published MORI research, The
Impact of Free Entry, September 2001. The picture is not uniform, but the overall result is that the removal
of admission charges has led to a dramatic rise (62 per cent according to the DCMS statistics published in
August 2002) in the number of visitors with some institutions reporting startling increases.

Visitor Profile

5. There has been an increase in visitors across diVerent social/economic definitions but, according to the
MORI research, the biggest rise in visitor numbers has come from existing audiences. That should not come
as a surprise as one of the arguments against charges is that they deter repeat visits. What theMORI research
also revealed, however, is that there has been a small but important number of “new” visitors—ie people who
had never visited a museum before—as well as a rise in people whose background causes them to be regarded
as “not typical” museum visitors. While the percentage increase may be relatively low, the actual increase in
numbers, over a short period (seven months), is a considerable achievement which should not be overlooked
nor regarded as disappointing. Changing peoples’ lifestyles requires a long-term approach.
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Repeat Visits

6. The dropping of admission charges at the NMGs has fundamentally altered the nature of the visitor
experience by encouraging repeat visits. Before December 2001, evidence showed that admission charges
resulted in visits lasting longer at the charging museums, while the “drop-in” and lunchtime visitor
numbers declined.

7. The increase in repeat visits is highly important: many of us can only take culture in small doses, and
the “little and often” approach is infinitely more enjoyable as well as yielding a greater educational benefit.
A full day in a museum to “get your money’s worth” is enough to kill oV any desire to return—it can become
an exhausting rather than a pleasurable experience, especially for children/the elderly/the infirm and those not
in the practice of museum-visiting. With the scrapping of admission charges, there is now time for individual
discovery and contemplation, without the pressure on visitors to rush through the highlights of the collection
on a “must-see”, “one-oV” basis.

The Effects of Free Admission on the Nature of the National Museums

8. The increase in repeat visits also suggests that the NMGs are again being used by the local community.
Although our great collections will always attract significant international audiences, most overseas visitors
are likely to come infrequently—perhaps only once in a lifetime. The number of repeat visits suggests that
local people are returning,many of themagain and again, which theywere not doingwhen there were charges.

Changing the Ethos of the Museum

9. Charging museums are in direct competition with other commercial “day-out” attractions. Dropping
charges does not mean that NMGs are suddenly unaccountable. But it does mean that they can focus on the
long-term goal of attracting the non-visiting sectors of the population, rather than concentrating their eVorts
on appealing to existing, fee-paying audiences.

The Financial Benefits of Free Admission

Donors

10. One of themajor attractions of free admission for donors is that their gifts can be enjoyed by all sectors
of society without a fee being levied. Numerous works of art and artefacts have entered theNMGs collections
on this basis, on the condition (express or assumed) that the receiving institution would not impose entry
charges. Donors are naturally concerned that their wishes will be respected both by museums and by the
Government, but this is not always the case. In addition, there is a perception that all too frequently, donors
do not receive adequate acknowledgement in theUK, compared to the practice in other countries. TheNMGs
are already heavily reliant upon donors and this is likely to intensify rather than diminish. Backtracking on
free admission could have a serious impact upon donors’ attitudes.

Income Generation

11. It is too early for a comprehensive assessment of the impact of charges on the retail and catering income
of the NMGs that previously charged. TheNatural HistoryMuseum has reported that overall, the retail take
is up, but per capita spending is down—which fits with the rise in repeat visits. The pattern is not uniform:
but more than two in five of those questioned byMORI who knew that charges had been scrapped, said that
they were now likely to spendmoremoney in amuseum or gallery, because they did not have to pay for entry.
The experience in Wales bears out this reaction—visitors there are evidently happy to spend more, now that
they are not paying for admission. In a non-charging regime, it is clearly incumbent for the NMGs to re-
examine their catering and retail operations and determine how tomaximize their income potential, including
the siting and quality of their facilities, in recognition of the fact that more people are visiting for shorter
periods.

The British Museum and the Natural History Museum

12. We are familiar with the points being put forward by the British Museum and the Natural History
Museum on the eVects of free admission on their finances, particularly in the context of their grant-in-aid
negotiations with the DCMS. We do not propose to enter into those arguments here since the Committee is
taking evidence from both institutions. However, we are concerned that the issue of free admission should
not be used as a red herring in themuch-needed debate about funding, management and the delivery of public
services of high standards.
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Conclusion

13. We have argued consistently that free admission would turn out to be a hollow victory if it was not
coupled with the necessary, sustained government funding. It is a government responsibility to ensure that
its publicly funded bodies are fully accountable; it is also a government responsibility to fund them suYciently
in order that they can fulfill their public role. In the case of the NMGs this is primarily the care, preservation,
and interpretation of the collections in their care and the duty to make them available to as wide an audience
as possible. Free admission has a proven eVect upon the NMGs’ ability to deliver on the latter duty, but it
has financial implications. Commitment to the policy requires the Government accepting this, and factoring
it into its funding agreements with the NMGs.

The National Art Collections Fund is the UK’s leading art charity. It is independent of Government and
raises money through membership subscriptions, donations and legacies. Founded in 1903, it now has over
90,000 members. In 2001, the Art Fund oVered £5.8 million to museums and galleries across the UK for the
purchase of works of art of all kinds.

October 2002

APPENDIX 4

Memorandum submitted by Prospect

INQUIRY INTO NATIONAL MUSEUMS

1. Prospect is a trade union representing 105,000 members in the public and private sectors. The union
represents scientists, engineers and other professional and specialist members. Prospect represents nearly
5,000 members in museums, galleries and other heritage organisations (such as English Heritage, Historic
Scotland and the National Trust) across the United Kingdom. We represent curators, conservators,
education oYcers, scientific staV, designers, photographers and other professionals in the Heritage sector.
More than 1,500 of our members work in the national museums and galleries sponsored by the Department
forCulture,Media and Sport andwe have 600members in the BritishMuseum andNaturalHistoryMuseum.
Prospect welcomes the opportunity to submit evidence to this inquiry into the impact and implications of free
admission to national museums.

2. Prospect has continually supported free admission to our national museums and galleries. We opposed
the introduction of charges in the 1980s and we campaigned for the restoration of free entry until the
Government removed charges in December 2001.

3. In the 1990s Government baseline grant-in-aid to museums declined markedly in real terms. The
NaturalHistoryMuseum calculated that in 2000–01 its figurewas 27 per cent lower in real terms than it would
have been if funding had been maintained at 1992–93 levels. The British Museum has indicated that in order
to bring its currently forecast 2003–04 grant on a par with the 1994–95 grant in real terms it would need to
be increased by 30 per cent.

4. During this time all museums were forced to increase their self-generated income and to become more
reliant upon it. The charging museums obviously gained some income from admission fees and from being
able to reclaim Value Added Tax but the substantial reduction in the number of visitors resulted in a counter-
balancing reduction in income from the overall spend by visitors. As grant-in-aid reduced each year in real
terms the financial situation worsened.

5. The charging and non-charging museums suVered from a number of other funding problems in this
period. Many of them faced severe problems with their buildings. As such, repair, maintenance and
development work was necessary. Only limited capital grants were made available by Government so
museums had to generate even more income to deal with these problems. The Natural History Museum, for
example, had to raise more than £60 million from sponsorship and other external sources in order to address
its collection storage problems (eg fire and pest risk to parts of the botanical collections). Furthermore, at the
same time that the government was cutting grant-in-aid in real terms, it was asking the museums to carry
out more and more activities. Consequently, museums were being asked to become more deeply involved in
supporting the core curriculum and developing access in many diVerent ways to the collections.

6. It has not always been possible for museums to find all the funding for repairs, maintenance and
development or to absorb the extra work they have been asked to carry out. In 1993, for example, the Science
Museummade a conscious decision to transfer funds from the staYng budget to buildings. This precipitated a
strike by Prospect members which removed the requirement for compulsory redundancy but themore limited
voluntary job losses which ensued resulted in a loss of key expertise to the Museum and saddled theMuseum
with immediate and ongoing redundancy costs which, in turn, have continued to hobble the Museum. The
Natural History Museum has accelerated its development of databases of species and related information to
meet the demand for information on biodiversity but this has had to come from existing resources and has
resulted in time and expertise being lost to systematic biology research as a result. At the British Museum the
development of the Great Court resulted in a reduction of 90 posts from the core complement. Key expertise
relating to the collections was lost in order that the Museum could release funds to pay for staV to operate
the new facility.
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7. For the last decade Prospect has been trying to convince Government to reintroduce free admission but
also to improve grant-in-aid tomuseums and galleries. This twin track approach has been based on our desire
to ensure that visitors receiving an uplifting and enjoyable experience. Our members are acutely aware that
free entry to a museum building is pointless if there are no exhibitions or activities taking place. Museums
come alive as a result of the role of the staV, at all levels, who explain the collections, prompt visitors to think
about what they see and provide themwith a safe environment. Without conservatorsmany of the collections
would deteriorate. Without scientists and the scholarly work of curators many of the discoveries which have
helped us to learn about our past and present would not have been made. StaV working in areas such as
education, explanation and outreach make meaning of the collections to new audiences.

8. Prospect welcomed warmly the announcement in 2000 that free admission would be reintroduced. At
a meeting on 30 November 2000 with Chris Smith, the then Secretary of State for Culture, Media and Sport,
Prospect made the case for additional grant-in-aid to accompany free entry. His response was to ask whether
we would have preferred the available money to be used to allow free entry or to improve funding.We believe
that this is a false choice and that free entry cannot be a sensible policy on its own. The examples given below
in paragraph 9 illustrate how the continuing restrictions in grant-in-aid are, in fact, undermining free entry.

9. The museums and galleries which held out against the introduction of charges have received no
additional funding for grant-in-aid since the introduction of free entry. Indeed, their position has
deteriorated as there is evidence that visitor numbers have declined with people drifting back to the newly
free museums. This has led to a reduction in self-generated income. In addition, for example, the British
Museum has taken on a substantial amount of extra work in relation to treasure and portable antiquities.
The financial position of these museums has been compounded by the eVects of foot and mouth disease and
the adverse impact in tourism of the 11 September 2001 attacks. These problems have resulted in:

(i) The British Museum declaring that by 2004–05 it will be facing an annual deficit of more than £5
million. In order to remove this deficit it will have to make savings of £6.5 million to take account
of contingencies (eg the increase inNational Insurance charges which will cost theMuseum an extra
£300,000 and which will have a similarly adverse eVect on other national museums and galleries).
As a consequence the Museum will cut 15 per cent of the posts. It will also have to charge for more
exhibitions; will be unable to put on so many exhibitions and will have to close galleries more often.
Security is already at a dangerously low level and an artefact was recently stolen from a gallery. The
proposed 25 per cent cuts in conservation and scientific research will also threaten the integrity of
the collections and similarly sized cuts in education will limit access. The budget allocation for
acquisitions has been reduced to £100,000. The new management of the Museum share our view
that the proposed cuts will damage the Museum.

(ii) The National Gallery has had to reduce access to its collection in the lower ground Gallery A (a
quarter of the collection) from permanent access to one half day per week. The Gallery has also
shelved plans to extend opening hours to Saturday morning. It has also been unable to allocate
funds to picture purchase and is relying on private funding for acquisitions.

(iii) Tate has indicated that it will be facing a deficit of £1.5million in the very near future. This is despite
its very great success in attracting 5.2 million visitors to Tate Modern in the first year it was open.
Tate is now finding it impossible to compete for works of art in the international market. It recently
lost a Braque to theMuseumofModernArt inNewYork and finds it extremely diYcult to purchase
works of art costingmore than £150,000 byBritish artists such asAuerbach,Hockney andHodgkin.

10. The former charging museums have received compensation for the revenue they have lost from
admission fees and VAT. Nevertheless there have been no long term guarantees that this compensation will
continue or that it will be reviewed to take into account additional costs associated with a requirement for
extra staYng (eg security) extra wear and tear on buildings or a downturn in self-generated income.
Furthermore, the compensation at best replaces income lost through the removal of charges. Grant-in-aid
continues to be cut in real terms for running costs. The Science Museum, for example, has been saying for
some time that it is “overtrading” or trying to do toomuchwith too few resources. It has tried without success
to secure additional funding from the Government for the activities it has been asked to undertake. It has
now taken the view that it needs to restructure in order to reduce the overtrading. It needs financial support
from the Government to meet these restructuring costs (eg redundancy payments) but, as yet, no support has
been promised. The proposals for the restructuring will again result in a loss of expertise from the Museum
and will, in particular, see a reduction in the number of specialist curators. This is of great concern to our
members but the damage will be greater if the Government does not provide some assistance to allow the
Museum to deal with the problems which stem from long-term Government underfunding.

11. The restrictions on government funding have had a real adverse eVect on staV pay, terms and
conditions. The pay of museum staV has fallen considerably below the pay of civil servants to whom they
were linked until 1996. Over the five year period to 2001 staV pay inmuseums had fallen by around 10 per cent
relative to pay in the civil service. Each year staV in the nationalmuseums and galleries receive pay increases of
between one per cent and 1.5 per cent less than staV in Government departments, such as the DCMS which
is the sponsoring department. The small amount of money available for pay is having a major detrimental
impact on morale and is responsible for a growing militancy of members. Calls for strike action have grown
across the sector and staV are increasingly looking for alternative employment. There is growing evidence
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that staV are less willing to devote their working life to museums and there is a real danger that expertise lost
to museums through redundancy or retirement will not be replaced. It is hardly surprising that young
assistant curators with degrees are not prepared to continue working at the BritishMuseum when after three
years they only earn £13,500 inclusive for working in central London. One national museum has appointed
Hay consultants to review its pay structure and has been told by them that pay levels lag behind the rest of
the public sector at almost every level. Many museums, including the British Museum and the Natural
HistoryMuseum want to modernise and restructure their pay systems to deal with recruitment and retention
problems but they do not have the necessary funds to implement these reviews. It should be noted that the
former Secretary of State, Chris Smith, recognised the crucial importance to staV when he wrote to Chairs
of Trustees in December 2000. He said that museums provided “first class accessible services” and that “this
could only be done through the immense dedication, professionalism and commitment of museum staV. I
believe that they are your most precious assets and are core to the successful delivery of our objectives for the
museums sector.”

Recommendations

12. Prospect welcomed the reintroduction of free entry to national museums and galleries at the end of
2001. We regard this as a vitally important step towards improving access and developing life-long learning.
Free entry on its own, however, is a very limited policy goal. We believe that it is essential that the free visit
is an enjoyable and uplifting one and that free entry to the museums does not hide charges for more
exhibitions or, indeed, denial of access to particular galleries once inside. We believe that it also needs to be
recognised that museums need dedicated, motivates and professional staV to make the most of their
collections and activities and to enhance the value of the visit. Free entry should be to a museum not a
mausoleum. Consequently, we would ask the committee to consider the following recommendations:

(i) The museums which used to charge for admission should be given a long-term guarantee that the
compensation they now receive for removing charges will continue. A mechanism for reviewing the
amount should also be agreed.

(ii) The Government should institute a full review of the baseline grant-in-aid of all national museums
and galleries, whether they used to charge for admission or not. This review should recognise the
inadequacy of funding over the last decade and the fact that museums are now much more
vulnerable to swings in self-generated income, arising from events such as wars and international
terrorism. It should also recognise that the museums which refused to charge did lose income from
retaining free admission and have received no compensation for the loss of income.

(iii) The Government should be pressed to provide more generous grant-in-aid settlements for national
museums and galleries in future. These organisations have a crucial role to play in developing an
understanding of the past, present and the future. They have a key role to play in education either
through the core curriculum or life-long learning. They are seats of scholarship and they also earn
the UK considerable income through tourism. Without improved grant-in-aid they will face
continuing cuts and be forced to lose the expertise on which they rely for their reputations. They
will be forced to introduce more hidden charges or to close galleries more often. There is a real
danger that irreplaceable collections will be damaged if resources for conservation are limited and
this could lead to calls for restitution. Free admission will then be considerably devalued.

7 October 2002

APPENDIX 5

Memorandum submitted by the English Tourism Council

INQUIRY INTO NATIONAL MUSEUMS

1. The English Tourism Council (ETC) was created in 1999 to replace the English Tourist Board (ETB)
established by Parliament under the Development of Tourism Act 1969. ETC exists to provide strategic
advice to Government on tourism policy, to conduct research, to promote best practice, to improve quality
standards and to support the development of tourism throughout England. ETC received £11.6million grant-
in-aid in 2002–03, through the Department for Culture, Media and Sport.

2. The English Tourism Council launched its Actions for Attractions Strategy in November 2000. The
strategy aims to improve understanding of the dynamics of the attractions sector and its vulnerability to
changes in demand and increased competition. In response to one of the main recommendations of the
strategy the English Tourism Council set up a cross-sectoral advisory group, the Attractions Forum.

3. It is clear that the expansion of free visitor attractions is a benefit to the customer. In high price locations
like London it adds to the range of activities for visitors and enhances the perception of “value for money”.
London has been described as one of the greatest cultural capitals of the world. This is reflected by the large
number of Government-sponsored museums and galleries in London that are of national and international
importance. They are a magnet to visitors and scholars alike, and are of significant importance to the tourism
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industry. We are delighted to see from aDCMS press release that as of 9 August 2002 there has been a 62 per
cent increase inmuseum visits.We note that the introduction of free admission has had a significant impact on
visits to the Victoria and Albert Museum which have increased by 157 per cent (DCMS 9.8.02), and at the
Science Museum which has seen an increase in visits of 82 per cent (DCMS 9.8.02).

4. The other key factor to consider is the long-term impact on the range and quality of other visitor
attractions. The impact of free admission to government-funded visitor attractions remains a key concern for
the Attractions Forum as it is believed that free entry creates a displacement eVect. Research from the Survey
of Visits to Tourist Attractions 1999 states that in 1999 2,531 attractions provided free admission. Although
these accounted for 41 per cent of all attractions they received 55 per cent of visits.* Commercial operators
feel that they are disadvantaged by preferential pricing initiatives forGovernment-sponsoredmuseums.Most
commercial attractions have very high fixed costs and narrow operating margins and are highly susceptible
to the detrimental eVect of factors beyond their control. A government policy that creates a situation that
adversely aVects the viability of paid attractions and distorts the market may have a negative long-term
impact on the number and range of tourist attractions.

5. An objective within Tomorrow’s Tourism, the Government’s strategy for tourism, is to encourage
tourists to explore all parts of England, and visit the many hidden cultural gems throughout England. We do
of course recognise that there are a number of national museums in the regions who have also benefited from
the introduction of free admission. Indeed we note that both the National Museums and Galleries on
Merseyside and the Museum of Science and Industry in Manchester have also seen an increase in visits of
nearly 70 per cent. However the Government-sponsored museums in the regions are primarily located in a
fewNorthern cities, and in factmanyEnglish regions contain few, if any, nationalmuseums, and are therefore
not able to benefit from this initiative. We are also concerned to note that although the Tate Galleries in
London are free, the Tate Gallery in St Ives is currently charging £4.25 for adults and £2.50 for concessions.

6. Most of the Government-sponsored museums have received significant recent investment. They now
have world-class facilities, which have contributed to the prestige and pride of the nation. Although much
investment has concentrated on collections care, exhibitions and educational facilities, enhanced customer
service facilities have also contributed to the enjoyment of visitors. In addition facilities such as restaurants
and shops provide an important source of additional revenue. However most of these improvements took
place prior to the decision to introduce free admission and their plans did not necessarily reflect the dramatic
rise in visits.

7. A huge rise in visits places a tremendous strain on a museum. At the basic level additional cleaning staV

are required to ensure that visitor facilities such as cloakrooms and toilets are maintained to a high standard.
The capacity of restaurants and shops may also be inadequate for such an increase in visitor numbers.
Exhibits are also likely to be less accessible when there are very large visitor numbers. Overall there may well
be a significant reduction in visitor enjoyment when the number of visitors stretches a museum to capacity.
The Government needs to ensure that museums are able to devote adequate investment to customer services
and visitor management plans as well as the infrastructure of the institution. If this does not happen these
magnificent institutions will find their world-class status slipping away.

8. The English TourismCouncil undertakes its own visitor attraction research. The annual Survey of Visits
to Visitor Attractions is conducted at the end of each year among all known visitor attractions. At this stage,
it has been diYcult to draw any firm conclusions on the impact of free admissions because statistics were being
collected just as free admission was introduced. In addition England’s 4,500 visitor attractions span a diverse
range of organisations, many of which are operated by the private sector and not-for-profit organisations.
Indeed government agencies and local authorities own just one third of attraction owners.

9. Free admission to museums is clearly proving to be very successful for those museums who benefit from
the policy, however the English Tourism Council notes with some concern the findings of the most recent
Mori poll on free entry (September 2002). The poll indicates that 45 per cent of the population visit museums,
however it appears that 41 per cent of these visitors were not influenced by the abolition of admission charges,
and a further 40 per cent of visitors were not even aware that national museum entry fees had been abolished.
It is diYcult to draw any firm conclusions from these findings as the poll was conducted right across the UK
not just in areas where there are national museums. It is possible that if the poll had focussed just on London
visitors where there is a concentration of nationalmuseums, the resultsmight have been diVerent. The English
TourismCouncil is committed to encouragingmore people to enjoy a holiday and is therefore cautious about
the extent to which free admission is really able to benefit a significant number of English domestic visitors.
The English Tourism Council would welcome a more detailed analysis of the increase in museum visitors to
obtain precise information about the impact of free admission, and establish why free entry alone has not
been enough to encourage a significant increase in non-traditional museum visitors.

10. A range of diVerent bodies funds England’s museums. These include local authorities, independent
governing bodies as well as the armed forces. In addition both the National Trust and English Heritage also
havemuseums. Admission fees reflect this diversity, prices vary considerably and indeed for many years some
local authority museums have had a policy of free admission. It is therefore important to ensure that a policy

*Major national museums form only a small percentage of attractions, many free attractions are small community-related
facilities where it would not be appropriate to charge for entry.
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of free admission to government-sponsored museums does not distort the visitor attraction market.
Admission charges already create considerable confusion for the tourist.

11. The English Tourism Council considers that overall the introduction of free admission has been of
positive benefit to tourists although the policy may ultimately prove detrimental to the commercial
attractions sector. In conclusionwewould like to highlight the following issues for theCommittee to consider:

— The Government must ensure that the increase in visits does not result in the deterioration of the
visitor experience in Government-funded museums.

— The Government also needs to ensure that museums use accurate and consistent methods to count
visitors. This will facilitate the collection and analysis of visitor number statistics.

— Research is needed to establish the variations that free admission has produced in aspects such as
visitor profile, visit behaviour, visitor satisfaction, frequency of visit and length of stay, so that the
overall eVect on the use and appreciation of museum exhibitions can be understood.

— More work is required to study the eVects of free admission on commercial attractions. This will
inform the development of clear policies to ensure the delivery of social inclusion objectives while
avoiding damage to the existing commercial sector. It is therefore particularly important that this
research is undertaken before the Government reaches a decision on the introduction of free
admission to Government-funded historic properties.

3 October 2002

APPENDIX 6

Memorandum submitted by the Public and Commercial Services Union

NATIONAL MUSEUMS—AUTUMN PROGRAMME

1. This submission is on behalf of the Public and Commercial Services Union (PCS). PCS has more than
280,000 members who are employed in the Civil Service, linked bodies and the commercial sector. In
particular, PCS represents staV employed in national museums, galleries and English Heritage in grades
ranging from messenger to British Library senior manager.

2. PCS welcomes the inquiry into the impact and implications of free admission to national museums.

3. We note that there is to be specific reference to the British Museum and the Natural History Museum.
PCS believes that there is a need for a wider perspective to take account of diYculties and restrictions
elsewhere that have led to threats of and actual gallery closures and other restrictions, eg theNationalGallery,
the Wallace Collection, the Tate and English Heritage.

4. PCS supports the principle and practice of free admission to museums and galleries.

5. It is our belief that charging has a detrimental eVect on the numbers of visitors. Whilst recent published
surveys demonstrate that attendances increase where admission charges have ceased.

6. PCS is concerned, however, that a major part of recent improved government funding has been used to
compensate for the loss of revenue following the re-introduction of free admission. No help is provided to
those museums that did not charge, and the scale of the compensation money leaves little to relieve financial
diYculty across the culture sector.

7. The sector has been inadequately funded for many years. There has been a substantial increase in large
projects have been funded from the Lottery, but this has not resulted in an increased support for running costs
through grant in aid. In fact grant in aid has stood still in cash terms, a cut in real terms allowing for inflation.

8. The knock on eVects of the inadequate funding arrangements is plain to see in job losses and the level
of wages paid to staV in the culture sector. In eVect already low paid workers are subsidising the
Government’s culture agenda.

9. This in turn has adversely aVected industrial relations. StaV feel undervalued, and see their pay levels
falling further behind colleagues in the civil service and the rest of the public sector. Their traditional loyalty
to the service has been stretched to breaking point, hence the recent unrest in the British Museum and
British Library.

10. PCS applauds the Government’s eVorts to raise the profile of the culture sector. However, the
Government’s aims cannot be achieved “on the cheap”.

11. There is an inescapable need to provide significant extra funding. This cannot and should not be
achieved through token funding by way of admission charges to museums and galleries. PCS believes that
the public accept that the real answer lies in proper levels of grant aid, so that the treasures of this country
remain accessible to all citizens.

12. PCS will be happy to provide oral evidence if required.

9 October 2002
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APPENDIX 7

Memorandum submitted by Resource

1. Introduction

1.1 Resource: The Council forMuseums, Archives and Libraries welcomes this opportunity to contribute
to the Culture, Media and Sport Select Committee’s inquiry into the impact and implications of free
admissions to national museums and other relevant policies.

1.2 Resource is the key strategic agency advising Government on aspects of policy related to museums,
archives and libraries and providing planning, leadership, advice and advocacy for the sector.

1.3 Resource does not have a mandate for national museums and galleries, although we were closely
involved in the policy debates and consultations leading up to the introduction of free admissions. Our
submission instead focuses on broader issues related to access to museum services and collections, which we
hope might provide useful context to the Committee’s deliberations. We also oVer thoughts on what needs
to be done to harness the unrivalled potential of museums throughout the English regions and to ensure a
balance between our national and regional museums and galleries.

1.4 The essence of our response is that:

— Resource believes that museums have the potential to change people’s lives, contributing to their
enjoyment, inspiration, learning potential, and cultural values, as well as to community cohesion,
economic prosperity and social equity. This potential lies within all museums—regional as well as
national institutions. The Renaissance in the Regions report of the Regional Museums Task Force
presents a once-in-a-lifetime chance to reinvigorate England’s regional museums and we would
welcome the Committee’s explicit support for this important initiative.

— We would draw the Committee’s attention to a body of research which indicates that, although
admission cost is a significant consideration in improving access to museums, equal or greater
importance is given to other factors such as opening hours, transport links and perceptions of
museums and galleries. We would encourage the Committee to broaden its analysis to consider all
of these barriers to access, not just cost. We invite the Committee to consider the ambitious
programme of work which Resource is already undertaking to help museums and their users
overcome these barriers.

1.5 Our submission to the Committee begins with some background information on Resource. We make
specific observations regarding the evidence to date of the impacts of the free admissions policy. We then
outline our proposals for increasing access to and improving the collections and services of regionalmuseums,
as recommended in the seminal report Renaissance in the Regions. We go on to describe some of the barriers
to access whichwe feel the Committee might want to consider alongside the issue of price, and to outline some
of the work Resource is already undertaking to support museums in overcoming those barriers.

2. Background: about Resource

2.1 Resource is the key strategic agency advising Government on aspects of policy related to museums,
archives and libraries and providing strategic leadership, advice and advocacy for the sector.

2.2 Resource is a non-departmental public body sponsored by the Department for Culture, Media and
Sport. It came into being on 1 April 2000, inheriting staV and functions from the Museums and Galleries
Commission and the Library and Information Commission.

2.3 Resource’s vision is: “To enable the collections and services of the museums, archives and libraries
sector to touch the lives of everyone”. Our core roles are to:

— provide strategic leadership

— act as a powerful advocate

— develop capacity within the sector, and

— promote innovation and change.

Resource’s corporate objectives for 2000-03 are:

— to develop the organisational and funding infrastructure that will support the sector’s development

— to encourage the development of accessible and inclusive collections and services that provide
learning, inspiration and enjoyment for everyone

— to demonstrate the impact of our sector on society and the economy

— to determine the strategic needs of our sector, and

— to ensure Resource’s operational eVectiveness.

2.4 Resource is working to develop an eVective regional infrastructure for our sector. Central to this is the
establishment in each of the nine English regions of a Regional Agency forMuseums, Archives and Libraries.
These Regional Agencies are building on and replacing the previous Area Museum Councils, with an
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expanded remit not only to include libraries and archives within their mandate, but also to deliver a wider
portfolio of strategic planning, leadership, advocacy and advice for the sector.

2.5 Sound evidence is critical to an understanding of the impact of government policies. Resource is
working with DCMS and a range of partners to provide the museums domain (and indeed the whole of our
sector) with a rigorous and robust basis for policy and strategy development. The first Annual Digest of
Statistics for our sector will be published in 2003, alongwith an assessment of the impacts which the sector has
on society and the economy.We are currently working to establish, for the first time, a soundmethodology to
measure such impacts in the future. We look forward to sharing these findings with members of the Select
Committee next year.

2.6 Much ofResource’s activity cuts across themuseums, archives and libraries sector.We strongly believe
that there is enormous potential for collaboration between these three domains: in enhancing learning and
widening access; in stewardship and care of collections and resources; in developing the potential of ICT; in
reaching new audiences; in accessing funding; in improving leadership, knowledge management and
workforce and skills development. Working together, museums, archives and libraries can ensure they play
a major role in contributing to learning and inclusion and to social and economic development.

2.7 In addition to these cross-sectoral initiatives, Resource delivers a number of programmes specific to
one single domain. We oVer strategic advice and collaborate with partners throughout the museums
community—the Museums Association, the National Museums Directors Conference, the Association of
Independent Museums, the International Council of Museums and many more—to develop policies and
deliver improvements.Much of our workwithmuseums to date has been channelled through theRenaissance
in the Regions initiative (see Section 4, below).

2.8 Although Resource does not have a direct mandate for national museums (which are funded directly
from Central Government), we see collaboration and skills sharing between diVerent sectors of the museum
community as fundamental and we strive to ensure our work has an impact throughout the domain.

3. Free Admissions: Specific Points for Consideration

3.1 The issue of charging for entry to museums has been examined on a number of occasions. Arguments
for and against have tended to generate more heat than light. Themost recent survey (Museums andGalleries
Commission, 1998) concluded that its results “cannot provide definitive answers to the question of whether
or not to charge for admission, both because of the immense diversity of museums and the general lack of
clear and objective evidence regarding the eVects of charging”.

3.2 Data on the impact of free admissions have recently been reported by both DCMS and the Museums
Association. DCMS reports that visits have increased by 63 per cent since the introduction of free admissions
in December 2001. The Museums Association concurs that the scheme has been successful, but points out
that, whilst the number of visits has increased significantly, the number of visitors has risen less dramatically,
by 28 per cent.

3.3 Thus, the data indicate that it is possible that the increased number of visits mean that some existing
visitors are simply attending more often (and probably for shorter visits). However, there is also anecdotal
evidence from some national museums that audiences are diversifying and that some new visitors are
participating for the first time.

3.4 Increased visits are not necessarily the result of free admission alone. The introduction of free
admission has generally been accompanied by a publicity and marketing campaign which has refreshed the
awareness of national museums among the public (and especially among infrequent visitors). Resource is
currently investigating ways of drawing on this lesson and developing capacity and skills in marketing and
promotion throughout the museum community.

3.5 There have been some expressions of concern from sectors of the museum community that there will
be a longer-term impact on budgets for acquisitions.

4. Increasing Access to all Museums: Renaissance in the Regions

4.1 Growing concern about the condition of England’s regional museums prompted Chris Smith, then
Secretary of State for Culture, Media and Sport, to set up a Task Force in 2000 to assess the situation and
recommend ways of harnessing the enormous potential oVered by England’s museums. The Task Force, led
by Resource ChairmanMatthew Evans published its findings in October 2001 in Renaissance in the Regions:
a new vision for England’s museums.

4.2 Renaissance in the Regions recommends a new, integrated framework for museums, based on a
network of regional “hubs”. The hubs, which will consist of one lead museum and up to three partners, will
work with colleagues throughout the region—including national museums—to promote excellence and
champion museum practice.

4.3 This new framework of hubs will enable regional museums to:

— broaden access, so that people from all sectors of the community can share museums’ rich benefits
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— improve facilities and services to support informal learning and formal education

— improve existing outreach facilities and develop services such as “objects in schools” and increased
investment in web-based museum provision and education

— create new or improved exhibitions so that a wider range of objects will be on display

— lead on marketing initiatives to secure increased visitor numbers

— increase knowledge and expertise and share skills and advice across the sector

— play a bigger role in local tourism and regeneration programmes throughout England—not just in
areas with national museums.

These improvements will apply not only to institutions with national collections, but to the full range of
1500 museums registered in England.

4.4 Museums across the regions have collaborated closely to develop the framework to implement this
initiative and deliver these essential improvements, and Resource has received one application for hub status
from each English region.

4.5 The RegionalMuseums Task Force and Resource, with the support of the wider museum community,
have requested significant extra investment in regional museums from Central Government to support these
much-needed improvements.

4.6 These recommendations have been warmly accepted throughout the museums community and
beyond. In July 2002 12 of the UK’s leading contemporary artists—including David Hockney, Anthony
Gormley, Peter Blake and RachelWhiteread—wrote to the Chancellor in support of the initiative. They said:

“Together, we appeal to you to seize the opportunity to revive our great regionalmuseums . . . There
great cultural assets are vital to the lives of millions of people, many of whom may never come to
London. They have been grossly neglected for more than two decades . . . We appeal to you to
ensure that these great, but undervalued, regional museums are given the investment they so
badly need”.

4.7 The Government has recognised the importance of this issue. Gordon Brown made specific reference
to regional museums in his statement on the 2002 Comprehensive Spending Review. This was echoed in Tessa
Jowell’s party conference speech, when she said:

“Free entry to our national museums and galleries. A Labour policy.
The biggest ever increase in funding for the arts. A Labour policy.
National funding for regional museums. A Labour policy.”

4.8 At the time of writing (early October 2002), the museums community is awaiting the announcement
from DCMS of its allocation from the Comprehensive Spending Review. While it is not clear how much we
will receive from DCMS we firmly believe that a minimum of £100 million from this Spending Review will
be required to deliver real benefits to museums and to those seeking access to them.

5. Increasing Access to Museums: Broader Issues for Consideration

5.1 Current thinking in the museum sector now sees access in terms of identifying the barriers which
prevent people from participating, and developing strategies for removing them. Barriers may be physical,
sensory, intellectual, cultural, attitudinal/social or financial. Free admission is therefore only likely to address,
in part, the last of these.

5.2 Research undertaken recently inWales, where free admission was introduced in April 2000, has shown
that whilst traditional audiences are visiting more often, free entry alone is not enough to encourage non-
users to visit.

5.3 A 2001MORI survey ofmuseum and gallery use exploredwho visits museums and galleries. Over 5000
adults and 2500 children were questioned. Barriers to visiting were identified as:

“Nothing I want to see” (41 per cent adult respondents)

“Museums are boring” (12 per cent)

“DiYcult to get to/health reasons” (12 per cent)

“Admission charges too high” (10 per cent)

“Poor transport/too far to travel” (8 per cent)

“Inconvenient opening hours” (8 per cent)

“My children wouldn’t be interested” (6 per cent)

“No time” (6 per cent)

5.4 Research by DCMS (1999, 2000), the Scottish Museums Council (2000) and others has identified a
similar range of barriers to access. They state that these barriers can be classified as:

— Institutional (eg restrictive opening hours, and inappropriate staV attitudes and behaviour as well
as charging policies)
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— Personal and social (eg lack of basic skills in reading, writing and communication or low self-esteem)

— Perceptions and awareness (ie the feeling that museums are “not for us”)

— Environmental (eg diYcult physical access into and within buildings; poor transport links)

5.5 Resource is committed to supporting museums in overcoming these barriers, and to promoting access
to the collections and services of museums, archives and libraries for everyone. We are currently developing
a new framework for learning and access for museums (as well as for archives and libraries). Using examples
from current best practice, the framework will help museums, archives and libraries to become more
accessible and inclusive in the provision of learning opportunities for users and visitors. The new framework
will identify:

— the outcomes users might expect from an accessible, inclusive organisation that stimulates and
supports learning

— the processes and approaches which need to be in place to achieve this goal, and

— the evidence an organisation would need to collect in order to demonstrate its eVectiveness in
delivering eVective learning services.

Museums, archives and libraries will be able to audit themselves using the framework and to plan
improvements to their services. It will provide the basis for assessing the quality of learning services in
museums, the extent to which those services are accessible, and their impact upon users and communities.
The framework is currently being piloted and will be launched in autumn 2003.

5.6 There are many compelling reasons for improving access for a broader range of people than have
traditionally been catered for. Legislation relating to Equal Opportunities, Disability Discrimination, Race
Relations and Human Rights needs to be taken into account by public bodies.

5.7 Broadening access to as wide a group as possible also makes sense in terms of economics and audience
development as well as equality and social justice. For example there are an estimated 8.7 million disabled
people in the UK as well as many older people with age-related impairments (by 2021 over one third of the
population will be aged over 65). The UK’s demographic cultural mix is now much broader and some areas
are soon to have ethnic majority populations. Recent research (MORI) found that museum and gallery
visitors are still predominantly from the AB social group and that DEs are under-represented, although they
make up 30 per cent of the population.

5.8 Museums should be able to respond to the requirements of today’s diverse society and cannot aVord
to exclude such large numbers of potential users from the rich experiences and opportunities for life long
learning that they oVer because of barriers to participation. We also believe that museums have an important
role to play in promoting knowledge and understanding of diVerent cultures and communities and fostering
a sense of identity and tolerance.

5.9 To address physical, sensory and to some extent intellectual barriers, Resource has developed an action
plan for improving access for disabled people. This includes the development of a self-assessment toolkit so
that museums can measure current levels of accessibility and identify areas where improvement is needed.
This will be followed by the publication of a series of booklets and related seminars designed to help
implement improvements.

5.10 Two more self-assessment toolkits will be produced in the next year, relating to cultural and social /
attitudinal accessibility. The will also be supported by action plans. Resource is seeking ways of building new
audiences amongminority ethnic communities through action research and evaluation, working through our
regional cultural diversity networks. We are also looking at ways of developing a more diverse work force
for the sector. A training package, which aims to raise awareness of social inclusion issues and to highlight
the potential for museums to contribute is being piloted.Wewill be disseminating a growing body of evidence
which shows that museums and galleries can work very eVectively in partnership with other agencies in
projects tackling social exclusion and neighbourhood renewal when this training is rolled out.

5.11 Another current project being undertaken in partnership with the Arts Council of England and
English Heritage is “Not For The Likes of You”. The aim here is to identify the less tangible barriers relating
to attitudes and intellectual access. Many people see museums as irrelevant or unwelcoming and
organisations across the cultural sector working to attract new and more diverse audiences need to find ways
to tackle these issues in practical ways. The project hopes to identify what individual organisations can do to
ensure that the messages it sends are inclusive rather than excluding.

6. Increasing Access to Museums: The Potential of ICT

6.1 In recent years museums have been able to widen access to their collections and services through the
use of information and communications technology (ICT). The Internet has become a powerful way of
engaging with visitors who are unable to visit museums in person, and of enabling them to extend their visit
into the virtual environment.

6.2 Resource is committed to helping break down the barriers to access in the virtual environment, as well
as the physical. By promoting the adoption of technical standards, we are encouraging the development of
websites accessible to all, particularly to the visually impaired. Resource is playing amajor role in tackling the
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digital divide by enabling access to the Internet in all public libraries through the development of the People’s
Network, with the support of the New Opportunities Fund.

6.3 Thanks to the People’s Network, free or low-cost Internet access will, by the end of 2002, be available
in every public library throughout the UK: over 30,000 terminals in more than 4000 branches. Resource is
delivering this project on time and in budget. We are currently exploring the potential of extending the
People’s Network to museums and archives, as well as libraries. We are also supporting the development of
new learning opportunities through the NOF-digitise programme—a £50 million fund for the digitisation of
learning materials.

6.4 The two museums that are the focus of this inquiry have each demonstrated some of the innovative
approaches which show how museums can use ICT to widen access. Along with many other museums, they
have developed services such as

online exhibitions

virtual reality models and reconstructions to help interpret objects in the collections

images and detailed information about collections not normally on display

online learning resources—for children and adult

access to specialist information for researchers and academics

building online communities through membership and mailing lists

online shops and ticketing.

6.5 The available evidence (MORI, 2001) demonstrates that museum websites are beginning to have a
significant impact, encouraging people to visitmuseums, and enabling visitors to researchmuseum collections
before they visit. The evidence from email messages to museums and of museum website guest-books show
that for smaller museums the website is a way of establishing contact with the community for those prevented
by distance or disability from visiting in person. The evidence of website use also demonstrates that museum
websites have a global reach, with an important eVect of boosting visits to the UK.

6.6 The British Museum has had great success, both with the main museum site, and also especially with
two specific projects that illustrate the diVerent opportunities oVered by the Internet. TheCOMPASS project,
funded by the Annenberg Foundation, has digitised many of the most significant items in the collection,
together with supporting material, such as virtual reality models, in-depth articles and specially written
captions. It enables visitors from across the world to find out more about the collections, and even to help
them to make the most of their time, if they are able to visit in person. A children’s version helps children to
find out more in depth information, and includes a trail on the theme of horses, developed in partnership with
a local special school.

6.7 Another BritishMuseum ICT initiative, the Ancient Egypt website is very diVerent, and introduces the
topic to a schools audience, focusing on daily life in ancient Egypt. Developed by the Education Service, it
uses interactive elements, such as the ability to play the game of Senet, to enable children to develop an
understanding of the ancient world, and its peoples. With external funding, this has been the first in a series
of websites specifically developed for a schools audience. Currently under development is a timeline, being
developed in conjunction with a number of regional museums, and funded under the Government Invest to
Save Budget.

6.8 The Natural History Museum has developed a number of similar initiatives, including the new highly
successful Darwin Centre website and innovative features such as 3-D models of specimens and an “Ant-
cam”—enabling virtual visitors to watch the museum’s ant colony 24 hours a day. It has obtained funding
from the NOF-digitise programme for a “Citizen’s Tree of Life”, and is developing a number of projects that
build upon its important research activity, working in the UKwith the National Biodiversity Network in the
UK, the European BioCase project and internationally with the Global Biodiversity Information Facility.

6.9 Together, these two museums illustrate examples of best practice in using ICT to enable access to the
collections, and to interpret the collections and their scientific research to a wider public—visitors and non-
visitors from all sectors of the community.

7. Conclusion

7.1 England has some of the finest museums and galleries in the world. They provide rich learning
opportunities for all ages; they promote social inclusion and community cohesion; they inspire and foster
creativity; and they contribute to economic and social regeneration.

7.2 Resource would encourage the Select Committee to consider the potential of regional museums as well
as national museums. The report Renaissance in the Regions presents a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to
modernise, revitalise and transform England’s regional museums, and Resource would welcome the
Committee’s endorsement of the report’s recommendations.

7.3 We have drawn the Committee’s attention to the broader debate surrounding access to museums. We
have identified some barriers to access which have been cited as more important than cost in preventing
people from using museums, and have outlined the ways in which Resource is working with the museums
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community to overcome those barriers. We have pointed in particular to the potential for ICT to broaden
access to museums and galleries.

7.4 We hope this informationwill assist in your consideration of the implications of free admissions policy.
If you would like any more information about Resource’s strategic priorities for our sector, including the
Renaissance in the Regions initiative and our learning and access programme, we would welcome the
opportunity to discuss these further with you.

4 October 2000

APPENDIX 8

Memorandum submitted by the Museum of Science and Industry in Manchester

FREE ADMISSION AND FUNDING

Introduction

TheMuseumhad originally agreed to participate in the then Secretary of State’s “Quids In” initiativewhich
was to have been introduced in September 2001. The announcement in the budget that free entry would be
introduced in December 2001 was met with a favourable response from the Director and Trustees alike and
the Museum was one of the first clients of the DCMS to sign up to the new initiative. Figures for admissions
incomewere produced for theDepartment and a level of increased subsidy to replace this income was quickly
accepted by the Board. The mood was favourably upbeat and optimistic because we would not be “out of
pocket” and also had the opportunity to increase substantially secondary spend from visitors (from shops,
catering, flight simulator etc). It was also decided that a charge would still be applied for entry for the
Museum’s attractive programme of special exhibitions (previously this had been part of the overall admission
fee)—another important income source (see below). We also continued to ticket “free” visitors in order to
arrive at accurate visitor numbers and to ascertain the level of upgrade to special exhibitions.

Visitor Numbers

In the first six months visitor numbers increased by 67 per cent overall (including school groups etc). The
growth in casual visits (excluding groups) reached 102 per cent.

Research had indicated that there was still a demand for special exhibitions despite free entry to the core
museum and that there was a need to develop an alternative to the existing season ticket scheme. A special
exhibitions pass was introduced allowing families and adults unlimited access to the museum’s special
exhibitions for a year, and a family day ticket was also conceived. The number of visitors trading up to a
special exhibition has been as much as a third higher than expected (for Dinosaurs trade-up reached 60 per
cent).

As already mentioned, there were substantial increases in secondary spend; shop turnover has increased
by 38 per cent and catering by 65 per cent.

Visitor Patterns

The Museum undertakes detailed market research every two years. The forthcoming two year project will
ask detailed questions about free entry and will look at long-term visitor patterns. Recent market research
(carried out at Easter) has highlighted some interesting findings. Seventy-one per cent of visitors were from
the North West (including Greater Manchester) and 92 per cent were families with children. The number of
visitors from ethnic groups had risen from 3.5 per cent to 7 per cent. There was also a small increase in repeat
visits to 58 per cent. Forty-two per cent were visiting the Museum for the first time. Visits from C2DE’s
increased marginally from 38 per cent (already very high) to 40 per cent. Over 90 per cent of visitors felt that
the museum overall was good/very good.

The duration of the visit has also begun to change. The complexities and size of the Museum site (7 acres)
meant that previously a large proportion of visitors chose to spend up to 4 hours or more. Now it appears
that more are dropping in for brief periods (lunchtimes) or visiting several galleries at a time and returning
more often.

Day-to-day Operations

The introduction of free entry and the consequent rise in visitor numbers has brought its challenges.
Additional resources have been allocated to maintenance, repairs and cleaning budgets (£40,000 in the
current financial year) and further front-of house posts have been created (three at the time of writing at a
total cost of £45,000 including on-costs). It is estimated that these costs will rise as wear-and-tear on displays,
galleries and buildings has an impact. The number of minor accidents have risen and there has been a growth
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in the number of incidences of shop-lifting, which has been tackled. A new more rigorous admissions policy
has been introduced and additional staV training has been put in place in respect of health and safety, security
and related issues.

Conclusion

The introduction of free entry at the Museum of Science and Industry in Manchester is very welcome,
making themuseum accessible to those sectors of the society where the cost of entry was a real barrier. Annual
visitor numbers have broken through 400,000 for the first time and the Museum is taking advantage of the
opportunities to maximise the generation of visitor income. The Museum’s profile is higher than ever. There
have been increases in both corporate hospitality and education bookings. The number of general enquiries
has also increased and recently advertised jobs at theMuseum have elicited a greater, higher quality response
than usual.

The on-going development of the Museum (with its new galleries and visitor facilities) coupled with free-
entry make the Museum a very attractive proposition. New education and public initiatives will attract new
and repeat business. The cost of maintenance andmaking theMuseum safe and secure for the visitor is rising.
These costs have been absorbed in the Museum’s operating budgets for the coming year. As they grow,
government subsidies may not be suYcient to meet them in the long-term.

17 October 2002

APPENDIX 9

Memorandum submitted by the National Museum of Science and Industry

1. National Museum of Science and Industry (NMSI)

1.1 NMSI has been invited to provide a memorandum to the Committee setting out our perception of the
impact on NMSI (and more broadly) of the policy of free admissions.

1.2 The NMSI family of national museums consists of the Science Museum (ScM), National Museum of
Photography Film and Television (NMPFT) and National Railway Museum (NRM). These are located in
London, Bradford and York respectively.

1.3 NMSI has a number of significant new projects—short, medium and long term—now underway or
in planning. These address a variety of subject areas among which are sustainable development, travel and
transport, and the application of advanced interactive digital technologies to public engagement in and
understanding of science and media.

1.4 ScM and NRM had been charging for admissions from the late 80s. They have been operating on a
free admissions basis since 1 December 2001.

1.5 Since its inception in 1983, NMPFT has always operated on a free admissions basis.

2. Impact on Visitor Numbers

2.1 “Top-line” provisional management figures (subject to further revision and verification) give at least
a useful and current indicator of the impact of free admissions upon ScM and NRM during April to
September 2002 compared with the same period in 2001.

ATTENDANCE COMPARISONS 2002 AND 2001 (SIX MONTHS-APRIL TO SEPTEMBER)

2002 2001 per cent (! or ")

ScM visitors 1,325,914 700,812 !89
NRM 432,334 326,036 !33
NMPFT 408,884 438,855 "7

Attendance at ScM in particular has substantially exceeded expectations of both NMSI and DCMS.
Inevitably, increased visitor volumes at current levels, while welcome, mean that additional resources are
required to accommodate them. This has financial implications in respect of our revenue costs—for example,
wear and tear on buildings, security, maintenance and conservation of collections, front-of-house services
and manpower resources—which we are now raising with DCMS.

The unforeseen visitor levels attending the Science Museum, notably during peak periods, results in a sub-
optimal audience experience at certain times and may require significant capital investment in re-engineering
the fabric of buildings, notably our East Hall, if we are to cope adequately for the future.
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2.2 The impact of increased attendances in national museums can also have a collateral deleterious eVect
elsewhere. For example, in York, visitor numbers to the City of York Council’s and York Archaeological
Trust’s museums and galleries have fallen substantially (by approximately 15 per cent in comparison with
summer 2001). This maywell have significant financial consequences for those centres concerned. The decline
in audience numbers matches the increase in numbers experienced by NRM (33 per cent).

2.3 A greater than planned for increase in visitor numbers, which has incurred therefore a greater cost,
means that investment in future facing capital projects may be impeded and/or be subject to delay.

In a period of global economic slowdown and turmoil in financial markets, our ability to attract significant
new monies via commercial sponsorships and major donations may be less since forecasting becomes
increasingly problematic in this area. We will be subject to greater competition and increased “market”
volatility.

2.4 We have no reason to assume a further significant increase in visitor volumes as the free admissions
policy goes into its second year. We have considered it prudent to plan for visitor numbers to remain stable
at their current levels.

2.5 From research among our visitors, again covering the period April to September 2002 and 2001, we
have some insight into frequency of visits—those attending more than once in the previous twelve months—
and how these may have been aVected by the introduction of free admission.

PREVIOUS VISIT WITHIN LAST 12 MONTHS

2002 2001
% %

ScM visitors 29 22
NRM 13 13
NMPFT 33 28

In those of our national museums which adopted free admissions in December 2001 (ScM and NRM), it
appears that we attracted a higher (in the case of ScM) proportion of a substantially greater number of
visitors. NRM in York attracted the same proportion of a substantially greater number of visitors. Overall,
the advent of free admissions appears to have encouraged significantly more people to make return visits.

2.6 The picture becomes clearer when we look at first time visitors.

FIRST TIME VISITORS

2002 2001
% %

ScM 33 33
NRM 37 35
NMPFT 32 43

Clearly, the free admissions policy has resulted in significant increases in numbers, as opposed to
percentages, of new visitors to the relevant national NMSI museums. At NRM in York we have also seen
them represent a greater proportion of the audience than pre free admission.

2.7 For ScM, in terms of the age of our visitors, the introduction of free admissions has led to significantly
increased numbers in much the same proportions a per our audience profile in the previous year.

VISITORS BY AGE GROUP—ScM

2002 2001
% %

Under 16 years 33 32
16–35 31 32
36–59 30 28
60 and over 6 8

2.8 Figures for NRM are collated diVerently and indicate some variation post free admissions, suggesting
that increased numbers have come from the under 65 age groups, and notably from those under 44 years
of age:
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VISITORS BY AGE GROUP—NRM

2002 (to Sep) 2001
% %

Under 35 years 22 19
35–44 30 24
45–64 39 39
65 and over 9 18

3. Audience Profile

3.1 In terms of the ethnic diversity of our audiences, the numbers of visitors in the appropriate categories
have increased substantially following the introduction of free admissions. This is particularly notable in
respect of ScM.

3.2 However, it does not appear that the introduction of free admissions has in its own right made any
significant diVerence to either ScM or NRM audience profiles in terms of percentages.

For example, in the period April to September 2002, 84 per cent of attendees at ScM (using standard
classifications as per the OYce for National Statistics) reported themselves as being within the “White”
categories. The figure was the same for the corresponding period in 2001. In other categories also, no
significant diVerences between pre and free admissions periods have been experienced. Our findings are in line
with those reported by MORI (August 2002) covering the sector as a whole.

In the case of ScM, the ethnic/cultural profile of our audiencemirrors closely the mix within the population
of South East England and London.

At NRM in York, again, overall it appears that no significant change in the ethnic/cultural mix of the
audience has resulted from the introduction of free admissions. The proportion of “White” visitors, for
example, has remained at the same level—at 96 per cent in the period up to September 2002, against 97 per
cent in 2001.

3.3 Preliminary figures relating to the socio-economic profile of NMSI audiences indicate that the advent
of free admissions has not, in its own right, made any significant impact on the percentages for the same
period—April to September—in the year before. As with the section above, numbers within all categories
have substantially increased.

At ScM, for example, admissions from visitors within the ABC1 classifications have remained static at 83
per cent in both years during the six-month period to September. In relation to C2DE groups, this doesmean,
however, that in absolute terms the Museum attracted an additional 106,000 visitors.

At NRM, the mix has also remained much the same, with ABC1s accounting for 64 per cent of visitors to
September 2002 and 63 per cent in 2001.

Preliminary figures from NMPFT audience research indicate 68 per cent of visitors in the twelve months
to September 2002 were from ABC1 groups. That compares with, in the year 2000, a figure of 71 per cent.
Since NMPFT has always oVered free admissions, we appear to have a further indicator that, on its own, the
free admissions policy has not made any significant diVerence to the profile as opposed to numbers.

4. Observations

4.1 It must be remembered that the figures cited above are subject to further verification. However, in
broadening our audiences—attracting and engaging a greater proportion of visitors from ethnic/cultural
minorities and priority socio-economic groups in accordance with DCMS objectives—a more proactive and
“narrowcast” approach is desirable. This approach will be relatively expensive. That is already, in part,
underway at NMSI through a number of initiatives including, for example, consultative panels involving
Afro-Caribbean and Gujarati communities.

4.2 In planning, delivering and evaluating progress towards greater social inclusion there is, we believe, a
need for a better understanding of needs and outcomes, not least in terms of the quality of the visit experience
for those within priority target groups. Our forward research programmes within the NMSI family will focus
upon more in-depth identification of visitor needs, experiential and learning outcomes, as well as having
greater consistency across our three national museums.

4.3 A better informed view of diVerent behaviours among the various visitor groupings becomes all the
more important because, at present, we have a combination of some statistical and some anecdotal evidence
that the length of visits and the expectations of attendees have changed since the introduction of free
admissions. It appears that the lengths of visits have shortened and that spend per visit in our shops has
diminished. At NRM, for example, spend per head has declined by 20 per cent in both retail and catering
outlets despite the provision of enhanced facilities to address increased numbers. This pattern will have
implications for NMSI trading revenue projections, our approach to changing visitor expectations and
further investment in visitor facilities.
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5. Conclusions

5.1 In this memorandumwe have focused particularly uponNSMI experience of the impact (or in the case
of NMPFT, non impact) of the free admissions policy on attendances.

In the case of NMSI, the experience of NMPFT provides a “control” of some value since the Museum has
continued to operate on a free admissions basis since its establishment.

5.2 It can be seen that the free admissions policy has had a substantial impact and must, overall, be
considered successful against its objectives. Certainly, from an NMSI perspective, it has impacted upon the
numbers of individuals from all parts of society attending our two national museums aVected.

However, in its own right, this initiative has not yet made a significant diVerence in terms of changing
proportionality of constituent categories within the overall NMSI audiences. In achieving progress in this
area, more proactivity, more targeting allied with a more quality oriented approach to visitor needs and
outcomes is needed.

5.3 Increased numbers of visitors in 2003 may well hold at much the same level as 2002. But, with less than
one year of useful figures, the reliability of forecasts must be subject to question.

5.4 At the same time, the impact of a sustained attendance at previously unforeseen levels may have
significant revenue and some capital cost implications for NMSI museums.

5.5 In addition, the impact of free admissions on national museums might have unhelpful consequences
for othermuseums and related cultural and social centres in close proximity, as appears to be the case inYork.

17 October 2002

APPENDIX 10

Memorandum submitted by the National Museums and Galleries on Merseyside

INQUIRY INTO FREE ADMISSIONS ANDMUSEUM FUNDING

1. History of the Initiative

For the National Museums and Galleries on Merseyside (NMGM), this has to be viewed in the context of
an imperative in 1997 to extend* admission charges to all eight venues as the only available means at that
time of balancing our budget. This step was the culmination of several years of poor grant-in-aid (GiA)
settlements with every avenue of securing economies by then exhausted. The Trustees made it clear at the
outset that this step was taken with utmost reluctance and that they were not wedded to charging per se. They
introduced a charging scheme in the NMGM 8 Pass that was as socially inclusive as possible. This pass
allowed unlimited repeat visits to all eight venues for 12 months for a single charge of £3, the principal initial
objective being the recovery of all input VAT.

Against this background, the Trustees welcomed theMinisterial initiatives from 1997 onwards that moved
incrementally towards free admission, and readily embraced each of the stages on the understanding that the
associated business plan income projections (including VAT recovery) would be fully compensated, which in
the event was the case. The VAT paradox was, of course, dealt with by legislation.

At each stage in the process we had a very constructive and open dialogue with the then Arts Minister and
his oYcials and we were thus readily able to respond positively as funds became available. Given the requisite
level of resource compensation, there was never any question that NMGMwould do other than restore free
admission and, indeed, extend it to all venues for the first time.

2. Scope and Nature of Research

NMGM carries out a great deal of research to discover visitor opinions and attitudes. Before free
admission, visitors felt the NMGM 8 Pass was very good value for money. By charging admission we were
able to capture information about our visitors such as age, postcode and numbers in the party. This data
capture opportunity was lost with free admission, and so a self-complete questionnaire was initiated,
distributed to as many visitors as possible to enable us to continue gathering this useful information. In this
survey visitors are given the opportunity to make general comments about their visit. Many encouraging and
very positive comments have beenmade about value for money at the museums and galleries and particularly
about free admission.

NMGM is a member of the Association of Leading Visitor Attractions (ALVA) and the Merseyside
Maritime Museum participates in its Quality Benchmarking Survey. This is carried out in three waves per

*Prior to July 1997, there were admission charges at our four “younger” venues [the Maritime Museum (fully opened 1986), the
Museum of Liverpool Life (1992), HM Customs & Excise National Museum (1994) and the Conservation Centre (1996)]. The
other four venues (Liverpool Museum, the Walker, the Lady Lever Art Gallery and Sudley House) had long histories of free
admission.
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year and we have participated since the first, five years ago. The following findings are relevant to this
question:

— Looking at value for money overall, this venue has scored in the top three ranks of all participating
ALVA member sites in the last 3 years.

— The first wave that was conducted since free admission placed the venue in second place out of the
25 participating sites. Thus it is likely that free admission has secured this high rank for theMaritime
Museum.

3. Impact of Increased Visits

Our evidence shows amarked increase in recorded visits sinceDecember 2001, reversing a downward trend
at that time (partly caused by closure of displays for building works). Over the period April-August 2002,
there was an 83 per cent increase over the same period in 2001, partly accounted for by the re-opening of one
of our major venues that had been closed the previous year, but largely attributable to free admission.

4. Financial Impact

The increase in visitor numbers thus far has had an important stabilising eVect on what used to be termed
“secondary spend” during a period when one of our major buildings has been oVering a reduced level of
service during construction works. On the other hand, whilst the increase in visits to NMGM venues is
extremely welcome, it has had an impact in terms of security cover and will have a progressive impact on the
wear and tear of the building fabric. We have estimated the increase by applying a small percentage factor
to the overall cost of maintaining, servicing and securing our buildings.

5. Future Projections

We understand that the compensatory GiA funding will be built into the baseline allocation in the next
Funding Agreement period, and if this is at a level commensurate with our business plan income estimates
made prior to free admission, it will be extremely reassuring. It is important to us that compensation is
embedded, durable and index linked, as our scope is very slender for making good from other sources any
loss of value.

We have made some broad estimates of increased income from retail and catering activity, on a fairly
modest scale fortified by experience thus far, and these have been factored into the overall business plan
projections.

6. Wider Impact

We regard the free admission policy as a very important initiative towards maximising public access to the
nation’s heritage. Removing admission charges from publicly funded museums removes a very significant
barrier to many people, especially those from economically disadvantaged backgrounds. As long as free
admission is backed up by socially inclusive programming, then it becomes a potent force for social inclusion.

18 October 2002

APPENDIX 11

Memorandum submitted by the Director of Macclesfield Museums Trust

I am theDirector ofMacclesfieldMuseumsTrust, a charity (registration no.519521) and a company limited
by guarantee, established in 1987 to manage and develop museum services in Macclesfield for the benefit of
the local community and visitors.

The service consists of:

Paradise Mill Museum (1984) within a 19th century silk mill and location of 26 jacquard handlooms
[which were deemed to be of national significance by the National Heritage Memorial Fund and Science
Museum who assisted in the purchase of the looms]. Guides, many of whom have worked in the industry,
demonstrate handloom weaving and associated techniques. The Museum supports a weaver in residence
scheme to assist young graduate designer/weavers and has collaborated with other textile museums to
produce training materials with the aim of preserving these fast disappearing traditional skills.

The Silk Museum, which opened in 1987 within a Grade II* Georgian former Sunday School, tells the
story of silk with particular reference to Macclesfield, once known as the centre of the English silk industry,
and through costume and textiles shows the importance of silk to fashion and as an accessory. There is access
to collections not on display through a gallery computer and virtual exhibition which is continually being
expanded.
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The SilkMuseum (2002) is amajor new extension within the formerMacclesfield School of Art, purchased
and refurbished in order to extend and improve Museum services, with the support of the Heritage Lottery
Fund. The new galleries look at design education, properties of silk, with interactives, and contain displays
of historic machinery and show the social and economic impact of the industry.

In addition the Trust manages West Park Museum, the original Town museum established in 1898, on
behalf of Macclesfield Borough Council.

The Trust is particularly proud of its Education Service which supports the teaching of the National
Curriculum, special needs and life long learning and students within tertiary and further education. Loan
material to assist classroom teaching and in class sessions by museum staV are available

Since it was established the Trust has received 18 awards for heritage education, interpretation and tourism
provision.

Whilst the Trust is supported byMacclesfield Borough Council and Cheshire County Council it has to self
generate 65 per cent of its revenue income. The impact of free admission to the nationals and the high profile
publicity associated with this initiative is having severe implications for the Museum’s admissions where a
charge of £6 (£5 concession) is levied. Of equal importance there is often ill will towards the organisationwhen
visitors arrive anticipating free admission as the perception of the general public is that “all museums are
free”.

I would be grateful if, when theCommittee is considering the success of the scheme in bringingmore visitors
to the nationals, consideration can be given for the impact on very worthwhile organisations, many oVering
a unique product on limited resources.

21 October 2002

APPENDIX 12

Memorandum submitted by the Imperial War Museum (IWM)

The answers in respect of the “IWM family” are as follows:

1. The Origins of the Initiative and the Process of Agreement between DCMS and Museum Trustees

The Imperial War Museum has five branches: the headquarters in Lambeth Road in Southwark, now re-
branded as IWM London; IWM Duxford in Cambridgeshire, which opened to the public in 1976; HMS
Belfast for which the Trustees assumed responsibility in 1978; the Cabinet War Rooms in Whitehall which
the Trustees have managed since it opened to the public in 1984, and for which they became fully responsible
in 1989, and IWM North in Manchester, which opened in 2002. The branches at the Cabinet War Rooms,
IWM Duxford and HMS Belfast have always charged on the basis that they should be self-financing.
Charging was introduced at IWM London in 1989.

Over the last twenty five years the organisation has undergone a period of tremendous growth and
achievement, based on solid financial foundations. This has accelerated particularly over the last ten years.
During this period self-generated income has increased from £7million in 1992–93 to a forecast of £24million
in 2002–03. In real terms this is an increase approaching 200 per cent. At the same time outputs have increased
significantly. In 1992–93 the key indicator of total visitor numbers was 1.15 million. For 2002–03 this is
forecast to be 1.90 million; an increase of over 65 per cent. However, this has to be set against the backdrop
of funding from Government. The baseline grant-in-aid for the IWM in 1992–93 was £10.837 million. In
2002–03 it is £11.347 million; a rise of just over £0.5 million for the year over the course of the decade. In real
terms, this represents a decrease of over 20 per cent in one year, equal to £2.25 million in cash terms. The
cumulative eVect for the decade has been a reduction in funding of £15 million.

In addressing the initiative for free access the Museum submitted views and comprehensive data to the
Department in September 1998, as part of an information gathering exercise. Whilst embracing the concept,
the concerns expressed then and which have been made consistently since, are:

(a) the necessity to maintain compensation in real terms and real time. Without proper funding the
successes of the last decade will not be able to be maintained and product and buildings will
inevitably decline;

(b) the perception of a “free visit” is diVerent to one which is “charged for”. Free entry is likely to mean
that the visitor will minimise their expenditure in that location which will adversely impact
secondary activities available such as retailing and catering;

(c) changes to patterns of visitation will be diYcult to predict but are likely to see shortening of visit
durations and “bunching up” at peak times, such as at weekends;

(d) the opportunity to mount “blockbuster” temporary exhibitions, and to levy a separate charge for
them, will vary between institutions. The IWM is essentially a story telling museum and it is the
experience of the “whole” that the visitor seeks. Temporary exhibitions, such asAnthem forDoomed
Youth which opens next week and which features the work of twelve First World War poets, will
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generate new but specialised audiences. The opportunities to produce exhibitions with broad and
mass appeal, such as 1940’s House, are much more limited.

(e) increases in visitor numbers will increase the running costs with more “wear and tear” on both
buildings and exhibitions.

In addition the ability to recover VAThas been critical to the financial economy of theMuseum.With daily
free periods of entry, the Museum enjoyed full recovery of all VAT on expenditure.

The initial extension of free access to children at all branches from April 1999, was not considered to be
material to eVect this. Most children visited the IWM free for marketing or education reasons. However
further extension would have been problematic. Various scenarios were examined to attempt to avoid any
restriction, such as allowing free periods at certain times of the year or on certain days. Out of this the “Quids
In” policy was developed, whichwould see a £1 entry charge for adult visitors andwhichwould not jeopardise
the VAT position. This was not introduced as changes to VAT legislation in 2001 now permits full recovery
to all national museums and galleries.

In addition to free entry for children, Trustees extended this to seniors from April 2000 at IWM London
only. The Board accepted that there was some political sensitivity in declining the opportunity of free
admission for veterans/older people at this branch, but there was no significant call for this at the other sites.

Following the resolution of the VAT issue, the Board accepted in June 2001 the oVer from the Secretary
of State of full free access for IWM London and for the new branch, IWM North on the basis that:

(i) The Board should reserve the right to re-impose charges immediately if its eligibility for 100 per cent
recovery of deductible input VAT is challenged.

(ii) The Board should review the levels of compensation at triennial intervals and reintroduce charges
if the shortfall between the compensation oVered and the income that would have been earned from
charges is unacceptable.

The Board should be permitted to levy entry charges for specific exhibitions, facilities and activities within
the Museum, whether permanent or temporary.

2. The Scope and Nature of any Research and/or Consultation on the Implications of Introducing

Free Admissions (for Individual Sites or the Sector as a Whole)

The Museum has conducted regular research through MORI at all of its branches for many years. This is
very extensive and has enabled the Museum to have an in-depth understanding of visitor attitudes and
experiences. Results for satisfaction of visitors have been typically at the 100 per cent level, and those for very
satisfied between 80 per cent to 90 per cent, well above sector norms. The IWM is also a member of the
Association of Leading Visitor Attractions (ALVA), which conducts sector wide research.

The following research has recently been carried out at IWM London.

A. The scope and nature of research on the implications and impact of free admissions

All data from the MORI Corporate Market Research Survey carried out in July and August 2002.

Awareness of Free Admission at IWM London

Q. Did you know the Imperial War Museum was free of charge before your visit today?

%

Yes 49
No 50
Don’t know 1

Q. Where did you find out the IWM(London) was free of charge? (All visitors who knew the IWMwas free)

%

Friend, Relative, Word 19
of Mouth
Newspaper 18
Television 16
Internet 13
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Q. To what extent did the fact that theMuseum is free influence your decision to visit today? (All visitors who
knew the IWM was free)

%

A great deal 20
A fair amount 15
Just a little 17
Not at all 32
Don’t know/not stated 16

Points of interest

Only 9 per cent of visitors specifically visited the museum because it was free. (Q.What prompted your visit
to the Imperial War Museum today?). However just under a half knew it was free before their visit. Of that
number, only 17 per cent of visitors said it influenced their decision to visit a great deal. For 31 per cent it
didn’t make any diVerence at all.

MORI also provided us with the following information, taken from an omnibus survey of the whole of the
population of Great Britain, not just Museum going people.

Q. As youmay ormay not be aware, the admission charge at most of Britain’s national museums and galleries
were scrapped last December. Please tell me which of these statements best describes your behaviour since then.

I know that admission charges were scrapped, and have been on a lot more museum and 7%
gallery visits this year than I did last year
I know that admission charges were scrapped, and have been on one or two more museum 8%
and gallery visits this year than I did last year
I know that admission charges were scrapped, but this has not aVected the number of 41%
museum and gallery visits that I have made
I did not know that admission charges had been scrapped 40%
Don’t know 4%

It appears that, for the general population, free admission to museums and galleries has not aVected their
visiting patterns.

3. The Impact on Gross Visitor Numbers and Visitor Profiles (Foreign/Domestic, Local/National,
Socio-Economic Group, Age Group etc);

All figures are for the period 1 December 2001 to 30 September 2002.

IMPACT ON VISITOR NUMBERS

Visitors per cent !"

IWM London 567,968 !7%
Cabinet War Rooms 228,865 %12%
HMS Belfast 187,137 %2%
IWM Duxford 340,107 "2%
IWM North 195,569 N/A

Points of Interest

The figures for IWM London figures are only up by seven per cent. This is because of the very popular
exhibition, 1940’s House, in the previous year. As expected the Museum saw a bigger increase in admissions
in the summer months of July and August (!19 per cent).

Other branches do not seem to have been aVected by the free admissions policy. Although figures are down,
this is more to do with the ongoing tourism problems associated with September 11, which has had a
particularly adverse eVect on the CabinetWarRoomswhich receives themajority of visitors from this source.
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VISITOR PROFILES

IWM London HMS Belfast Cabinet War IWM Duxford IWM North
Rooms

AB 47% ("4%) 41% (0%) 56% ("7%) 44% (!1%) 47%
C1 36% (!8%) 38% (!7%) 29% (!2%) 26% ("2%) 23%
C2 8% ("10%) 12% (!1%) 10% (!6%) 21% (!1%) 19%
DE 10% (!4%) 9% (3%) 4% (!1%) 10% (!1%) 10%
Ethnicity–(White) 95% (!1%) 96% (!1%) 99% (!3%) 99% (!3%) 96%
London & SE 36% (!5%) 36% ("4%) 17% (!9%) 64% (!5%) 69% (Nwest)
Rest of UK 32% (5%) 31% (0%) 22% (!7%) 21% (0%) 24%
Overseas 32% ("9%) 32% (!3%) 61% ("11%) 15% ("4%) 7%

N.B. Where totals do not equal 100 per cent, the answer was not stated.
Increase / decrease is actual percentage point. Hence !3 per cent means from 29 per cent to 32 per cent etc.
Percentage changes above 7 per cent are significant to counteract margins of error.

Points of Interest

Despite free admissions the profile of visitors has not changed significantly. At IWM London the ABC1
visitor remains strong, C2’s have decreased whilst DE’s have only increased by four per cent. There are
slightly more domestic visitors, which again could be down to September 11 rather than the free admissions
policy. At IWM North the early patterns are very similar to the rest of the organisation.

4. The Effect of Increased Visitors on Running Costs and on Income from Shops and Refreshment

Outlets

The success of IWMNorth, attracting 200,00 visitors in its first three months of opening, has already seen
considerable wear and tear on the building. In addition more cleaning is needed and extra staV are needed at
peak times. Some areas already require repainting and maintenance estimates have had to be increased by
£100,000 per annum. This also applies to IWM London where an amount of £100,000 is required to keep
galleries up to standard, including such items as repainting, repairs, maintenance of hands-on displays and
recarpeting and renewal of flooring. Much of this work is more expensive as it has to be done out of hours.

IMPACT ON RETAIL INCOME

All Figures are for the Period 1 December 2001 to 30 September 2002

Income per cent !/" Mean Spend per cent !/" Mean Spend per cent !/"
per Visitor per Customer

(SPV) (SPC)

IWM London £969,571 !7% £1.72 0% £5.67 !10%
Cabinet War £322,376 "12% £1.43 0% £5.15 !5%
Rooms
HMS Belfast £189,512 0% £1.27 "3% £3.18 "7%
IWM Duxford £782,632 !3% £2.60 !5% £5.37 !11%
IWM North £203,547 N/A £0.94 N/A £1.40 N/A

IMPACT ON IWM LONDON CAFÉ

Income per cent !/" Mean SPV per cent !/" Mean SPC per cent !/"

IWM London £620,662 !6% £1.09 "1% £4.51 0%
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Points of Interest

On amonth bymonth basis the results have been erratic. Overall there has been an increase in themean spend
per customer at IWM London but spend per visitor decreased by two per cent in the summer months. It
appears that on rainy days people come into theMuseum to escape the weather and are not prepared to spend
money. Cafe income has been maintained with little change in either SPV or SPC. At IWMNorth conversion
rates for visitors into customers is low and dwell times are shorter.

5. The Effect on Museums’ Finances and Projections for the Future (and the Terms under which

Compensatory Funding from the DCMS is expected to Continue)

For the IWM funding from this source has already been compromised, a point that has been made to the
Department on a consistent basis. Spending Review 2000 provided compensation for children as previously
oVered. However there was no recognition of the Museum’s success in attracting more visitors than forecast
in 1998, when these sums were calculated, and not even an inflation uplift was provided for the first year.
Uplifts in the two succeeding years were pegged at 2 per cent, well below inflation and the rates at which our
admission charges have risen.

The compensation for IWMLondon undervalues the visitor bases established in the final years of charging.
It requires an additional £750,000 in 2003–04 on top of the sums previously indicated to bring us to the
expectation of income to be earned had we remained charging. For IWMDuxford, the Cabinet War Rooms
and HMS Belfast, a combined increase of £100,000 is required to maintain the compensation to permit free
access for children.

Whilst it is still rather early to draw conclusions for IWMNorth, the success in generating visitor numbers
produces only additional costs issues. The policy of charging for admission to museums meant that costs
associated with increases in attendance could be serviced from this source. This protected the underlying
investment necessary for the development of new programmes of activity to sustain and increase the audience
further. The reality for IWM North is that the need to service current demands means that there is nothing
left to invest in the future. These funds are needed now. Without them the credibility and reputation gained
so far will be in serious jeopardy. An investment of £200 k p.a. is sought.

The terms for the future are, as yet, unknown

6. The Impact of the Initiative on the Wider Museums and Galleries Sector (both Sponsored

Museums And those Independent of Government Funding)

The impact is not easy to assess at this stage. The recent MORI findings indicate that new visitors to
museums and galleries are not being generated in material numbers; it is the same people going more often.
This may distort the market away from other museums which may be reliant on admissions income. There
has been some evidence of this in Lancashire this summer since the opening of IWM North.

To achieve the aims of creating a new audience, the initiative will require clear promotion throughout the
tourism industry. However, it is through education that the foundations for encouraging greater numbers to
visit are laid, and this is something which should be given more prominence.

21 October 2002

APPENDIX 13

Memorandum submitted by the Tate

FREE ADMISSION

The Gallery’s Support for Free Admission

The Tate firmly supports the policy of free admission.

Charging would erect barriers (physical and psychological as well as financial) to access to the Gallery’s
collection, which is best appreciated through frequent repeat visits. The benefits to society of access without
such barriers outweigh the benefits that the extra income would bring: more people, and from a wider range
of social groups, are attracted to the Gallery, and the quality of the experience when here is higher. Whatever
the strength of such arguments for diVerent kinds of museums, they apply with particular strength to Tate’s
collection like that of the Gallery.

It is clear that charging would dramatically reduce the number of visits, but less clear what the net eVect
on the Gallery’s finances would be. Our best guess has been that it would be likely to bring modest financial
gains, but it is important not to overestimate the eVect on Tate’s economic structure. In this context it should
be noted that Tate currently raises one of the highest proportions of self-generated income of the National
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Museums and Galleries sector, whether compared to previously charging institutions or not as a result of a
relatively high secondary spend.

Some donors would not have supported the Tate had charges been in force. For example, the prospect of
free admission to Tate Modern was an important consideration in the Millennium Commission’s decision to
award a £50 million grant towards development costs. In any case, subsidy would still be necessary, as in
comparable institutions worldwide, whether in the form of direct subvention or indirect support through
fiscal incentives.

Effect of Free Admission at other NMGs on NG Visit Numbers

Visit numbers reflect a wide range of factors: the nature of our programme, facilities and services; global,
national, and local factors beyond our control (for instance the quality of transport into and around central
London, other factors aVecting tourism, and economic developments); and the impact of other visitor
attractions in the area.

Given this wide range of factors, estimates of the scale of the eVect on our visit numbers of free admission
in other national museums and galleries can only be speculative. We have estimated that the eVect in 2002
may have been to reduce our numbers by about 10 per cent in London. That would be equivalent to
something around 400,000 visits.

The Tate runs an annual programme of visitor research which examines the demographic composition of
visitors. To date, it is too early to draw firm conclusions from this research regarding the impact of extending
free admission.

Financial Effects of Reduced Visit Numbers

The extra costs of each marginal visitor are very low (because the bulk of our costs arise from housing and
displaying the Collection safely and well for the public, however many visit). On the other hand, the average
contribution from each visitor is about £2, subject to being able to do so within capacity constraints. We
therefore estimate that the financial eVect of free admission in other national museums and galleries has been
a reduction in our net income of about £800,000, compared to what would otherwise have been achieved.
However, there is a significant financial cost in dealing with markedly higher levels of attendance as a result,
for example, of increased building maintenance costs, security and depreciation incurred as a result of the
extraordinary public success of Tate Modern. The grant allocated to Tate Modern does not take account of
the net costs of serving 50 per cent more visitors than originally targeted.

The twin eVect of reduced income at the margins combined with higher core costs requires us to make
unwelcome savings to balance our budget. We hope that the DCMS grant allocations due to be announced
soon will enable us to continue to oVer a wide range of public programmes to our public.

21 October 2002

APPENDIX 14

Memorandum submitted by the National Gallery

FREE ADMISSION

The Gallery’s Support for Free Admission

The National Gallery firmly supports the policy of free admission.

Charging would erect barriers (physical and psychological as well as financial) to access to the Gallery’s
collection, which is best appreciated through frequent repeat visits. The benefits to society of access without
such barriers outweigh the benefits that the extra income would bring: more people, and from a wider range
of social groups, are attracted to the Gallery, and the quality of the experience when here is higher. Whatever
the strength of such arguments for diVerent kinds of museums, they apply with particular strength to a
collection like that of the Gallery.

It is clear that charging would dramatically reduce the number of visits, but less clear what the net eVect
on the Gallery’s finances would be. Our best guess has been that it would be likely to bring modest financial
gains, but it is important not to overestimate the eVect on the Gallery’s economic structure. Some donors
would not have supported theGallery had charges been in force. In any case, subsidy would still be necessary,
as it is in comparable institutions worldwide.

Until very recently free admission meant that it was not possible for the Gallery to recover more than a
small proportion of VAT. This reduced the resources available to the Gallery, for instance for investment in
its air conditioning, fire containment, and roof safety. The resulting backlog of essential infrastructure
investment remains to be made good.
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Effect of Free Admission at other NMGs on NG Visit Numbers

Visit numbers reflect a wide range of factors: the nature of our programme, facilities and services; global,
national, and local factors beyond our control (for instance the quality of transport into and around central
London, other factors aVecting tourism, and economic developments); and the impact of other visitor
attractions in the area. The pedestrianisation of Trafalgar Square is likely to have a positive eVect in the long
term, though the disruption caused by the works has a negative eVect in the short term.

Given this wide range of factors, estimates of the scale of the eVect on our visit numbers of free admission
in other national museums and galleries can only be speculative. We have estimated that the eVect in 2002
may have been to reduce our numbers by about 8 per cent. That would be equivalent to something around
400,000 visits.

The Gallery plans to commission visitor research to examine whether the demographic composition of its
visitors appears to have changed. To date budget restrictions mean that such research has not been possible,
but it is now clear that the eVects are substantial enough for it to be essential to go ahead.

Financial Effects of Reduced Visit Numbers

The extra costs of each marginal visitor are very low (because the bulk of our costs arise from housing and
displaying the Collection safely and well for the public, however many visit). On the other hand, the average
income from each visitor is about £2.We therefore estimate that the financial eVect of free admission in other
national museums and galleries has been a reduction in our income of about £800,000. This comes on top of
a reduction in income of roughly the same size again arising from other factors.

This very large reduction in income has forced us to make savings to balance our budget. We have had
to restrict the opening of our reserve collection; defer essential maintenance and infrastructure work; reduce
expenditure on marketing, IT and new media; postpone the extension of evening opening hours; and reduce
the amount of DCMS grant-in-aid that we allocate to picture purchases to zero, compared to an allocation
of over £3 million five years ago. We have had to postpone or forgo a number of exciting projects in support
of education in schools and for adults, of regional museums, and of disadvantaged children and families.

We hope that theDCMS grant allocations due to be announced soonwill enable us to reverse some of these
decisions.

22 October 2002

APPENDIX 15

Memorandum submitted by Norfolk Museums and Archaeology Service

IMPACT OF FREE ENTRY AT THE NATIONAL MUSEUMS

I understand that you would welcome submissions from the wider museum sector on the impact of the
introduction of free access to the national museums.

May I firstly say that I welcome any move which removes barriers to access. I am only disappointed that
the government has not extended this subsidy to regional museums. The NorfolkMuseums and Archaeology
Service operates 12 museums in Norfolk. We are obliged to charge in order to generate suYcient income to
maintain museums and collections, and to provide a range of high-quality public services. The collections at
Norwich Castle are designated and we regularly win standards awards.We currently have formal partnership
agreements with the Tate and the British Museum to develop exhibitions and share expertise.

The service has suVered indirectly as a result of free access to the nationals. The publicity surrounding the
government’s announcement of free access was suYciently vague for many people to assume that the
government was funding free access to all museums.When theNMASmuseums did not remove charges there
was resulting criticism. The fact that national museums are free aVects the perception of value in the eyes of
potential visitors to NMAS museums. This is despite the fact that the nationals often charge £6 or £8 for
temporary exhibitions.

We are not located suYciently near to a free national museum for there to be direct competition. However,
visitors at Norwich Castle have dropped by 27 per cent in 2002. The attraction of cheap train fares to London
and a day out at the London museums must provide some competition to our services.

I am pleased that free entry has encouraged so many additional visits. However, it has created an even less
level playing field for the regional museums.

31 October 2002
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APPENDIX 16

Memorandum submitted by the National Football Museum

Executive Summary

The National Football Museum is a major new museum of national and international significance.

It holds the world’s finest football collection, consisting of over 25,000 items, including the FIFAMuseum
Collection, and the collections of the FA, the Football League and Wembley Stadium.

The Museum has attained National Registration Status with Resource, the Government body for
promoting standards in museums. Only 19 museums in England have achieved this.

TheNational FootballMuseum is the only one of these 19 registered nationalmuseums currently operating
without either national or local public revenue funding.

The Museum has been nominated for European Museum of the Year 2003, and has been very positively
received by the public and the media.

The Museum is an independent charitable trust, and is currently dependent on admissions charges and
other earned income to meet its revenue costs.

TheMuseum was a £15 million capital project, primarily made possible by a grant of £9.3 million from the
Heritage Lottery Fund (HLF).

It is the only major new museum created by HLF funding, which is not an out-station of an existing
national museum or museum service.

Revenue funding of £400,000 per annum is required to meet the Government’s commitment that national
museums would have free access to all.

The National Football Museum is strongly positioned to fulfil both the cultural and sporting objectives
of DCMS.

It represents excellent value for money in comparison with the national and non-national museums funded
by DCMS.

DCMShas set a precedent for funding a new nationalmuseum, in the support given from 2001–02 onwards
to the National Coal Mining Museum of England.

This paper is structured as follows:

1. Background: the development and significance of the Museum

2. The Revenue Funding Need: why the Museum needs additional funding support

3. Sources of Funding: the potential sources of funding to meet this need

4. The Case for DCMS support: on what grounds should DCMS support the Museum?

1. Background

1.1 The National Museum of the National Game

Football is the “the people’s game”, a key part of England’s heritage and way of life. England is also the
home of football, the birthplace of the world’s most popular sport. Over the past century football has spread
from England to over 200 countries worldwide: there are more member countries in FIFA, football’s world
governing body, than in the United Nations.

The “national game” clearly needed a national museum to reflect this unique contribution that England
has made to international sport and culture. It is surprising, therefore, that it took until 2001 to establish the
National Football Museum. Sir Stanley Rous, as Secretary of the Football Association, first considered the
possibility of establishing such a museum in 1953. A number of attempts were made, until the announcement
of a grant award by the Heritage Lottery Fund (HLF) in November 1997 to the project based in Preston,
Lancashire, finally made the creation of the National Football Museum possible. As the “home” of football,
it was entirely appropriate that FIFA should choose the EnglishNational FootballMuseumas the permanent
home for the FIFA Museum Collection.

HLF recognised the special importance of football’s heritage in making the grant award to establish the
Museum. HLF’s general policy was (and remains today) that there were already suYcient museums in
existence, which therefore should have the priority for support. However, football was too significant a part
of England’s heritage not to be represented in a national museum, and none of the existing national museums
could appropriately establish a national football museum as a new out-station (as, for example, the Science
Museum had done in setting up the National Railway Museum in York and the National Museum of
Photography, Film andTelevision in Bradford). HLF therefore decided it was appropriate to fund an entirely
new and independently established national museum for football. The National Football Museum remains
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the only major new museum funded by HLF, that is not a branch of a pre-existing national (or indeed, local)
museum service.

The Museum opened to the public in February 2001, and was oYcially opened by the Duke of Kent on
21 June 2001.

1.2 The Museums’ Mission Statement

Why does the Museum exist?

The National Football Museum exists to explain how and why football has become “the people’s game”,
a key part of England’s heritage and way of life. It also aims to explain why England is the home of football,
the birthplace of the world’s most popular sport.

Who is the Museum for?

The Museum is for everyone, football fans and non-fans alike. People without a keen interest in football
will enjoy finding out why so many people are so passionate about the game.

How does the Museum achieve its goals?

The Museum seeks to achieve this by undertaking the following seven key aims:

— Developing the finest and most significant collection of objects and associated evidence connected
with the development of football around the world.

— Protecting this important part of our cultural heritage for the benefit of all, both now and in the
future.

— Researching the collection to explain how and why football has become the most popular sport in
the world.

— Interpreting the collection in an entertaining and informative way, primarily through exhibitions,
events and publications.

— Providing a range of educational opportunities based on the collection, for learners of all ages and
levels of attainment.

— Satisfying customers with a level of visitor care which exceeds their expectations.

— Managing our resources eVectively and creatively, to constantly innovate and improve the services
we oVer.

1.3 Capital Funding

The Museum was a £15 million project, primarily made possible by a grant of £9.3 million grant from the
Heritage Lottery Fund. Other sources included over £300,000 from the North West Development Agency,
£200,000 from the Football Foundation and £100,000 from the Professional Footballers Association (PFA).

1.4 The World’s Finest Football Collection

The National Football Museum holds not just the finest football collection in England, consisting of over
25,000 items, but the finest collection in the world. The 10 individual major collections which make up the
collection of theMuseum as a whole include the FIFAMuseumCollection, the FIFAWorld Cup Collection,
The FIFABook Collection, the collections of the FA, the Football League andWembley Stadium, and items
from over 500 individual donors. The collections tell as much about the international development of the
game, as they do about the history of football within England. The international significance of the collections
was demonstrated by the loan of over 100 items to the centenary exhibition of theGermanFA in 2000.During
the 2002 World Cup, the Museum produced an exhibition in partnership with Awaji, the host city for the
England team in Japan. The exhibition received over 100,000 visitors. Discussions are under way for a similar
exhibition in China for theWomen’sWorld Cup in 2003.We have also loaned items for display to the British
Library and the Imperial War Museum, as well as many local museums across the UK. The international
significance of the collections means that the proposed development of a “virtual museum” on the web is a
tremendous opportunity to make the collections accessible to football fans and others around the world.

1.5 National Registration Status

The Museum has attained National Registration Status with Resource, the Government body for
promoting standards in museums. Only 19 museums in England have achieved this. The National Football
Museum is the only one of these 19 registered national museums currently operating without either national
or local public revenue funding.
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1.6 International Significance of the Museum

There are national football museums in Scotland and Norway, and museums are planned in Germany,
Wales and Brazil. However, The National Football Museum of England is, and will always remain, the
world’s most significant national football museum. This unique status is because England is the
acknowledged “home” of football, where the modern game was developed. This was recognised by FIFA, in
choosing the English National Football Museum as the permanent home for the FIFAMuseum Collection.
In the words of FIFA, England was the “cradle of the modern game”.

The Museum has been nominated for European Museum of the Year 2003.

1.7 Why Preston?

There could be nomore appropriate location for theMuseum thanDeepdale Stadium, the home of Preston
North End FC, which is the oldest football league ground in the world. Preston has been playing at the same
ground since 1878, longer than any other football league club. Preston North End was the first winner of the
world’s oldest football league in 1888–89. The Football League was based in Preston from 1902 to 1959, and
then in nearby Lytham until 2000, when it returned to Preston.

TheMuseum’s entrance building leads to display areas within two of the stands at the stadium, the Sir Tom
Finney Stand and the Bill Shankly Kop. The Museum is run entirely independently from the football club.

1.8 Charitable Status

The Museum is a registered charity, governed by a board of independent trustees. At present the
trustees are:

Brian Booth—Chairman of Trustees; Chairman of Preston and Chorley Acute Hospitals NHS Trust.

David Fleming—Director, National Museums and Galleries on Merseyside.

Bryan Gray—Chairman of the North West Development Agency.

Chris Newbery—Director, Royal Marines Museum, Portsmouth.

Les Dawson—Managing Director, United Utilities.

Cathy Long—Research and Information Executive, FA Premier League.

Michael Burns—Professional Footballers Association.

1.9 Comments by Visitors

Comments have been very positive, as the following demonstrate:

“It was wonderful, we enjoyed it so much that it has come into our conversation several times each
day since. It summed up the world of football for us both: expectation, excitement, poignancy,
elation, and glory.”

“Echoing down the corridors of time, the clattering studs, the roar of the crowd, I swear I could
smell the wintergreen. Wonderful!”

“Everyone should come to this outstanding football experience.”

“Excellent, even if football is not your main interest.”

“Stupendous—some items were so poignant I nearly wept.”

“A national treasure. Should be an inspiration to young footballers of today”.

Visitors have come from over 20 countries, a recognition that England is the birthplace of football. As a
Ukrainian visitor wrote, “Thank you for the beautiful game”.

1.10 Media Coverage

The Museum has secured extensive media coverage both nationally and internationally, including over 50
television features since the oYcial opening in June 2001. This has included, for example, a 30-minute
programme seen by 240 million viewers in China. Press quotes have included:

“It is a fantastic place. Yes, fantastic.” The Times

“I spent five hours, dazed by all the wonders, and can’t wait to go again. It’s brilliant”. Hunter
Davies, The Mail on Sunday

“. . . the marvellous National Football Museum . . . On one level, this is simply an unparalleled
collection of football memorabilia. . . But you really don’t have to know anything about football
to enjoy the museum, since ‘the true story of the world’s greatest game’ is backed by fascinating
print, film and sound material on football’s origins, its social importance, the experience of fans
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through the ages, and other relevant themes. Plus there are some great interactive exhibits”. The
Rough Guide to England, 2002
“The place is truly captivating . . . should become a place of pilgrimage for anyone with even the
remotest interest in football . . . It is though you’d died andwoken up in football heaven”TheDaily
Telegraph

“The most extraordinary collection of memorabilia I have ever seen . . . Even those who profess to
hate the sport will be captivated” Independent on Sunday

“If you think museums are musty, dusty old places, forget it. This one is a sheer delight, for fans of
every age and persuasion . . . A football shrine to gladden the heart” Sunday Express

“Sumptuously designed pictorial evidence . . . The public will be hammering on the doors” The
Independent

Since opening international press coverage has included FIFA Magazine, and coverage in the following
countries: France, Holland, Czech Republic, Denmark, Finland, Germany, Italy, Spain, Portugal, Brazil,
Argentina, Japan, New Zealand, Sweden, Russia, Australia, Mexico, Switzerland, Norway, Croatia and
Belgium.

International television coverage to date has included features in Japan (Fuji, NHK, TBS); Korea (KBS);
China; France; Italy; Greece; Norway; Australia; and mainland Europe (FIFA TV on Sky Sports, and Sky
Sports Features).

1.11 Education and Social Inclusion

The Museum has developed a number of groundbreaking initiatives in the field of social inclusion. These
have included a project, funded by the NewOpportunities Fund, to digitise the collections and develop a web
site, working in partnership with a charity for vulnerable young people in housing need.

The Institute of Football Studies (IFS) is a partnership between the National Football Museum and the
University of Central Lancashire. It aims to promote the understanding of the impact of football on society
and to advance knowledge of all aspects of football through excellence in teaching, research and scholarship.
A number of major research projects have been undertaken, including a study of the impact of football on
the lives of deaf people, which was funded by The Football Association.

1.12 The National Football Museum “Hall of Fame”

The concept of a sporting Hall of Fame is well established, particularly in theUSA, where induction is seen
as the ultimate recognition of the contribution and performance of sporting greats over their careers. And yet,
until now, there has not been a Hall of Fame to celebrate the heroes of the world’s greatest game—football.

As the natural next stage in our development, we are launching The National Football Museum Hall of
Fame, to recognise and celebrate the achievements of the players and managers who have made the greatest
contributions to the history of the game in this country. Eligibility will be based on outstanding sporting
excellence and achievement and will cover great names like Matthews, Finney, Charlton, Moore, Best,
Shankly, Dalglish—and the list goes on.

Selection for entry to the Hall of Fame will be based on the views of those who know best—a panel of
experts drawn from the ranks of players andmanagers of the past and present. We are delighted that amongst
other distinguished names, Sir Bobby Charlton, Sir Tom Finney, Sir Bobby Robson and Sir Alex Ferguson
have agreed to be members of the panel. Needless to say, membership of the panel will not preclude an
individual from being inducted into the Hall of Fame.

To launch the Hall of Fame we will be holding an induction reception and dinner at the Museum on
1December 2002. At this event, the first 29 inductees—22male players, one female player and sixmanagers—
will be honoured. The dinner will be attended by the inductees, our selection panel and by supporters of the
Museum from the worlds of football, politics, entertainment and business.

2. The Museum’s Revenue Funding Needs

None of the national museums (or indeed, any museums in the country) operate without substantial
revenue funding, primarily from public sources. No museum can operate on admissions income alone. 14 of
the national museums receive substantial funding from DCMS; two from the Ministry of Defence; two from
local sources; leaving only The National Football Museum without public revenue support.

To fulfill its mission in the long term, The National Football Museum will require public revenue funding.
This has become a problem in the short term, given that to date the Museum has not met its initial visitor
admissions target. A target of 80,000 visitors per annum was set, but the Museum attracted 40,000 visitors
in its first year. There are a number of reasons for this shortfall in visitor numbers to date:

— The lack of an adequate marketing budget—no funding was provided by the HLF or other
stakeholders to launch the Museum.
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— The success of government policy in extending free admission to all at the national (and non-
national) museums funded by DCMS, which has drawn substantially more visitors to the museums
in Liverpool and Manchester.

— The particular diYculties in launching a new museum in 2001, ie the foot-and-mouth issue and the
events of 11 September, both of which had a major impact on tourism.

— The free admission at the national museums has highlighted the fact that the admission charges at
the National Football Museum have inevitably discouraged some visitors. We have done all we can
to oVer a full range of concessions to less aZuent members of society. Any further reductions in the
admissions price would mean that the Museum would have to attract substantially more visitors.

— The location of the Museum. The Museum is in Preston for heritage reasons, as discussed in 1.7
above, but it is the first major visitor attraction in England’s newest city. New national museums in
London have had the advantage of an existing tourism infrastructure. This was also the case with
the National Railway Museum in York, which opened in 1975. The National Museum of
Photography, Film and Television in Bradford, opened in 1983, has demonstrated that a new
national museum can succeed in a town or city which previously attracted few tourists or day-
trippers. However, it had the advantage of free admission at the time of opening.

Ideally, as the national museum of the national game, the National Football Museum should be free to all.
Indeed, as the museum of the people’s game, the game traditionally of the less aZuent in society, the working
class, there is a strong argument that free entry is needed even more at The National Football Museum than
at the other national museums, particularly those in London.

TheNational FootballMuseum has a lean and eYcient staV structure and revenue cost base in comparison
with other national museums. TheMuseum employs nine full-time and five part-time staV. The total running
costs of the Museum in the financial year 2002–03 will be £568,000. The Museum would require a grant of
£400,000 in order to allow free admission to all.

3. Sources of Revenue Funding

Who could or should fund The National Football Museum? The key current and potential sources are
discussed in turn below.

3.1 Local authorities

The relevant local authorities, ie Preston Borough Council and Lancashire County Council, already
operate substantial museum services of their own, and so neither authority is in a position to provide
substantial funding for The National Football Museum.

3.2 Regional developments

The recently launched major report by Resource, Renaissance in the Regions: a new vision for England’s
museums, oVers a valuable strategy for the development of regionalmuseums. It does not, and is not intended
to address, funding issues relating to national museums in the regions.

3.3 Sponsorship and other private sources

TheMuseum continues to be successful in raising sponsorship and donations from private individuals and
companies, but these will never be suYcient to meet operational costs. These private sources are also in
general attracted for capital developments, such as new exhibitions or purchases for the collections, rather
than for revenue funding.

3.4 The Football Bodies

FIFAhave provided a great deal of support to the project to date, but it is diYcult for them to assist further.
They cannot be seen to favour one member country above over two hundred others.

The English football bodies provided just two per cent of the capital project. The FA Premier League has
made no contribution to either revenue or capital. The FA and the Football League have loaned their
collections but have yet to provide any funding. Fourteen individual Football League clubs have made small
donations. The Football Foundation have provided £200,000 of capital funding and £100,000 of revenue, but
all of this is in the form of a secured loan. The PFA have made a grant of £100,000.

Further support will hopefully be secured from the football bodies. However, preserving and interpreting
the heritage of the game is not currently a key objective for any of these bodies, which inevitably are focused
on the current and future development of the game. The increased support of the football bodies will not in
itself provide the required revenue funding for the Museum.
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3.5 HLF

The Museum would not have been created without the capital grant of £9.3 million from the HLF. While
HLF does have some funds for revenue related projects, it does not provide long-term, regular, revenue
funding for museums.

3.6 Conclusion

Considered either individually or collectively, these five possible sources will not meet either the short-term
or long-term needs of the Museum.

4. The Case for DCMS Support

On what grounds could DCMS fund The National Football Museum? Nine major arguments are raised
in turn below.

4.1 Fulfilling the Mission of DCMS

The National Football Museum contributes significantly to the fulfillment of the mission and objectives of
DCMS in a number of ways. The DCMS Annual Report 2002 states that:

“Our aim is to ensure everyone has the opportunity to improve the quality of their lives through
cultural and sporting activities, and to champion the creative and leisure industries. In pursuing this
aim we seek to maximise the contribution that culture, media and sport can make to the
Government’s wider social, educational and economic objectives”.

The National FootballMuseum is a unique institution, in the sense that it links the cultural aims of DCMS
to its sporting aims, through the national sport. The National Football Museum is both a national cultural
and a national sporting institution.

The National Football Museum also has a unique role to play in maximising the contribution that culture
and sport can make to the Government’s wider social and educational objectives. In terms of education, a
great deal has already been achieved, by means of a grant to develop the educational services of theMuseum,
through the Museums and Galleries Education Programme of the DfES. This project has demonstrated that
football can be used to develop the interest of students in almost all aspects of the National Curriculum,
particularly those students targeted by social inclusion projects.

In its first few months of operation, the Museum has also been involved in, or initiated, a number of
groundbreaking initiatives to combat social exclusion. This includes, as mentioned above, a project funded
by a grant of £100,000 from the New Opportunities Fund, to digitise the collections and develop a web site,
working in partnership with a charity for young homeless people. The Museum has hosted visits by over 700
local schoolchildren, in partnership with the award-winning Preston-based anti-racism project, the Respect
All Football Fans Initiative (RAFFI). The Museum has particularly strong potential through its subject
matter to reach out to the target groups identified by DCMS for social inclusion initiatives.

4.2 Museum of National and International Status

The National Football Museum is, and will always remain, the world’s most significant national football
museum, as discussed in 1.6 above. The national status of the Museum is demonstrated by the advice and
support, and loan of items, that it regularly gives to other museums and football clubs with regard to the
game’s heritage. In the past year, for example, theMuseumhas advised or supported themuseums or planned
museums at Liverpool FC,Manchester United, SheYeld United, Leicester City, Chelsea, West HamUnited,
Manchester City and Newcastle United. The Museum has also advised on football exhibitions organised by
museums in Norwich, Coventry, Bolton and Stockport. We have also undertaken a survey of the football
items held in over 150 museums across the country.

The international significance of the Museum is demonstrated by the loan of items to Germany and the
exhibition in Japan, the advice and support we have given to the planned national football museums in
Norway,Germany andWales, and the advice given to FIFAon the display of items at FIFAHouse in Zurich.
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4.3 The World’s Finest Football Collection

The Museum holds unquestionably the world’s finest football collection, as discussed in 1.4 above.

4.4 Unique New Museum Status

TheNational FootballMuseumhas a unique status, in that, as discussed in 1.1 above, it was the onlymajor
new museum funded by HLF that was not developed as an out-station of a pre-existing national museum
or museum service. The exceptional nature of The National Football Museum means that it has exceptional
funding needs.

It could be argued that given the significance oV football to the country’s heritage, The National Football
Museum should have been established as an out-station of one of the existing national museums, in the same
way that theNational RailwayMuseum is a branch of the ScienceMuseum. England does not have a national
history museum as such, and so this is eVectively the role of the national museums collectively. One option
therefore for the development of The National Football Museum is for it to receive revenue funding from
DCMS, under the aegis of one of the national museums. Arguably the most appropriate of these would be
National Museums and Galleries on Merseyside.

4.5 Unique status re public revenue funding

The National Football Museum is the only one of the nineteen registered national museums that does not
receive any public revenue funding.

4.6 The Museum of the People’s Game

The National Football Museum is the museum of the national game, the people’s game, rather than a
museum of socially elite collections or subjects. It is theMuseum of what has spread from England to become
the world’s most popular sport. It is therefore arguably as worthy of funding as any of the national museums
currently funded by DCMS.

4.7 DCMS Funding of Non-National Museums

DCMS currently provides funding to a number of museums which neither DCMS nor Resource regard as
of national status, including: the Museum of London, the Horniman Museum and the GeVrye Museum (all
in London); Tyne &Wear Museums; and the Museum of Science and Industry in Manchester. A case can be
made that any national museum, but particularly the Museum of the national sport, is more worthy of
support than non-national museums.

DCMS recently produced a review of three of these non-nationals, Review of the Museum of London, the
Horniman Museum and Gardens and the GeVrye Museum, Stage One Report (2001). The Review
commented that:

“3.2 In all three cases the sponsorship of these non-national museums by central Government may
be considered anomalous, having arisen through accident of history rather than by design.

4.1 The three London-based museums with which we are concerned here have acquired their
present status as government-funded bodies because of changes in the structure of local government
in London over the last 40 years and because otherwise they would have closed due to the absence
of alternative sources of core funding.

7.20 We conclude that at present no satisfactory alternative to the existing arrangements for core
funding of the three museums is available”.

There are no alternative sources of core funding for The National Football Museum than support from
DCMS.

4.8 Value for Money

The National Football Museum’s current annual running costs are £568,000. Expressed as a percentage of
the grants planned by DCMS for the financial year 2002–03 to a number of museums (the running costs of
these museums are significantly higher), these are 1.5 per cent of that of the BritishMuseum; and 17 per cent,
9 per cent and 17 per cent of the non-national Horniman Museum, Museum of London and Museum of
Science and Industry in Manchester, respectively.

As a percentage of DCMS’s planned total grants to Museums, Galleries and Libraries in 2002–03, ie
£387,677,000, the National Football Museum’s running costs are 0.26 per cent of the total.
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4.9 Precedent

There is a powerful precedent for DCMS extending revenue funding to a museum which has achieved
national registration status, and which is a museum of national significance, namely the support given to the
National Coal Mining Museum of England, Wakefield, from 2001–02 onwards. The planned support by
DCMS for this Museum over the next two years is as follows: £2,072,000 in 2002–03, and £2,118,000 in
2003–04.

5 November 2002

APPENDIX 17

Memorandum submitted by the National Maritime Museum

I am grateful for an opportunity to comment to the Select Committee on this important Inquiry. The text
below restricts itself to the key issues:

My chief observation is that there is already data to show thatABC1 (traditional) visitors are being recycled
by free admission; we are not yet clear about the proportion of genuinely new visitors; penetration into
C2DEs is marginal; likewise, benefits for ethnic minority visitors are modest, as are gains in the numbers of
ethnic minorities visiting our institutions. There is thus emerging data to support a contention that free entry
is leading to shorter dwell times. The implications of this are far from clear, but—if upheld—could lead us to
re-evaluate our displays strategies, retail oVers and other factors, with ramifications for costs and for revenue
earning. We already know that greater footfall does not equal greater income from retail and catering, while
some Visitor Services costs are already slightly higher. Attracting a genuinely broader audience will also
require investment.

The impact on non-charging organisations extends beyond NMDC members; those of us co-located with
charging organisations (or associated with them as, for example, is the NMM through theUKMCS) are daily
reminded of the impact our free gate is having on their revenues. This is not good for the wider sustainability
of UK’s cultural institutions and other organisations such as science centres and the like. It is possible to see
this as opposing the thrust of Renaissance in the Regions.

There is also the rather more anecdotal reaction of potential donors and sponsors, several of whom have
since 1 December 2001 cited free entry compensation in excusing their unwillingness to support. This issue
may be a blip, or it could be more related to September 11, but is one with long term consequences if it
endures.

I am in no doubt that free entry has potentially positive benefits, but these lie beyondmere footfall statistics
and not all of the imagined benefits have been realised to date. And some may even be outweighed. Targeted
free entry (based on postcodes perhaps), combined with charges for those who can aVord it (including
tourists) may be a goal for the future. Publicly, theNMMhas “suspended” entry charges, not scrapped them.

23 October 2002

APPENDIX 18

Memorandum submitted by Tyne & Wear Museums

The Origins of the Initiative and the Process of Agreement Between DCMS and Museum Trustees

Tyne&WearMuseums (TWM) is a jointmuseums service in receipt ofDCMS funding, so although a client
body, TWM is not run by a board of trustees, but a local authority joint committee. In addition, the five local
authorities involved in TWMmaintain a policy of free admission and therefore were not included in the Free
Admission initiative, as they were already free!

Having said this, there are two museums managed by TWM that do charge admission, both of which are
managed under agreements established outside the Tyne & Wear Museums joint agreement: one is the
Hancock Museum, managed on behalf of the University of Newcastle upon Tyne, the other is Segedunum
Roman Fort, a recent addition to the TWM portfolio. Indeed, there have been discussions with DCMS
oYcers to investigate the possibility of buying out of the admission charges at these venues.

The Scope and Nature of any Research and/or Consultation on the Implications of Introducing

Free Admissions (For Individual Sites or the Sector As AWhole)

As noted above, there has always been a policy of free admission to most of the TWM museums.
Consultation with members of the public has always indicated that this is greatly appreciated.

Benchmarking takes place every year for the major venues and biennially for lesser venues.

At the Hancock Museum there is a charge to visit the museum, but the level of charge varies with the
temporary exhibition programme. There is evidence at the Hancock, where the temporary exhibitions are
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substantial and have considerable popular appeal, that the product is the most important element: ie if the
exhibition is of suYcient interest, the level of charge is a secondary consideration in the mind of the potential
visitor. However, this puts incredible pressure on theMuseum’s small staV to deliver large enough exhibitions
to sustain the visitor levels. On occasions when there has been a gap between major exhibitions, there is
definitely a significant drop in visitor numbers.

This is promising to be a problem at Segendunum, our other charging venue: Segendunum does not have
the capacity or facilities to stage large, changing exhibitions and therefore, despite winning 11 major regional
and national awards, the challenge of sustaining visitor levels is proving a diYcult one because of the impact
of the admission charge on potential repeat visits. Furthermore, here we are able tomake a direct comparison
with Arbeia Roman Fort in South Shields. The latter is longer-established than Segedunum, but lacks many
of the newer site’s facilities. Arbeia, however, is a free attraction, and as a result attracts nearly twice as many
visitors as its neighbour.

One question that has been asked is to what extent the funding of free admission at the nationals has any
impact on visitation to provincial museums such as TWM museums. We have no statistical evidence,
although it is my personal opinion that it has had no impact whatsoever on our visitor figures. For a start,
free admission to a museum in London is not free admission to people living in the provinces. Even a “Saver
Return” rail ticket from Newcastle to London costs in the region of £80 per adult! One thing that must be
considered is whether, or not, free admission to nationals in London is the best use of government money in
terms of generating new audiences for the arts and culture.

Just as it is nigh impossible to calculate, or even contemplate, any negative impact on the visitor figures of,
at least, distal Provincial Museums, it is equally diYcult to prove any positive correlation, although it might
be assumed that the press campaign surrounding the introduction of Free Admission to the nationals would
have a positive aVect by reminding people about museums in general and embedding the principle of free
admission—even where it existed beforehand!

The Impact on Gross Visitor Numbers and Visitor Profiles (Foreign/Domestic, Local/National,
Socio-Economic Group, Age Group etc)

Given the adverse publicity received by the nationals in terms of failing to redress the socio-economic
imbalance of their visitor profiles through free admission, the work of Tyne & Wear Museums is possibly
illuminating.

Whilst there is a larger proportion of people from socio-economic groups C2, D and E living in the north
east, they had showed no greater preponderance to visit local museums than their contemporaries elsewhere,
however, over a 10 year period, TWM has managed to shift the balance from approximately 20 per cent of
its visitors from these groups (fairly standard across the country) to nearly 50 per cent. These figures represent
something like 500,000 visitors from socio-economic groupings C2,D andE—an extraordinary achievement.

How have we achieved this? Well it clearly is not by introducing free admission as it was already in place!
In our opinion it is all about product and programming. Give people something they want to see, something
that genuinely motivates them, then they will come. So it is our contention that whilst free admission has the
potential to increase visitor numbers “across the board”, it is necessary to look much more closely at public
programming and other opportunities in order to engage new audiences. In addition, we have taken our
message out to our potential audiences using a variety of techniques from the use of outreach workers to well-
targeted, popular promotional campaigns.

The Effect of Increased Visitors on Running Costs and on Income From Shops and Refreshment

Outlets

Again, we must point out that the majority of our museums have sustained free admission for all of their
history. A good example, however, is the re-launch of SunderlandMuseum andWinter Gardens. Re-opened
after amajor redevelopment programme, funded largely by theHeritage Lottery Fund, theMuseum exceeded
its projections for first-year visitation by 300 per cent. The impacts of such a large number of visitors have
included significant wear and tear on interactive exhibits; these have however stood up to the test!

The Effect on Museums’ Finances and Projections for the Future (And The Terms Under Which

Compensatory Funding From the DCMS is Expected to Continue)

By removing one of the greatest elements of chance from a Museum’s revenue income budget, free
admission to the nationals has definitely made it easier for those museums to focus on programming, without
looking over their collective shoulders for the next commercial success.

Most importantly, free admission has opened up access to the national museums and their collections for
a whole range of new visitors.
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The Impact of the Initiative on the Wider Museums and Galleries Sector (Both Sponsored Museums

and those Independent of Government Funding)

As noted above, the direct impact on Tyne & Wear Museums in terms of competition and lost visits is
almost certainly negligible. What is significant, however, is the impact on perceptions: some people having
seen the press reports, will have “remembered to visit their local museum”. There is a danger, however, for
charging museums throughout the country, that they will be compared unfavorably by the public with their
“national cousins”. We know, anecdotally, in the north east region, of instances where visitors cannot
understand why they have had to pay to visit a particular museum when they have read in the newspapers,
or seen on the TV, that admission “to museums” is now free.

25 November 2002

APPENDIX 19

Supplementary memorandum submitted by the Natural History Museum

1. In response to a request from the Clerk of the Committee on November 21, we have provided
information on our education programmes, our socio-economic visitor distribution, as much as we know
about “Touchstone” and details of the Midge Thermometer from Steve Brooks.

Addressing the Education Issue at NHM

2. We are currently undertaking a review to look at why our school visits are falling. Some preliminary
findings are given below. It is now certain that there are a number of issues that are negatively aVecting
school visits:

a. The QCA guidelines (Qualification & Curriculum Authority) are very prescriptive, teachers are
tending to stick to the exact wording, which is given for each term in the words “this term you should
xxx” if it doesn’t say visit a Museum then people don’t.

b. Numeracy and Literacy Hours are cutting into the time available for trips out and are imposing a
structure that prohibits taking the children out.

c. Science is one of the three core subjects in the National Curriculum—it seems that primary school
teachers in particular are applying this quite literally, because Natural History is not on the
curriculum, they go to science centres etc, but not to the Natural History Museum.

d. Travel to London is diYcult and becoming more so, especially in the light of terrorist threats.

e. Finally, an internal issue is the upper limit we place on numbers of school children—1,500 per day.
This is a Health & Safety issue and is limited by the number of picnic spaces available. The Science
Museum does not have this self-imposed limit. We are going to reconsider this ceiling as on some
busy days in peak school visiting time we have to turn schools away.

3. The general issues are therefore surrounding the increased levels of regulation on the school day. We
are in the early stages of addressing these issues, and intend to tailor our oVering to be more aligned to what
the teachers need to meet the curriculum requirements.

C2DE Visitors

4. C2DE UK visitors are a target in our funding agreement with DCMS. Due to the 70 per cent increase
in visitor numbers, although the relative proportion of visitors from within this category has fallen, in
absolute terms it has risen as shown in the table below. As a comparison, the relative and absolute visitors
to the Victoria and Albert Museum are also provided (these were the only outturn data available).

The Natural History Museum The V&A
C2DE visitor information C2DE visitor information

Outturn Number of Outturn Number of
Percentage visitors Percentage visitors

2000 22 284,000 13 64,100
2001 24 298,000 9 52,300
2002 16 321,000 10 116,600
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5. As a comparison, theDCMSwebsite provides details of the various FundingAgreements for the period
to the end ofMarch 2002 between theDepartment and the nationalmuseums and galleries. TheC2DE targets
for a selection of national museums and galleries are as follows:

Institution 2000–01 2001–02

The British Museum
Target for UK visitors 1,480,000 1,800,000

Target proportion for C2DE visitors 13% 14%

ie Absolute target for C2DE visitors 192,400 252,000

Tate
Target for total visitors 5,000,000 5,000,000

Target proportion for C2DE visitors 11% 11%

ie Absolute target for C2DE visitors 550,000 550,000

The National Gallery
Target for C2DE visitors (as given in the
Funding Agreement) 450,000 460,000

6. No detail of performance against these indicators was readily available from the institutions’ websites.

The Touchstone Project

7. Directors of DCMS-sponsored bodies attended a seminar in the spring of 2002 at which Touchstone
was launched. We are aware of the four priorities (colloquially referred to as kids, community, economy and
modernising delivery) and that these will take over from the DCMS objectives which have been the
framework for our funding agreements to date. It is anticipated therefore that in the forthcoming funding
agreement discussions our performance indicators and targets will be focused on these four areas.

8. We are not certain the extent to which the “modernising delivery” element of Touchstone will comply
with our own wishes to modernise the relationship between DCMS and ourselves.

9. The scale and impact that the Touchstone Project will have on us is not yet clear. However, this area
relates to the point Neil Chalmers made in his submission to the Committee that we are reticent to commit
to undertake activities that are related to the wishes of the Government of the day by using our core funding,
since it is our view that the core funding should enable us to undertake our statutory obligations. We would
(when the activities are appropriately related to our work) be happy to undertake such work as separate
contracts with clearly defined targets and milestones, and a clearly defined separate budget.

Mary Fridlington, Directorate

The Midge Thermometer

10. The collection of non-biting midges (Chironomidae) at the Natural History Museum has been built
up over the last 150 years and is one of the most comprehensive such collections in the world. The original
focus of the collection was on the adult stages because it is on the adults that the taxonomy of the group is
based. However, previous curators of the collection also ensured that the immature larval and pupal stages
were also collected and incorporated into the collection. In particular, the collection includes many
microscope slides on which rearedmaterial has beenmounted. These slides include the easily identifiable cast
skins of larvae and pupae as well as the adult insects into which they developed. So the immature stages are
associated with positively identified adults. It is only by having this associated material that the immature
stages can be identified.

11. When this material was originally assembled there was little interest in the larval stages of midges.
However, in the last decade it has become apparent that midge larvae are powerful indicators of climate
change. They are abundant andwell-preserved in lake sediments andmost species have rather narrow climatic
tolerances. By taking thin slices of a lake sediment core we can look at changes in the species of midge in that
lake at 10-year resolution over the last 15,000 years—back to the end of the last ice age—when lakes in
northern Europe first formed.We use the collection of midge larvae in theNHMcollection to help us identify
the midges preserved in the sediments.

12. By looking at the modern distribution of midges in Europe we can work out the optimum temperature
for each species. Using this information we can then work out what the temperature was likely to have been
to give us the species assemblage of fossil midges in a particular sediment slice. We can test the performance
of thismidge thermometer by using it to estimate the present-day temperature of a lake from itsmodernmidge
population. We have found that our midge thermometer is accurate to about 1)C, but we expect to be able
to reduce this error to about 0.5)C with a little more work.
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13. Analysis of oxygen isotopes in ice cores from Greenland provide a high resolution record of relative
temperature changes over thousands of years. The trends shown in the ice core records are closely reflected
by the trends we have found inmidge-inferred temperatures from lakes in northern Europe. The added bonus
of the midge record is that it provides a quantitative estimate of temperature changes, and it is considerably
cheaper to obtain.

14. By using midges to quantify past climate change we can see the natural background variability of
climate change since the end of the last age and compare this against climate change during the last 70 years.
The instrumental record goes back at most only 250 years and this is not long enough to provide a complete
picture of natural climate variability. Investigating how climate has changed in the past helps us to understand
climate feedback and forcing mechanisms and to better predict how climate systems are likely to respond to
rapid warming. We can also use midge-inferred temperatures to validate the climate models that are used to
predict future climate change by testing their ability to estimate climate change in the past.

Steve Brooks, Entomology

25 November 2002

APPENDIX 20

Supplementary memorandum submitted by the British Museum

1. Editorial control over exhibitions rests with the BritishMuseum. Clearly we consult as appropriate and
may be involved in collaborative programmes on exhibitions, for example, but the terms of any relationship
for gallery or exhibition development are clearly defined in funding agreements.

2. The funding allocation for the Korea Gallery for one year is specific and does not, therefore, recognise
the operating reality of the Museum. The impact of the physical configuration in a Grade I listed building
means that some galleries can be closed and secured more easily than others—on the upper floors, for
example, a whole suite of galleriesmay be required to close if one part of it is unavailable for fire exit purposes.
To manage this, the opening of the Korea Gallery may—without additional staV—lead to a diVerent gallery
having to be closed more often.

3. The British Museum recognises the need to work with DCMS to achieve the best form of relationship
and welcomes the Touchstone programme as a contribution to this end but has yet to explore it in any detail.

4. The usefulness of a “matrix of key performance indicators” (DCMS annual report 2002, p 31) which
can be compared across organisations is understood.We are currently discussing with theDCMS the process
by which The British Museum Funding Agreement might develop for the future.

5. Ensuring that there is synergy between the objectives of the government and The British Museum is a
key responsibility of both parties.

28 November 2002

APPENDIX 21

Supplementary memorandum submitted by DCMS
(in response to questions from the Committee)

Data Requested

1. Annex 1 sets out the Grant-in-Aid funding for museums and galleries sponsored by DCMS including
the British and Natural History Museums, in cash and real terms (for 1989–90—1996–97 and 1996–97—
2004–05) as requested. The reports from which the figures for the funding of the sponsored museums and
galleries are drawn go back to 1989–90 ie a few years before the creation of the Department of National
Heritage (the name by which DCMSwas previously known) in 1992. Prior to 1992Museums were sponsored
by another Department, The OYce of Arts and Libraries. The Department has no comparable data from
before 1989–90.

2. Annex 2 sets out the admission policy at selected key institutions in EU member states, Australia,
Canada and the USA.

Real Terms

3. The announcement of the funding for museums and galleries (DCMS, 29 October 2002) included
reference to real terms increases of 1.7 per cent and 2.8 per cent for 2004–05 and 2005–06 respectively on the
base year 2003–04 (the first year of the 2002 Spending Review).
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4. This real increase was calculated as the revenue increase over and above the revenue baseline plus 2.5
per cent Treasury GDP deflator in each of 2004–05 and 2005–06. So, on this basis a real increase of 1.7 per
cent in 2004–05 is equal to the revenue baseline plus 4.2 per cent cash increaseminus 2.5 per centGDPdeflator
and in 2005–06 a real increase of 2.8 per cent is equal to the revenue baseline plus a cash increase of 5.3 per
cent minus 2.5 per cent GDP deflator.

5. The Secretary of State’s reference in evidence (Q121) to 1.5 per cent and 2.5 per cent as the real terms
increases for 2004-05 and 2005-06 respectively arose from the allocations to the larger museums and galleries,
such as the British Museum and the Natural History Museum, which account for the great bulk of the
additional funding allocated. However, the smaller museums were given larger increases, such as the real
terms increases of 7.5 per cent and 7.5 per cent respectively for the Sir John Soane’s Museum. This raises the
overall real increase in revenue funding to museums and galleries by 0.2 and 0.3 percentage points from the
levels quoted by the Secretary of State to the levels given in the announcement. The base year used for the
real terms increases set out in Annex 1 is 1997–98 which of course yields another figure.

Compensation for Free Admission

6. Annex 3 sets out the cumulative costs to the Department of compensation for free admission.

Touchstone

7. The Secretary of State referred in evidence to the potential for sponsored museums and galleries to earn
greater flexibility and freedom on the basis of their performance—part of the Touchstone programme for
modernising the relationship between the Department and all non-departmental public bodies (NDPBs)
(Q125).

8. Museums and Galleries, like other non-departmental public bodies, are required to comply with a
Management Statement and Financial Memorandum which set out the levels of accountability to the
Department. For example, the Financial Memorandum sets the thresholds beyond which a Museum must
seek the Department’s approval to spend money on a capital project.

9. The Management Statement and Financial Memorandum are reviewed periodically to assess whether
the thresholds for Departmental approval should be relaxed or tightened. The Secretary of State’s reference
to earning “flexibility” was a reference to the possibility of relaxing the thresholds for Departmental approval
in the light of good performance. Such relaxations would need to be approved by Treasury.

10. New Management Statements and Financial Memoranda have been put in place for all DCMS-
sponsoredNationalMuseums andGalleries including the BritishMuseum and theNatural HistoryMuseum.
At this stage both are oVered the same degree of flexibility. Further adjustments will depend on the assessment
of performance.

Annex 1

Total Museums and Galleries
Grant-in-aid cash Grant-in-aid real Year on year real terms Real terms diVerence

Year (£ million) terms (£ million) diVerence (per cent) on base year (per cent)

1989–90 153.6 Base %

1990–91 174.0 161.4 !5
1991–92 196.3 171.6 !6
1992–93 206.4 174.8 !2
1993–94 208.3 172.2 "1 "0.4
1994–95 216.1 176.3 !1
1995–96 218.4 173.2 "2
1996–97 211.6 162.7 "6
1997–98 205.2 153.0 "6

1997–98 205.2 Base %

1998–99 203.5 198.1 "3
1999–2000 219.3 208.4 !5
2000–01 228.5 212.5 !2
2001–02 245.6 223.5 !5 !19
2002–03 267.3 237.3 !6
2003–04 283.5 245.6 !3
2004–05 286.3 242.0 "1.5
2005–06 296.2 244.2 !1
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British Museum
Grant-in-aid cash Grant-in-aid real Year on year real terms Real terms diVerence

Year (£ million) terms (£ million) diVerence (per cent) on base year (per cent)

1989–90 24.7 Base %

1990–91 28.0 26.0 !5
1991–92 31.4 27.5 !6
1992–93 32.4 27.4 "0.4
1993–94 34.1 28.2 !3 "4
1994–95 34.3 28.0 "1
1995–96 33.4 26.5 "5
1996–97 33.2 26.5 %

1997–98 31.9 23.8 "10

1997–98 31.9 Base %

1998–99 33.9 33.0 !3
1999–2000 34.7 33.0 %

2000–01 34.9 32.4 "2
2001–02* 36.0 32.8 !1 "2
2002–03 36.5 32.4 "1
2003–04 37.7 32.7 !1
2004–05 37.4 31.6 "3
2005–06** 37.8 31.2 "1

NB These figures are distorted by one-oV capital funding for major repairs in 2002–03 and 2003–04 and one-
oV resource funding in 2003–04 to keep galleries open.
*From 2001–02 the British Museum is able to recover its VAT on expenditure associated with Free Access.
This increases the Museum’s spending power by at least £750,000 and means that the Museum’s resource
funding is in line with inflation.
**The actual allocation to the British Museum in 2005–06 is subject to satisfactory completion of the reform
programme now under way.

Natural History Museum
Grant-in-aid cash Grant-in-aid Real Year on year real terms Real terms diVerence

Year (£ million) terms (£ million) diVerence (per cent) on base year (per cent)

1989–90 21.7 Base —
1990–91 25.3 23.5 !8
1991–92 27.8 24.3 !3
1992–93 28.9 24.5 !1
1993–94 28.4 23.5 "4 "6
1994–95 27.6 22.5 "4
1995–96 28.8 22.8 !1
1996–97 27.5 21.1 "7
1997–98 27.2 20.3 "4

1997–98 27.2 Base "

1998–99 27.0 26.3 "3
1999–2000 29.6 28.1 !7
2000–01 30.4 28.3 !1
2001–02 33.1 30.1 !6 !22
2002–03 37.4 33.2 !10
2003–04 39.6 34.3 !3
2004–05 39.6 33.5 "2
2005–06 40.1 33.1 "1

NB These figures are distorted by substantial one-oV capital funding for major repairs in 2002–03—2003–06
and by compensation for free access.
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Annex 2

Country Museum Charge

Republic of Ireland National Gallery of Ireland Free but donation of three Euros welcome
Austria Museum of Modern Art, Vienna Eight Euros for adults

6.5 Euros for children and senior citizens
Belgium Natural Sciences Museum Adults four Euros, six to 17s, three Euros,

child accompanied by adult free, extra child
with adult 1.50 Euros
Under fives and teachers free

Denmark National Museum of Denmark Adults 40 Kroner
Children under 16 free
Free admission on Wednesdays
Discounts for students, senior citizens and
groups

Finland Finnish National Gallery Adults 5.5 Euros. Under 18s free.
Free to all on Fridays 5pm–8.30pm

France Louvre 7.5 Euros (9h–15h)
5.0 Euros after 15h and on Sunday

Germany Bayerisches National Museum Adults three Euros
(Munich) Free admission for under 16s and for all on

Sundays
Greece National Historical Museum Adults 1,000 drachmas

(Athens) students 200 drachmas
Free on Sundays, school visits and
temporary exhibitions

Italy UYzi (Firenze) Six Euros but free for Italians under 18 or
over 60 and for citizens of foreign countries
with which reciprocity holds

Luxembourg Musee National d’Histoire et d’Art Adults 2.5 Euros
Groups of 20 or more 1.25 Euros
Families five Euros
12–18s 1.25 Euros
Under 12s free

Netherlands Rijksmuseum (Amsterdam) Adults 8.5 Euros
Under 19s free

Portugal Museu Calouste Gulbenkian and 2.5 Euros each
Centro de Arte Moderna (Lisbon)

Spain Prado (Madrid) Adults 3.01 Euros
Children 1.5 Euros
Over 65s, pensioners, under 16s, Friends
and cultural and educational volunteers and
unemployed people go free

Sweden National Museum (Stockholm) Adults 75 Swedish Kroner
Students, Conscripts and Groups 60 SEK,
Children under 16 free. Reduced rate of 60
SEK on Wednesdays for all paying visitors

Australia National Gallery of Australia Free admission to the permanent collections
since 1998

Canada National Gallery of Canada Free admission to the permanent collections
United States Museum of Modern Art Adults $12

Students and over 65s $8.5
Children under 16 with adults Free
Fridays 16.00—1945 pay what you wish.

Metropolitan Museum of Art, New Adults $12 (suggested)
York Students and senior citizens $7 (suggested)

Members and children under 12 with adult
Free
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Annex 3

2001–02
1999–2000 2000–01 (free kids, 60!, 2002–03 2003–04
(free kids) (free kids, 60!) adults from 1 Dec) (free to all) (free to all)

Institution £ million £ million £ million £ million £ million

National Museum of Science &
Industry (including the
National Coal Mining
Museum for England) 1.0 1.4 3.2 6.5 6.6
Natural History Museum 1.2 2.6 3.4 6.7 6.8
Victoria and Albert Museum 0.02 0.3 1.1 2.6 2.7
National Maritime Museum 0.5 1.2 1.7 2.7 2.8
Museum of Science and
Industry in Manchester 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.7 0.8
Museum of London 0.05 0.05 0.4 1.1 1.2
National Museums and
Galleries on Merseyside 0.7 1.3 1.4 1.9 2.4
Royal Armouries 0.04 0.07 0.4 0.8 0.9
Imperial War Museum 0.5 0.9 1.5 4.5 4.6
Tate St Ives — — 0.246 0.515 0.532

TOTAL 4.2 8.02 13.8 28.1 29.3

APPENDIX 22

Letters from the Secretary of State for Culture, Media and Sport to
the British Museum and Natural History Museum following Spending Review 2002

British Museum

SR2002: Allocation letter

I wrote to you on 15 July to let you know the overall settlement for the next three years.

As I said then, in a tough spending round, this is a really good outcome for DCMS and the sectors we
support. It allows us to focus on my priority areas: broadening access to cultural and sporting activity for
children and young people, building communities, maximising our economic contribution and
modernising delivery.

Delivery and reform are pre-conditions of new funding from this settlement. We want to oVer greater
rewards for success and take tough action where necessary to improve performance. And I am committed
to reducing micro-management from our side wherever possible. As Sue Street has already outlined to your
Director, I want the Department to take a more strategic role in the commissioning and delivery of key
programmes. I want to sharpen our funding agreements so that they focus on my strategic priorities and
impact on key customer groups.

I have kept some cash back at the centre which I would like to use to encourage partnerships between the
national and regional museums to deliver my strategic priorities, and DfES have undertaken to make a
contribution from their own funds to initiatives focusing on education. We need to work closely together on
this with Re:source and DfES, and my oYcials will be in touch about the strategic commissioning process in
the context of the overall funding agreement negotiations.

You are embarked upon a challenging programme of modernisation and reform of governance and
management which I fully support. It is essential that the reform programme is delivered quickly. We will
work with you to help you achieve this. We have secured permission from Treasury for you to use the capital
receipts from the sale of the former Post OYce building for capital expenditure. This will allow you to use
your own self-generated income to deliver the reform programme.

To underpin your reforms I will:

(a) make available a special sum of £400,000 grant-in-aid in 2003–04 specifically to re-open the galleries,
including the Korean Gallery, that you have had to close on a part-time basis as an economy
measure; and

(b) provide a real increase in revenue grant-in-aid amounting to £1,455,000 in 2004–05 to maintain free
access and keep the galleries open;
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The table below shows the funding that I have allocated to you.

2003–04 2004–05 2005–06
£ million £ million £ million

Resource Baseline 35,969 35,969 35,969
Capital Baseline 1,3002 — —
Additional Resource Grant-in-Aid 0.4002 1.455 (1.871)3

Total Grant-in-Aid4 37,669 37,424 (37,840)3

Notes:

1. This allocation of £0.4 million is to support your reform programme specifically to fully reopen the
galleries, including the Korean Gallery, that are currently only open on a part-time basis.

2. This capital allocation includes a one-oV £0.4 million from the Capital Modernisation Fund for your
“Timeline of History Project” and a one-oV £0.9 million for Major Capital Repairs.

3. The allocation for 2005–06 is subject to satisfactory completion of the reform programme.

4. The allocations do not include non-cash items, ie depreciation and cost of capital. My oYcials will
confirm these figures shortly if applicable.

5. The revenue grant allocation is dependent on you remaining free at the point of entry.

I have kept back a small capital fund to enable the joint Museums and Galleries Improvement Fund with
theWolfson Foundation to continue for the next three years. I shall be inviting bids early next year for Round
two covering 2003–04. I would encourage you to bid.

Given the diYculties that the Department has had in recent years in dealing with unforeseen calls on our
resources, it is important that we are able to preserve as much flexibility as possible during the SR2002 period.
Therefore, while it is my intention to ensure that NDPBs can continue to enjoy full end-year flexibility, this
will need to be kept under review and confirmed on an annual basis.

We will be issuing general guidance shortly on drawing up new funding agreements for the 2003–06 period.
The new agreements will need to be signed by Chairmen andMinisters by the end of March 2003. I therefore
envisage discussions during the next two or three months between our oYcials, with a view to producing firm
drafts for signature, to meet this timetable.

I am determined that our key priority programme areas—children, communities, economy and delivery—
are fully reflected at the heart of what you do in return for the funding we provide. We shall monitor the
outcome both through the funding agreement process and through the gathering of qualitative and
quantitative performance data, building on the 1999–2000 Review of the EYciency and EVectiveness of
Government-sponsored museums and galleries.

22 October 2002

Natural History Museum

SR2002: Allocation letter

I wrote to you on 15 July to let you know the overall settlement for the next three years.

As I said then, in a tough spending round, this is a really good outcome for DCMS and the sectors we
support. It allows us to focus on my priority areas: broadening access to cultural and sporting activity for
children and young people, building communities, maximising our economic contribution and
modernising delivery.

Delivery and reform are pre-conditions of new funding from this settlement. We want to oVer greater
rewards for success and take tough action where necessary to improve performance. And I am committed
to reducing micro-management from our side wherever possible. As Sue Street has already outlined to your
Director, I want the Department to take a more strategic role in the commissioning and delivery of key
programmes. I want to sharpen our funding agreements so that they focus on my strategic priorities and
impact on key customer groups.

I have kept some cash back at the centre which I would like to use to encourage partnerships between the
national and regional museums to deliver my strategic priorities, and DfES have undertaken to make a
contribution from their own funds to initiatives focusing on education. We need to work closely together on
this with Re:source and DfES, and my oYcials will be in touch about the strategic commissioning process in
the context of the overall funding agreement negotiations.
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The table below shows the funding that I have allocated to you.

2003–04 2004–05 2005–06
£ million £ million £ million

Resource Baseline 36,103 36,103 36,103
Capital Baseline 3,500 0 0
Additional Resource Grant-in-Aid3 0 1.444 1.877
Additional Capital Grant-in-Aid 0 2.11 2.11

SR 2002 Total Grant-in-Aid2 39.603 39.647 40.080

Notes:

1. This capital allocation is a one-oV ring fenced amount for Major Capital Repairs which includes an
allocation of £1.25 million in both 2004–05 and 2005–06 to support your Darwin Centre Phase II project. If
this project does not go ahead as planned I would intend to clawback this element of the Capital Grant.

2. The allocations do not include non-cash items, ie depreciation and cost of capital. My oYcials will
confirm these figures shortly if applicable.

3. The additional resource grant allocation in 2004–05 and 2005–06 is dependent on you maintaining the
successful policy of free access to your permanent collections.

I have kept back a small capital fund to enable the joint Museums and Galleries Improvement Fund with
theWolfson Foundation to continue for the next three years. I shall be inviting bids early next year for Round
two covering 2003–04. I would encourage you to bid.

Given the diYculties that the Department has had in recent years in dealing with unforeseen calls on our
resources, it is important that we are able to preserve as much flexibility as possible during the SR2002 period.
Therefore, while it is my intention to ensure that NDPBs can continue to enjoy full end-year flexibility, this
will need to be kept under review and confirmed on an annual basis.

We will be issuing general guidance shortly on drawing up new funding agreements for the 2003–06 period.
The new agreements will need to be signed by Chairmen andMinisters by the end of March 2003. I therefore
envisage discussions during the next two or three months between our oYcials, with a view to producing firm
drafts for signature, to meet this timetable.

I am determined that our key priority programme areas—children, communities, economy and delivery—
are fully reflected at the heart of what you do in return for the funding we provide. We shall monitor the
outcome both through the funding agreement process and through the gathering of qualitative and
quantitative performance data, building on the 1999 Review of the EYciency and EVectiveness of
Government-sponsored museums and galleries.

22 October 2002
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